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I. The Transport Equation appears in several branches of physics. It 
has been and still is a subject of intensive studies [10,65,9,12]. In this 
monograph we consider the one-dimensional, linear Transport Equation, which 
is an integro-differential equation of the following form 
+I 
(O. 1) µ~t(x,µ)+ip(x,µ) = f g(µ,µ')ip(x,µ')dµ'+f(x,µ), 
-I 
where for-lsµ,µ' s +l 
(0.2) 
211 
g(µ,µ') = (211)-l f g(µµ' +~~cos a)da. 
0 
0 < X < T, 
Here g is the so-called scattering indicatrix or phase function, which is 
assumed to be given as is the inhomogeneous term f(x,µ). The problem is to 
determine the unknown function 1/J under certain boundary conditions. 
If Tis finite, one speaks about the finite-slab problem, which is con-
sidered under the following boundary conditions: 
(0.3) 1µ(0' µ) (0 s µ s +I); 1/J(T,µ) 
Here¢+ and¢ are given functions on [0,1] and [-l,O], respectively. 
In the half-space problem, where Tis infinite, one considers either 
the boundary conditions 
(0. 4a) (OSµS+l); lim 1)!(x,i1) 
x➔+oo 
or, for some (small) fixed positive constant k, 
(0.4b) 1/J (O, µ) (Osµs+]); 
0 (-1 s µ s 0), 
(-1 s µ s 0). 
2 
2. To write Eq. (0.1) with its boundary conditions as a vector equation 
one introduces the Hilbert space H := L2[-l,+I] of square integrable func-
tions on the closed interval [-1,+I], endowed with the inner product 
+] 
<hl,h2> = I hl(µ)h2(µ)dµ; 
-1 
Further, one introduces the vectors 1/J(x) EH and f(x) EH, and the operators 
T: H +Hand B: H + H by 
(0. Sa) 1/1 (x) (µ) 1/J(x,µ), f(x)(µ) = f(x,µ); 
+I (0<x<T; -!$µ$+]) 
(0.Sb) (Th)(µ) µh(µ), (Bh)(µ) = I g(µ,µ')h(µ')dµ'. 
-I 
Now Eq. (0.1) can be written as an operator differential equation of the 
form 
(O. 6) (Tl/J)'(x) -(I-B)ljJ(x) + f(x), Q < X < T, 
where the differentiation is performed with respect to the variable x. 
To rewrite the boundary conditions one uses two projections P+ and P 
on H = L2[-l,+l], namely 
(0.7) 
JhO(µ), O::;µ:;;;J; 





With the help of the vectors¢+ EH+:= L2[0,I] and¢_ EH_:= L2[-l,0] 
the boundary conditions (0.3) of the finite-slab problem can be written 
concisely as 




The boundary conditions (0.4a) or (0.4b) of the half-space problem can be 
rephrased as either 
(0.9a) ¢+, lim P_¢(x) 0, 
x++oo 
or, with the norm taken in the space H 
(0.9b) lim P+ijJ(x) = 4>+, 
x,1,0 
II P_ijJ(x)II (x++oo). 
3. In this monograph we employ two approaches to deal with the half-
space problem. One approach, a semigroup method, deals with the operator 
differential equation (0.6) directly. With the help of semigroup theory we 
obtain formulas for the solutions of the operator differential equation 
(0.6) under the boundary conditions (0.9a) and (0.9b). 
The second approach, a Wiener-Hopf method, deals with an equivalent 
form of Eq. (0.6) (including its boundary conditions), which is a convolu-
tion equation with an operator-valued kernel. To present this convolution 
equation we define the so-called propagator function H(x) by 
(0. IO) 
r, e-x/µ h(µ); 0 < X < +00 , 0 < :,; +l; +µ µ -I e-x/µ h(µ); < O; (H(x)h)(µ) = ~µ -oo < X < 0, -I :,; µ 
xµ < 0. 
The half-space problem in the form of the operator differential equation 
(0.6) with boundary conditions (0.9a) can be shown to be equivalent with 
the Wiener-Hopf operator integral equation 
(0. 11) ijJ(x) 
+oo 





+ I H(x-y)f(y)dy 
0 
(0 < x < +00 ). We apply a factorization method developed in [2,3], construct 
a so-called Wiener-Hopf factorization of the symbol of Eq. (0.11) and find 
formulas for the solution of the above Wiener-Hopf equation, 
4. To deal with the finite-slab problem we also use two approaches. 
3 
Again, the first approach is a semigroup method, with the help of which we get 
formulas for the solutions of the operator differential equation (0.6) 
with boundary conditions (0.8). The second approach deals with an equivalent 
form of Eq. (0.6) with boundary conditions (0,8), which is a finite-section 
convolution equation of the type (0.11), where the integration is performed 
over the finite interval (O,,) and for f=O the right-hand side has the form 
w(x) e-xT- 1¢ + e(,-x)T- 1¢ (O < x <,).Using a method of GOHBERG & 
+ -
HEINIG [22] we represent the solution 1jJ in the form 
ijJ(x) 
T 
w(x) + I y(x,y)w(y)dy, 
0 
0 < X < T, 
4 
and we derive a formula for the resolvent kernel y(x,y). 
5. We are now at a stage to acknowledge to the work of others, whose 
methods have influenced and stimulated the present study, The Wiener-Hopf 
approach has been influenced by the work of FELDMAN on the asymptotics of 
the solutions of the Transport Equation (cf. [ 15] to [ 19]), the work of 
GOHBERG & HEINIG on finite-section matrix Wiener-Hopf equations (cf. [22]) 
and a factorization method developed by BART, GOHBERG, KAASHOEK & VAN DOOREN 
(cf. [2,3]). Of course, the semigroup approach hinges upon the theory of 
strongly continuous operator semigroups (cf, [13], for instance), In the 
factorization of the symbol a projection operator plays an important 
role, which as a projection operator first appeared in [35] and was the 
object of study by HANGELBROEK & LEKKERKERKER in [40]. 
6, In the present monograph we disregard the specific form the opera-
tors T and B have in the case of the Transport Equation and offer an abstract 
theory of hermitian ad1niss·ible pairs (T ,B) on an abstract Hilbert space H. 




Tis self-adjoint and O is not an eigenvalue of T; 
Bis compact and self-adjoint; 
there exist O < a < l and a bounded operator D: H ->- H such that 
B= !Ti 0 D. 
If, in addition, A= I-Bis a (non-strictly) positive operator, the tenn 
"semi-definite admissible pair" is employed. Under the assumption that the 
scattering indicatrix g appearing in (0.2) is real-valued and satisfies 
f~i [g(t) [rdt < +00 for some r > I the pair (T,B) defined by (0.5b) is, 
indeed, a hermitian admissible pair on the Hilbert space H = [-1,+l]. 
Often we shall choose the indicatrix gin such a way that the operator 
A I- B is positive, but not necessarily invertible (Le., that <Ah,h> 2 0, 
h EH), 
In this monograph a general study is made of the ope.rat.or differential 
(0.6) with boundary conditions (0.8), (0.9a) or (0.9b) and of 
convolution equations like (O.ll), where the operators T and B 
in these equations form an arbitrary hermitian admissible paiL This gene-
ralization allows us to deal with different versions of the Transport Equa·-
tion from one of view. With these abstract operators T and B the 
half-space and finite-slab versions of Eqs (0.6) and (O.ll) are studied 
using the approaches described earlier. As in general in Transport Theory 
the equivalence of the two approaches is more or less taken for granted, 
a mathematical justification of their equivalence is provided. Finally, 
the theory of hermitian admissible pairs is applied to obtain concrete 
results in Transport Theory. 
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7. We now give a description of the contents of this monograph. The 
first two chapters have an auxiliary character. The first chapter deals 
with linearization of transfer functions, Le., of operator-valued functions 
of the form 
(0. 12) 
It appears that (on the resolvent set of the operator A) the spectra] 
properties of the operator function Ware characterized by the spectral 
properties of the linear operator polynomial A - (A-BC), and therefore 
A- BC is called a linearization of W on the resolvent set of A (cf. Section 
L3; see also [23]). In view of transfer functions we remark that, up to a 
trivial change of variable, the symbol of the Wiener-Hopf equation (O.ll) 
is a transfer function like (O~ 12) .. 
In the second chapter some terminology on Wiener-Hopf factorization 
and Wiener-Hopf equations is introduced. We describe a method taken from 
[2,3] to factorize transfer functions of the form (O. 12). In this method 
projections play a prominent role. 
In the third chapter we establish the basic ingredients to deal with 
Eqs (0.6) and (O. II), First we introduce hermitian admissible pairs (T,B) 
on an abstract Hilbert space H, Putting A= I- B a detailed study is made 
of the spectral properties of the operator 1A, which has its spectrum on 
-] 
the real line, For the operator T A the spectral subspaces H, H and H0 , p 111 
corresponding to the parts of its spectrum on (0,+00 ), (-00 ,0) and the point 
A= O, are constructed, Similarly for the self-adjoint operator Tone has 
spectral subspaces and corresponding to the parts of its spectrum 
on (0,+00 ) and (-00 ,0), respectively; for the special pair (T,B) defined by 
(0,5b) we have already specified H+ and H_ by the sentence following for-
mulas (0, 7), The following decomposition theorem is derived: 
6 
THEOREM 0. l. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on a Hilbert space 
H. If the operator A = I - B is strictly posiUve, then 
(O. 13) H (I) H = H © H = H. p - m + 
If we only asswne the operator A = I - B to be (non-strictly) positive, then 
(O. 14) H © [ (H ©H+) n Ho] @ H = H ,ii [ (H $H ) n Ho] (I) H+ 
p m - m p -
H. 
If P(Q) denotes the projection of H onto H e [ (H @H ) n u0 J (resp. H e [ (H p - m + m p 
©H_] n n0 JJ along H_ (H+), then 
(0. 15) TQ 
For the isotropic and the degenerate anisotropic case of the Transport 
Equation HANGELBROEK has found the decomposition (0.13) using a different 
method (see [35,36]). The decomposition (0.14) is connected to the Milne 
problem and has not been studied by Hangelbroek. For a case when the opera-
tor A= I- B :i.s positive definite, the intertwining properties (0. 15) are 
due to Hangelbroek too. 
In the fourth chapter Theorem O. l and the theory of strongly continu~· 
ous semi.groups are employed to get solutions of the operator differential 
equation (0.6). Here we state the two main solution theorems for the homo-
geneous version of Eq. (0.6), in which f(x) = 0. 
THEOREM 0.2. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pai1° on H. 'l'hen for 
every O < T < +00 and every¢ EH the operator differenUal equation 
((L l 6) (Tijl) ' (x) (I-B)ijl(x), 0 < X < T, 
wi-th boundary conditions (O. 8), wher•e ¢ + 
solution 1/1, namely 
P _ ~, has a wiique 
In this expression V is the in1Je.rt;ible operator., defined by 
T 
(0. l 7) 
-1 
Here P , P and P0 are the spectral projections of T A cor•responding to p m 
7 
the parts of its spectFum on (0,+00 ), (-00 ,0) and the point A = 0, respectively. 
Parallel to the present work Hangelbroek has proved the invertibili.ty 
of the operator VT for a case when the pair (T,B) is positive definite. 
THEOREM 0. 3. Let (T ,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on H. Then 
for every rj,+ E H+ the operator differential equation 
(TijJ)'(x) O<x<+00, 
with boundary condUions (0.9a) has a unique bowided solution ijl, which is 
given by the foI'fffU7..a 
(0.18) ijl(x) 
Here Pis the projection of H onto H along H_, which exists according 
p 
to Theorem O, L 
Theorems 0.2 and 0,3 are existence and uniqueness theorems for the 
finite-slab and half-space problem, respectively, 
In the fifth chapter we first prove the equivalence of the semigroup 
approach and the Wiener-Hopf approach. For a hermitian admissible pair 
(T,B) on an abstract Hilbert space H we define a propagator function H(x), 
which is a generalization of (O. lO), A typical equivalence theorem is the 
following 
THEOREM O. Li, Let (T, B) be a hermitian admissible pair on H. Then f o.r 
eve:r>y O < r < +00 and every q, E H a bounded vecto1° function 1jJ: ( 0, r) -+ H is 
a solution of the operator differential equation (0,16) with boU11.dary con-
dit-ions (0,8), where <P+ "" P+<P and cp_ "" P_,P, if and only if the finite-sec-
tion W1'.ene:r>-Hopf operator integral equation 
(0.19) 
T 
ijl(x) - f H(x-y)BijJ(y)dy 
0 
has the function 1jJ as a solution. 
0 < X < T 0 
With the help of Theorem 0.2 it is clear that the convolution equation 
(0.19) has a unique solution, Using results of GOHBERG & HEINIG [22] we 
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solve Eq. (0.19) for an arbitrary bounded right-hand side w(x). 
The half-space problem is solved in three ways. First we exploit the 
equivalence of the semi.group and Wiener-Hopf approach, and obtain the solu··-
tion from Theorem 0.3. Secondly we use the so-called projection method 
(cf. [24, 17]) and obtain the solution of the half--space problem as a limit 
of solutions of the finite-slab problem as T ➔ +00 • The third method 
amounts to solving the convolution equation 
(0.20) 
+oo 
1/!(x) - f H(x-y)BiJ;(y)dy 
0 
w (x), 
by canonical factorization of its symbol. 
0 < X < +00 , 
As mentioned above, the symbol of Eq. (0. l l) has the form of a transfer 
function. If (T,B) is a positive definite admissible pair on H, we put 
-1 
C "" A - I, apply a factorization method taken from [2,3] and derive the 
following 
THEOREM 0.5. For a positive definite admissible pa-ir (T,B) on H, uJhere 
C ~ A-I - I, the symbol of the Wiener-Hopf operator integral equation (0.19) 
has a canonical factorization of the form 
(0. 2 ! ) Re A 0, 
where W+ (W_) is an analytic operator-valued func-tion on the open right 
(left) half-plane, wh-ich has a continuous extension up to the extended 
imaginary line; further, for Re A 2 0 (Re A :,; 0) the operntor W+(A) (W_(A)) 
is invertible. In fact, 
Here P is the projection of H onto H along H_, which ex-i'.sts according to 
p 
Theorem O • l • 
With the help of the factorization (0.21) we construct a formula for 
the unique solution of Eq. (0.20). In particular, if w(x) = e-xT- 1¢+ 
(O < x < +00 ) for some¢+ EH+, we obtain (0.18) as the solution, which is 
in full agreement with the equivalence of the semigroup and the Wiener-Hopf 
approach, 
In the last section of this chapter we construct unbounded solutions 
9 
of Eq, (0,20) using an equivalence theorem, By this we recover the asympto-
tics of the solutions, which have been found before by FELDMAN (cf. [15,16]). 
In the sixth and final chapter the formal theory of hermitian admis-
sible pairs is applied in Transport Theory. First we prove a theorem that 
allows us to apply this theory to the one-speed Transport Equation in a non-
multiplying medium. 
THEOREM 0.6. Let the indiaatrix g be real-valued, and let f~: lg(t)lrdt<+00 
for some r >I.On L2[-l,+l] we define the operators T and B by 





(Bh)(µ) = f g(µ,µ')h(µ')dµ'; 
-I 
given by (0.2), Then (T,B) is a hermitian admissible pair on 
f+I Moreover, if g is nonnegative and c = _1 g(t)dt ~ l, then the 
is semi-definite. 
By Theorem 0,6 the theory of hermitian admissible pairs applies to a 
huge class of non-degenerate scattering indicatrices, For the major results 
we refer to Theorems 0.l to 0.5, 
Up to now we have only been able to show the existence and uniqueness 
of the solution of the half-space and the finite-slab problem. For the more 
practical purpose of finding analytic expressions for the solutions of 
Eq. (O.I) we need an explicit expression for the projection P appearing in 
Theorems 0,3 and 0.5 and the operator V-l (cf. (0.17)). For the isotropic 
T 
case of the Transport Equation we provide analytic expressions for the 
solution. In the derivation of these expressions Wiener-Hopf methods are 
heavily used (in fact, we use Theorem 0,5 and the Gohberg-Heinig method). 
We also derive an analytic solution of the Milne problem with isotropic 
scattering, thereby supplementing results obtained in [42,47], Also the 
corresponding anisotropic transport problems are analyzed. In particular, 
the factorization of the dispersion function in Transport Theory is shown 
to be a quite trivial corollary of a result of MUSKHELISHVILI [59]. 
JO 
Further, for the degenerate anisotropic case we specify the projection P and 
establish its connection to the scattering function introduced by 
CHANDRASEKHAR [IO]. Using this connection a formula derived previously in 
a not completely rigorous way by BUSBRIDGE [8] is recovered. The expression 
for P recovered here improves upon a result of HANGELBROEK & LEKKERKERKER 
(published in [48]). Because in Transport Theory the image of the operator 
B contains a cyclic vector of T and Bis an operator of finite rank, it is 
possible to derive such an expression, indeed. Further applications concern 
the symmetric multigroup Transport Equation, which has been analyzed by 
other means by GREENBERG [34]. For this equation the analogue of Theorem 0.6 
is derived. 
8. Let us now make a few remarks about the physical background of the 
Transport Equation 
(0.22) 
This integro-differential equation plays a prominent role in astrophysics 
and in neutron physics. In astrophysics it describes the stationary trans-
fer of unpolarized electromagnetic radiation through a homogeneous stellar 
or planetary atmosphere. In neutron physics this equation gives a descrip-
tion of the stationary transport of undelayed, mutually non-interacting 
neutrons through a homogeneous fuel plate of a nuclear reactor, In both 
cases the medium (atmosphere or fuel plate) is taken to be a plane-parallel 
layeL 
If Eq, (0,22) concerns radiative transfer, then the unknown function 
1jJ is the intensity of the radiation, x E (O ,r.) is the optical depth (really 
a position coordinate weighted by the absorption coefficient), T the optical 
thickness of the atmosphere,µ the cosine of the scattering angle and f(x,µ) 
is an inhomogeneous term accounting for radiative sources, The function 
g(µ,µ') is given by (0,2), where g is the scattering indicatrix or phase 
function, which accounts for the scattering properties of the atmosphere, 
In this monograph the phase function g includes the albedo (or fraction of 
the radiation scattered) c E [0,1] of the atmosphere as a factor, For more 
details we refer to [10,65], 
If Eq, (0,22) involves neutron transport, then the unknown function 1jJ 
is the angular density of the neutrons, x E (0,T) is the distance from the 
surface of the fuel plate (measured by the mean free path of the neutrons 
11 
as the unit of length), T the thickness of the plate (measured by the same 
unit),µ the cosine of the scattering angle, f(x,µ) an inhomogeneous term 
accounting for neutron sources and g(µ,µ') is the scattering function, which 
describes the scattering properties of the medium. In this monograph this 
function includes the average number c ~ 0 of neutrons produced by collisions 
(with uranium atoms) as a factor. If c > l, the medium is called multiplying 
(a case we hardly consider here). If c = l, we call the medium conservative; 
for Os c < I the medium is called non-conservative. For more details we 
refer to [12,9]. 
In astrophysics Eq. (0.22) applies to unpolarized radiation. In neutron 
physics it is the so-called one-speed approximation of a more general equa-
tion also involving the neutron speed, which is assumed here to be constant. 
If one assumes instead that the neutrons can be divided into a finite num-
ber of groups of particles of constant speed, then Eq. (0.22) is replaced 
by a vector-valued version called the multi.group Transport Equation. 
In astrophysics the half-space problem (where T = +00 ) involves an 
atmosphere of infinite optical depth: a stellar atmosphere with radiation 
coming from the interior of the star, or a very opaque planetary atmos-
phere. In the former case boundary conditions like (0,4b) are imposed; in 
the latter case boundary conditions like (0,4a). Here the function~+ appear-
ing in the boundary conditions is given and signifies the inward intensity 
of the radiation on the surface, The finite-slab problem applies to a 
planetary atmosphere of finite. optical depth. In this case we impose the 
boundary conditions (0,3), which specify the inward intensity of the 
radiation on the surface (usually we have qi_ "" O), 
In neutron physics the boundary conditions specify the inward angular 
density of the neutrons at the surface(s) of the fuel plate. By the finite 
size of the reactor the half-·space problem is a less realistic description 
of neutron transport phenomena than the finite-slab problem is, For prac-
tical purposes the multigroup Transport Equation, where the neutron speed 
is taken into account as an additional (discrete) variable, plays an even 
more important role. 
9, We conclude the introduction by some terminological remarks, 
Throughout this monograph all Banach spaces will be complex and their 
norm is denoted by II' II, Similarly, all Hilbert spaces are complex and their 
inner product is denoted by<•,•> .. Contrary to the bracket notation cmmnon 
in quantum mechanic.s inner products have the property <if, g> = i<f, g> = -<f, ig>. 
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If Y is a Banach space, the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on Y 
is denoted by 1. (Y) and the identity operator on Y by Ir If no confusion is 
possible, we shall write I rather than Iy. The direct sum of two Banach 
spaces Y and Z is denoted by Y $ Z. By YR, we mean the direct sum of 9, copies 
of Y. The spectrum and the resolvent set of an operator Tare denoted by 
o(T) and p(T), respectively. If Tis a linear operator on a Banach space Y, 
then the domain of Tis denoted by D(T), the kernel or null space of T by 
Ker T and the image or range of T by Im T. For the Riemann sphere we write 
~ 00 • The restriction of an operator T to a T-invariant subspace Mis denoted 
by TIM· The orthogonal complement of a subset M of a Hilbert space is denot-
ed by W. 
] 3 
CHAPTER I 
LINEARIZATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
In this chapter we recall the basic facts concerning linearization 
and realization. For a transfer function a general linearization theorem is 
proved. In the final section we consider the realization problem for mero-
morphic operator functions and for such functions a kind of linearization is 
constructed. 
I. Preliminaries about equivalence and linearization 
Let Q be an open subset of the Riemann sphere <I:00 , and let YI and Y2 be 
complex Banach spaces. Two holomorphic operator functions W 1: Q + L (Y 1) and 
Q + L(Y2) are called equivalent on Q (cL [23]) if 
where E (A): Y 1 -t- Y2 and F(A): Y2 + YI are invertible operators which depend 
holomorphically on A in Q, The functions E and F will be called equivalence 
functions. 
Given a holomorphic operator function W: Q + L(Y) and a complex Banach 
space Z, we define the Z-extension of W to be the operator function on Q 
whose value at A E Q is equal to the operator W(7l)©I2 E L(Y©Z). A linear 
operator TE L(X) is called a linearization of Won Q if the linear pencil 
7llX-T is equivalent on Q to some extension of W. If Q is a bounded open set, 
then W always admits a linearization on Q (see [23,56,5]), 
Let W: Q + L (Y) be a holomorphic operator function on the open set ,L 
The spectrum l: (W) of W is the set of all 7c E r, such that W(7l) is not invert-
ible, If Tis a linearization of Won S"l, then 
(L !) cr(T) n Q 
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For the case when Q is bounded one can construct a linearization T of Won 
Q such that in addition to (L 1) one has the following: (l) a(T) c >l, 
(2) all limit points of the boundary of the closure of Qare contained in 
a(T), (3) an isolated boundary point "o of Q does not belong to cr(T) if 
and only if "o has a deleted neighbourhood on which W(A) is invertible, 
while both Wand W-I have a removable singularity at "o (cf. [52], Theorem 
II 4.2; for bounded Cauchy domains see also [23], Theorem 2.3), 
We shall employ the term linearization also in a somewhat other context. 
Let W: Q ➔ L(Y) be a holomorphic operator function, and let Sand T be bound-
ed linear operators on the complex Banach space X. We call the pencil ;.S-T 
a linearization of W on Q if some extension of W is equivalent on Q to >..S-L 
(Thus the operator Tis a linearization of Won Q if and only if the pencil 
:U-T is a linearization of Won Q.) Any holomorphic operator function (it 
does not matter whether Q is bounded or not) admits a linearization in this 
more general sense (see [5]). 
2 .. Preliminaries about transfer functions and nodes 
In this monograph we shall often work with an operator function W of 
the form 
(2. J) 
Here A: X ➔ X, B: Y ➔ X, C: X ➔ Y and D: Y ➔ Y are bounded linear operators 
acting between complex Banach spaces X and Y. The function (2.l) is defined 
and holomorphic on the resolvent set p(A) of A and at infinity. 
A system 0 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y), where A,B,C and Dare as in (2.l), is 
called an (operator) node, and the function (2. I) is called the (manic) 
transfer function of the node 8 (cf, [2], Section l. J). With the operator 
node 8 (A,B,C,D;X,Y) we also associate the comonic transfer funct-ion, 
namely the function 
Z (A) 
which is defined and analytic on the set of all A E (C such that IX - A.A is 
invertible. 
Let 8 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y) be a node, The operators D and A are called, 
respectively, the external operator and the main operator of the node e. 
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The space Xis referred to as the state space of e. If the external operator 
D of e is invertible, one defines Ax= A-BD- 1C. The operator Ax is called 
the associate operator (cf. [2], Section 5.5); it appears as the main opera-
tor of the associate nod,e ex, which is defined by 
ex ( x -I -I -I ) = A ,BD ,-D C,D ;X,Y. 
Let We be the transfer function of the node 8 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y), and 
assume that the external operator Dis invertible. Then the X-extension of 
We is equivalent on p(A) to the Y-extension of A-Ax. In fact, one has (cf. 
[2], Theorem 4.5): 
(2.2) [we :A) ,:] E(A) [; 0 x]F(A), A E p (A), A-N 
where 
[we (A) C(>-A)-l 
F(A) ["-'", (>) -n-'c]. E(A) = 
(A-A)-JB (A-A)-l (A-A)-IB IX 
Note that this implies that the spectrum E(We) of the transfer function w6 
is equal to a(Ax) n p(A). Further, one easily computes that 
(2.3) 
where W8x is the transfer function of the associate node ex. By direct 
computation one shows that for A E p(Ax) n p(A) the identity 
(2.4) 
holds true. 
Formula (2.2) already suggests that Ax may appear as a linearization 
of We on p(A). Under certain invertibility conditions this is, indeed, the 
case, as we shall see in the next section (cf. [2], Section 2.4). 
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3. Linearization of transfer functions 
THEOREM 3.1. Let W be the transfer function of the node 8 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y), 
and asswne that B has a Zeft inverse B t. Let Z = Ker • For y E Y, z E Z 
and i\ E p(A) we define 
-I 




Then E(A) ,F(A): Y©Z -+ X are invertibl-e operator>s 1,;hich depend analytically 
on i\ in p(A). Further, for i\ E p(A) 
In particular, i\(I+B(D-I)Bt) - (A-BC+B(D-I)BtA) is a lfoearization of Won 
P (A). 
PROOF. An easy computation yields that E (i\) and F (A) are invertible for all 
i\ E p(A) and that their inverses are given by 
-l t t (i\-A) (I-BB )x] e (I-BB )x, 
-1 
We now compute E(i\)[W(i\)(lll2 ]F(A) x "' [BW(i\) 
l t (I-BB )](i\-A)x. 
Using that 
W(i\) A E p (A), 
we get 
l t (I-BB )](i\-A)x = 
From this we easily get the theo_rem. [] 
For the case when D = I the previous theorem shows that the operator 
A-BC is a linearization of I+ C(\-A)-IB on p(A). More generally, if Dis 
-I -l 
invertible, we can apply Theorem 3.1 to the function I+ D C(\-A) B and 
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deduce that Ax= A- BD-IC is a linearization of W(\) = D+ C(\-A)-JB on p(A) 
(cf. [2], Theorem 2,6). Note that Theorem 3.l may be viewed as a slightly 
more general version of [2], Theorem 2.6. 
Under the extra condition 
(3.2) A E p(A), 
one can prove that the pencil 
(3.3) 
is a linearization of W(\) = D + C(\-A)-IB on p(A). To see this, first note 
t -I that (3.2) implies that E1 (A)= I+ B(D-I)B (A-A) A is invertible for all 
A E p(A). But then it is clear from (3.1) that 
which proves that the pencil (3.3) is a linearization of Won p(A) (cL the 
second part of Theorem 1.2 in [41]). 
By substituting I/A for A in the statement of Theorem 3.l one easily 
shows that the pencil 
is a linearization for the comonic transfer function Z (A) 
on the open set 
Q {A E (];: I - AA is invertible}. 
If in addition, one assumes that 
A E Q, 
then one can show that [I+B(D-I)Bt] - A(A-BC) is a linearization of 
-I . 
D + AC(I-AA) Bon Q (cL the first part of Theorem L2 in [41]). 
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Without proof we state the dual of Theorem 3, l (cL [2], Section 2.4), 
THEOREM 3.2, Let W be the transfer function of the node 0 = (A,B,C 
and assume that Chas a right inverse ct, Put Z = Ker C. For y E Y, z E Z 
and A E p (A) we de fine 
Then E(A) ,F(A): Y©Z + X a:r•e invertible and depend analytically on A in p (A), 
Further, for• A E p (A) 
In partfoular, A(I+Ct(D-I)C) - (A-BC+ACt(D-I)C) is a linearization of Won 
P (A), 
4, Realization of meromorphic operator functions 
The problem to determine all operator functions that can be written in 
the form (2.l) is an important one. In Mathematical Systems Theory this prob-
lem is known as the realization problem (cf, [ !+3]) and concerns rational 
matrix functions. In this section we consider the realization problem for 
meromorphic operator functions in general. 
Let Q be an open subset of ~00 , and let W be an operator function that 
is meromorphic on Q and has values in L(Y). The set of poles of Winn is 
denoted by l:, By a realization of W on Q we mean a representation of W in 
the form 
where o (A) fl Q is a discrete subset i:0 of n. Obviously the set J: of poles 
of Wis contained in The main problem of this section is to construct 
operator function. We shall show that 
at least on a bounded domain this is always , Together with the 
solution of the realization problem we obtain a kind of linearization of a 
meromorphic operator function. 
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In the proof we use the fact that for holomorphic operator functions on 
a bounded domain the realization problem has been solved (cf. [2], Section 
2.3; [52], Section II.4; [56], Lemma 3.3). 
THEOREM 4.l. Suppose Q is a bounded open set, and let W be a meromorphic 
operator function on Q with values in L (Y). Then W admits a realization of 
the form 
where e = (A,B,C,I;X,Y) is a node, Z is the set of poles Wand C is right 
invertible. Further, for z Ker C there exist invertibl,e operators 
F1(\),F2(\): Y@Z + X, depending analytically on\ in all of Q, such that 
(4. I) ;\ E Q\L 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose Q is a bounded open set and W a meromorphic operator 
function on Q with values in L(Y). Then W admits a realization of the form 
-I W(\) =I+ C(\-A) B, 
1,ihe1°e e = (A,B C,I;X,Y) is a node, l: is the set of poles of Wand B is left 
invertible. Further, if BtB = and Z = Ker Bt, there exist invertible 
operators E1 (\) ,E 2 (A): Y@Z + X, depending analyticalty on \ in Q_, such that 
{4.2) A E Q\L 
The fractional linear operator functions appearing at the right-hand 
sides of (4. l) and (4.2) are to some extent "linearizations" of W on Q. If 
Wis holomorphic on !J, then the set of poles l: of Wis empty and \-A is 
invertible on all of Q, So in that case A-BC is a linearization of Won Q 
(in the sense of Sections I. I and I. 3). 
We now give the proof of Theorem 4.1 and mention how to modify it to 
get a proof of Theorem 4,2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. I. Suppose Q is a bounded open set and W a meromorphic 
operator function on Q with values in L(Y). By l: we denote the set of poles 
of Win Q, Then it is clear from the Weierstrass product theorem that there 
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exist two holomorphic operator functions w1 ,w2 : rl -~ L(Y) such that the spec-
trum of w2 coincides with,: and W(>,) = w2 p,)-i w1 (;\), AErl\l:. According to a 
realization theorem for holomorphic operator functions on bounded open sets 
(cf. [52], formula (II4.4)), there exist nodes 8i = (Ai,Bi,Ci,I;Xi,Y) with 
rl c p(Ai) and Ci right invertible, such that 




l. l l 
1,2. 
However, the state spaces x1 and x2 appear to be weighted Banach spaces of 
Y-valued functions in which only the weighted norm depends on w1 and w2 , 
respectively. On the respective spaces the operators A1 and A2 , and c1 
and c2 have the same form, whereas the forms of the operators B1 and B2 
differ considerably. An elementary modification of the weighted norms 
enables us to get the realizations (4.3) of w1 and w2 in such a way that 
these realizations have the same state space X, the same main operator A, 
while c 1 = c2 = C is still right invertible (cf. Section IIL2 of [52] for 
a more detailed treatment). More precisely, there exist nodes 
Si (A,Bi,C,I;X,Y) with rl c p(A) and C right invertible, such that 
),_ E S'l, i l , 2, 
X 
A straightforward computation, using that B2c ~ ()t-A2) - ()t-A), with 
A; "" A- B2C as the associate operator of the node e2 , yields 
(4. 4) W(),) 
X 
This settles the first part of Theorem 4. l, because a (A2 ) n $1 L is 
the discrete subset of Q of poles of W. 
From Theorem 3,2 (with D ~ I) we know that the formulas 
t t -I 
Cy+ z- (I-C C)(1c-A) B1y, 
t t -I Cy+z-(I-CC)(A-A) B2y, 
E()t)(y,z) t (:\-A)C y + (1c-A)z, 
define invertible operators that.depend analytically on A in Q and act from 
Y K C X Where Cct I F ·11 .b h. Th 3 ? ' • h © .er onto . , "' y• urt er, y t 1.s same eorem • _ \Wl.t 
2 I 
D I), we have 
A E Q, i l ,2. 
Here A; = A- BI C is the associate operator of the node e 1, From this iden-
tity we directly infer that 
X 
Finally, observe that A1 
A E s-2\L 
With the help of Theorem 2.5 of [2] one can prove that Theorem 4.l 
also applies to meromorphic operator functions Won a neighbourhood of 
infinity with W(00 ) = L 
The proof of Theorem 4,2 is a modification of the one of Theorem 4.1. 
First we apply the Weierstrass product theorem and factorize the given 
-I 
meromorphic operator function W as the quotient W(A) = W 1 (:\)W2 (A) of two 
holomorphic operator functions w1 and w2 • Instead of the realization in 
[52], Section IL4, we now use the realizations 
I, 2 
(cf. [2], Lemma 3,3). The proof now proceeds along the same lines as the 
one of Theorem 4. I (cf. [52], Section IIL 2). 
For rational matrix functions the realization problem has been solved· 
in many different ways (cf. [43] and [2], for instance), For such functions 
the identities (4.1) and (4.2) can be replaced by more explicit expressions, 
as the next theorem shows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let W be an operator function with values in L(Y) that can be 
-l written as the quotient W(:\) = Q(:\) P(:\) of two manic operator polynomials 
P and Q of degree !I.,, while the spectrum of Q is a finite set. Write 
JI., ,JI.,- j i JI., ,JI.,-! i . 
P(A) = :\I+ l· :\ P. and Q(),.) =AI+ li·=o :\ Qi. Then there exi.st invert-
i=O 1. JI., 
ible operators Fp(),.) (:\): Y ->- , depending analytically on 7' in a:, such 
that 
(4. 5) W(A)@I J/.,-J 
y 
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Here CP (CQ) is the second compa:nion operator of the monic polynorrrial P(Q), 
a:nd the operators FP(A) a:nd FQ(A) have the form 
PROOF, Put 
Fp(A) 





















A I + A p ll-1 + 0 • ' + p ll-n' 
I 0 -AI', 
Ep(A) = EQ(A) 
0 ... ' -u ' I 
, 
yll + Yll, A E <C. 
As this operator has the form I- AS with S nilpotent, this operator is 
invertible and depends analytically on A in (C, Further, 
Fp(\)[P(\)@Iyll-l] 
FQ(A)[Q(\)@Iyll-lJ 
(cf. [26]; see also [2] at pages 60 and 61). From these identities formula 




CHAPTER I I 
WIENER-HOPF FACTORIZATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
In this chapter we review the main elements of the theory of Wiener-
Hopf operator integral equations and Wiener-Hopf factorization. Particular 
attention is given to the case when the symbol of the Wiener-Hopf operator 
integral equation can be written in the form of a transfer function. 
!, Factorization of transfer functions 
In this section we describe the basic factorization theorem for func-
-1 
tions of the form W(A) = D + C(1t-A) B with D invertible (see [2 ,3]). We 
begin with the notion of the product of nodes (cf. [2], Section I.I), 
Consider two operator nodes 0. = (A. ,B. ,c. ,D. ;X. ,Y) (i = 1,2). By 
i i i i i i 
definition the product 0 = e1e2 of the nodes e1 and e2 is the node 
8 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y) in which X = X1$X2 is the new state space, D = D1D2, 
while the operators A E L(X1$X2), B: Y ➔ X1lllX2 and C: X1$X2 ➔ Y are given 
by 
fBID2] 
L B , 
2 
( l. l) 
Note that o(A 1) u o(A2 )::, o(A) (or equivalently, that p(A 1) n p(A2 ) c p(A)), 
An easy computation shows that 
where w8, w81 and We 2 are the transfer functions of 8, e 1 and e2 . Hence, 
the transfer function of the product node 8 = e1e2 is the product of the 
transfer functions of 01 and Br 
Suppose, in addition, that the external operators D 1 and D2 of the 
-l 




Ai··BiDi Ci' and let 
, Up to the natural 
are invertible. For i = l,2, put A~ 
-l i 
,Di ;Xi,Y) be the.associate node of 
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associate operator of the node 0 
Therefore, A[X1] c x 1 and Ax[x2J c x2• In other words, the state space x 1 
(X2) of the node e1 (0 2) appears to be invariant under the main (associate) 
operator of the product node 0 = e1e2• 
Conversely, let 0 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y) be a node with an invertible external 
operator D and with associate operator Ax A- BD- 1c. Assume we have a 
decomposition X = x 1@x2 of X into two closed linear subspaces x 1 and x2 such 
that 
(l.2) 
Then the node 0 can be written as a product e 
which have the form 
Here D1 and n2 are invertible operators on Y such that D 
1TB 
where 1T denotes the projection of X along x 1 onto x2• Note that according 
to (1.2) the kernel of the projection 1T is invariant under A and its image 
is invariant under Ax. A projection 1T with these two properties is called 
a supporting projection for the node 8. As the transfer function of the 
product of two nodes e1 and 02 is the product of the transfer functions of 
e1 and e2 , any supporting projection 1T of the node 8 = (A,B,C,D;X,Y) yields 
a factorization of the transfer function W(A) = D + C(A-A)- 1B. From this 
we easily deduce the next theorem (cf. [2], Section I.I). 
THEOREM l,I, Let W(A) = D + C(A-A)-IB be a transfer fUYLction with invert-
ible operator D. Let Ax A - BD~ 1c, and let 1r be a projection on the state 
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space such that 
A[Ker TT] c Kern, Ax[Im n] c Im TT. 
Let D D1D2, where D1 and D2 are invertible operators. Then 
;\ E p (A), 
where 
WI(:\) DI + 
-I -1 C (:\-A) (I-·rr) BD2 , 
W2(A) D2 + 
-I -l D1 C-rr(:\-A) B, 
w (:\)-! -I -l X -I -l 
l DJ - D1 C(I-TT)(:\-A) BD , 
W2(A)-I -] D2 - D- 1C(:\-Ax)-lTTBD;l. 
For a given transfer function W the previous theorem can be used to 
obtain all possible factorizations of Won a neighbourhood of (in 
a:,). However, for that purpose one cannot do with a single realization of W, 
but one has to consider all possible realizations of W. For this and other 
aspects of the factorization theory of transfer functions we refer to [2]. 
2. Wiener-Hopf factorization 
Let r be a simple closed rectifiable Jordan curve on the Riemann 
sphere We assume r to be oriented. The interior domain of r will be 
denoted by F+ and the exterior domain by F_. Often we shall take I' to be 
the extended imaginary axis and then (unless stated otherwise) the orienta-
tion of r is chosen in such a way that is the open right half-plane. 
Let Y be a complex Banach space, and let W: I' ➔ L(Y) be a continuous 
operator function whose values are invertible operators on Y. By a left 
Tiiene:r-Hopf factorization of W with respect to the curve r we mean a facto-
rization of W of the form 
(2. !) W(:\) 1c Er, 
where : r + L(Y) is a continuous operator function whose values are 
invertible operators on Y and the function W± and its inverse 1 have a 
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continuous extension to F ± u r which is analytic on F ±. Further, the so-cal led 
diagonal factor D has the form 
(2.2) ;\ E r. 
Here"+ E F+ and;\_ E F are given points, P 1, ••• ,Pr are mutually disjoint 
one-dimensional projections and P0 is the projection given by 
P0 = I - P 1 - ••• - Pr. The numbers K1, ••• ,Kr' which are non-zero integers 
such that Kl~ ... ~ Kr' are called (the) left indices of W with respect to 
the curve r. 
It can be proved (cf. [20]) that the left indices of an operator func-
tion W with respect to the curve r do not depend on the choice of the fac-
tors W+ and W_ in (2.1) nor on the choice of the projections P0 ,P 1, ••• ,Pr 
in (2,2) and the points A+ and A. Therefore, the indices K1, .•• ,Kr are 
called the left indices of W with respect tor. The sum of the left indices 
of Wis called the left swn index of W with respect tor. 
If all left indices of W vanish, then (2.1) takes the form 
(2.3) A Er. 
The factorization is then referred to as a left canonical (Wiener-Hopf) 
factorization of W with respect tor. The factor W+ (W_) in (2.3) is unique-
ly determined up to a constant invertible factor at the right (left). 
If the roles of the factors W+ and W_ in (2.1) and (2.3) are inter-
changed, one gets a so-called right Wiener-Hopf factorization. Right 
indices, right sum index and right canonical (Wiener-Hopf) factorization 
of the operator function W with respect tor may be defined in the same way 
as for left Wiener-Hopf factorization. We remark that the right indices of 
the operator function W with respect tor may be different from its left 
indices. 
From (2.1) and (2.2) we see that a necessary condition for the exis-
tence of a left Wiener-Hopf factorization of an operator function W: r+L(Y) 
is that Wis continuous and all its values are invert:i.ble operators. But 
th:i.s is not a sufficient condition: already for scalar continuous functions 
and r the unit circle a counterexample can be provided (cf. [21], Section 
LS). 
The general definition of a Wiener-Hopf factorization for operator 
functions first appeared in [20] and is a generalization of similar defin:i.tions 
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given in the finite-dimensional case (cf. [70,21,20]). In the finite-
dimensional case a left (and right) Wiener-Hopf factorization of W: r ➔ L(a:n) 
always exists, provided det W(;\.) # 0 (), E r) and, for example, W is Holder 
continuous (see [20,21,29,61] for further results in this direction). For 
operator functions that are compact perturbations of the identity a thorough 
study of the existence of Wiener-Hopf factorizations has been made by 
GOHBERG & LEITERER (cf. [29,30,31,46]). In [30] it is proved that such oper-
ator functions admit a left and right canonical factorization whenever, in 
addition, the number 
max IIW(:\)-·III 
1'Ef 
is sufficiently small. 
3. Wiener-Hopf operator integra~ equations 
Let Y be a complex Banach space, For each I s p s +00 and each subinter-
val (a,b) of lR we denote by L ((a,b);Y) the Banach space of strongly measur-p . 
able vector functions~: (a,b) ➔ Y, endowed with the norm 
p +oo, 
In this monograph by strong measurability we mean measurability with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure as exposed in [71], and (unless stated otherwise) 
integrals of vector and operator functions will always be Bochner integrals 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure (cf. [71], Section VI 31). 
By E+(Y), E_(Y) and E(Y) we mean one of the Banach spaces L/(a,b) 
where (a,b) denotes the interval (0,+00), (-00 ,0) and (-00 ,+00 ), respectively. 
(3. j) 
Suppose that k E L 1 ((-00 ,+00); L (Y)). Then the operator K, defined by 
+oo 
(Kw)(t) = I k(t-s)~(s)ds 
0 
(0 < t < +00 ), 
is a well-defined bounded linear operator on (Y) whose norm is bounded 
above by llkll 1 ~ J~: llk(t)lldt. By the ~liener-Hopf operator integral equa-tion 
with kernel k and right-hand side w we mean the convolution equation 
+oo 
(3,2) ~(t) - J k(t-s)~(s)ds w(t), 0 < t < +oo, 
0 
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where w belongs to one of the spaces E+(Y). If w E E+(Y), then we shall solve 
this equation in the same space E+(Y). Le., we a:k for a vector functiou 
WE E+(Y) such that 
(3. 3) (I-K)w W, 
In the theory of Wiener-Hopf operator integral equations of the form (3.2) 
an essential role is played by an operator function W: iJR ➔ L(Y), which is 
defined on the imaginary axis by the formula 
+oo 
(3.4) W(A) = I - f eAt k(t)dt. 
We call this operator function the symbol of Eq. (3.2). Since 
k E L1((-00 ,+00);Y), it is clear that Wis continuous in the norm on the 
extended imaginary line; its value at infinity is the identity operator, 
Note that we are deviating from the common practice in the theory of Wiener-
Hopf operator integral equations by using the Laplace rather than the 
Fourier transform. 
For the one-dimensional (or scalar) and finite-dimensional (or matrix) 
case the method to solve Eq. (3.2) with the help of a (left) Wiener-Hopf 
factorization of its symbol (3.4) has been discovered by WIENER & HOPF (cf, 
[70]). However, they imposed rather heavy assumptions on the kernel k. These 
assumptions have been alleviated subsequently (for a concise historical 
account see the end of the introduction of [24]). The final results for the 
finite-dimensional case are due to GOHBERG & KREIN (see [24], where it is 
only assumed that k E L1((-00 ,+00);L(Y))). FELDMAN [17] studied Eq. (3,2) and 
the asymptotics of its solutions in the infinite dimensional case under the 
hypothesis that the kernel k is compact operator-valued and belongs to 
L1((-00 ,+oo);L(Y)). In [18] FELDMAN also gave an account of Wiener-Hopf inte-
gral equations on a separable Hilbert space with a weakly integrable compact 
operator-valued kernel. 
In its present, infinite dimensional form, the next theorem is due 
to FELDMAN (cf. [17]). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the kernel k take its values in the closure in L(Y) of the 
operators of finite rank, and let k E L1((-00 ,+00);L(Y)). Then the operator 
I - K is a Fredholm operator on the Banach space E+ (Y) if and only if the 
symbol of the Wiener-Hopf operator integral equation (3.2) admits a left 
Wiener-Hopf factor-ization with respect to the imaginary axis of the foY'm 
(2.1), where for some function x± E L1((0,+00);L(Y)) 
(3.5) 
+ro 
W±(;\) =I+ I e+h x±(t)dt, 
0 
Re;\ 
If this is the case and K 1, ••• ,Kn are the left indices 
dim Ker(I-K) - L Ki' codim Im(I-K) l 
K.<O K.>0 
1 1 
Hence, the operator I - K is invertible on the Banach space 
the symbol, then 
(Y) if and 
only if the symbol has a left canonical factorization 1Jith respect to the 
imaginaY'7J line with factors of the foY'm (3.5). 
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In the rest of this section we suppose that the symbol (3.4) of Eq. 
(3.2) has a left canonical factorization with respect to the imaginary axis. 
Then the inverse of the operator I - K (or equivalently, a formula for the 
unique solution of Eq. (3.3)) can be deduced. In fact, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the symbol of Eq. (3.2) admit a left canonical factoriza-
tion with respect to the imaginary Z-ine of the form 
(3.6) Re;\ 0, 
whe.re W+ ( 00 ) "·' W_ (00 ) = L Suppose that for ce1°tain operator functions 
XE Ll((0,+00 );L(Y)) and y E L]((-00 ,0);L(Y)) we have 
(3. 7) w I At I+ e x(t)dt, 
0 
(.,\) -I = I + f 
0 -oo 
Then on the Banach space (Y) the operator I - K is invertible and its 
·inverse is gi1Jen 
(3.8) ( (I-K) (t) 
+co 
w(t) + f y(t,s)w(s)ds 
0 
(O < t < +00 ). 
In this expression the re-Sol.vent kernel y(t,s) has the form 
{
x(t-s) + 
y(t-s) + f~ x(t-r)y(r-s)dr, 
x(t-r)y(r-s)dr, 
(3. 9) y(t,s) 
0 < S < t < +co, 
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PROOF. Let l)J: (0,+00 ) ➔ Y be a solution of Eq. (3.2) in the Banach space 
E+(Y), and let the symbol W have a left canonical factorization with respect 
to the imaginary axis of the fonn (3.6), where the factors W+ and W_ are 
given by (3.7). For the sake of convenience we consider the case E+(Y) • 
L1 ((0,+00 ) ;Y) only, because for other spaces E+(Y) the proof is similaL Put 
(3. IO) l)J(t) • f k(t-s)l)J(s)ds, 
0 
-oo < t < 0. 
Since formula (3. JO) defines a bounded linear operator from E+(Y) into 
E_(Y) whose norm is bounded above by ilkll 1 • r: llk(t)lldt, it is clear that 
this extension of ljJ to (-00 ,0) belongs to E_(Y). 
For imaginary /\ we put 
0 +oo 
1J+(;\) I /\t e l)J(t)dt, Vi_ (;\) f 1tt • e ¢(t)dt; 
(3. l l) 
-oo 0 
+oo +oo 
~(;\) f ;\t e w(t)dt, k (;\) • f e;\tk(t)dt, 
0 -oo 
where w E E+ (Y) is the right-hand side of Eq, (3. 2). Since k E L1 ( (-00 ,+00 ); 
L(Y)), the function k is continuous. The functions¢+,~- and ware analytic 
and continuous up to the boundary of the open right, left and left half-
plane, respectively, and vanish at infinity. From (3.2) and (3.10) we obtain 
the equation 
Re;\ 
Inserting (3.6) we get the Riemann-Hilbert problem 
(3. l 2) Re :A 
With the help of (3, 7) and (3.11) we get 
0 +oo 
W+(;\)- 1w(A) ~ I eAt I y(t-s)w(s)ds + 
-co O 
+oo +oo 
+ f eAt{w(t) + I y(t-s)w(s)ds}dt, Re 71 0. 
0 t 
With the help of the above ident:ity W(~ obtain the unique solution of the 
Riemann-Hilbert problem (3.12), namely 
+co +co 
W_(A)~_p,) = J eH{tu(t) + f y(t-s)w(s)ds}dt, 
0 t 
Using (3. 7) we eventually get 
+oo 
~ (7\) = I eAt{w(t) 
0 
+oo 
+ I y(t-s)w(s)ds}dt + 
t 
+co t +oo 
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Re 7\ 
+ f e7\t J x(t-r){w(r) + I y(r-s)w(s)ds}dr dt 
0 0 r 
+oo +oo t +oo 
( At =. e w(t)dt + f eAt{f x(t-s)w(s)ds + I y(t-s)w(s)ds}dt + 
0 0 0 t 
+oo min ( t , s ) 
+ I eAt{ f x(t-r)y(r-s)dr}w(t)dt, Re A 
0 0 
Hence, for O < t < +00 the vector function ijJ(t) is given by the right-hand 
side of (3.8), where the resolvent y(t,s) has the form (3.9). So we estab-
lished the theorem in case E+(Y) = L1((0,+00);L(Y)). D 
For the finite-dimensional case this theorem has appeared in [24] (see 
also [2l]); an infinite dimensional result has been stated by FELDMAN [17], 
who assumed that, in addition, the kernel takes its values in the closure 
in L(Y) of the operators of finite rank. The proof given above follows the 
method exposed in [24]. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
SPECTRAL THEORY OF HERMITIAN ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
In this chapter we consider transfer functions of the form 
Here T and Bare self-adjoint operators on an abstract Hilbert space H, 
which are related in a special way. Transfer functions of this type appear 
in a natural way in Transport Theory as symbols of Wiener-Hopf integral 
equations. The pair (T,B) is called a hermitian admissible pair on H. In 
this chapter we develop a little theory for hermitian admissible pairs. In 
particular, the spectral subspaces of T and the associate operator (I-B)-lT 
are described and in terms of these subspaces canonical decompositions of H 
are constructed. Special attention is paid to the case when the transfer 
function Wis symmetric with respect to inversion, 
l, Preliminaries about self-adjoint operators 
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product<•,•>, Given a self-
oint operator TE L(H) we denote by m(T) and M(T), respectively, the 
infimum and supremum of the numerical range of T, i.e., 
m(T) inf <Tx,x>, 
llxll5J 
M(T) sup <Tx,x>, 
llxll5I 
The interval [m(T),M(T)]is the smallest convex set containing o(T). For 
every continuous function f: o(T) + 0: with only a possible 
uity at O, we define 
f(T) J f(t)E(dt), 
o(T) 
discontin-
where Eis the resolution of the identity of T (see [13 for the definition 
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of this integral). As known (cf. [13]), 
(L 2) II f (T) II sup lf(T)!. 
trn(T) 
We now derive four propositions that will play an important role in 
what fol.lows. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. F'or O < w < !1T, let rl = {Of-A E (!;: l±½'ff-arg A s; {)JL P02° 
{j) 
eve1'1J self-adjoint ope.Y'ato.Y' T with resolution o.f the E uJe have 
( l. 3) T 
l 
X [1-E({O})]x, XE H. 
PROOF. By ( l • l ) we have 
-1 
T(T-A) x I _t_ E(dt)x t:-A • 
o(T) 
Because of the estimate 
I + cos (Jj , t E Cf (T) C JR) ' 
we may apply the theorem of dominated convergence for vector-valued measures 
( cf. [ l 3], Theorem IV JO. lO) and obtain 
lim -1 T(T-·A) X I [ l - x( t ) ]E(dt)x, 
CT (T) 
Here x denotes the characteristic function of the set {O}. From this, 
formula (l .3) is clear. D 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Por every nonnegatii;e (self-adjoint) operato1' T with 
resolution 
( .4) 
the identity Ewe have 
lim 
A-+0, Re AS::0 
[I-E({O})]x, X E EL 
This proposition is proved in the same way as the first 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Po1° 0 < w < let 
0 < a < l, then 




PROOF. For y EH and O <a< l it follows from Holder's inequality that 
I 
o-(T) 
(L 6) s; [ I a f ]I-a ltl 2<E(dt)y,y>] ·[ <E(dt)y,y> 
o- (T) o-(T) 
-I -l -l 
Inserting y= (T-i\) x, IIT(T-i\) II s; I + (cos 1D) (see the proof of Proposi-
tion L l) and II (T-i\)- 111 s; !Im i\l-l s; (cos w)-l li\J-I we obtain 
-1 a a-I a-I 
s; (J + (cos w) ) (cos w) !>.I llxll, 
From this estimate the proposition is cleaL D 
A curve r that contains the point i\0 E R is called non-taJigential at 
>.0 if there exists> 0 and O < w < !TI such that 
( l. 7) 
and the left-hand side of (I. 7) is either a circle arc or a straight line 
broken at i\0 . We remark that the requirement that near i\ 0 the curve r is of 
special type is not essential. 
PROPOSITION J .4. Let T be a self-adjoint operator uJith resolution of the 
identity E, and suppose that the real numbers a and b (with a < b) a1°e no 
eigenvalues of L Let r be a positively oriented simple closed rectifiable 
Jordan contour> that is non-t;angential at a and b and whose inner reg-ion F + 
contains cr(T) n (a,b). Assume ¢ is a scalar funct'ion that is analytic and 
WJ.i formly Holder continuous up to the boundary of F +. Then 
b 
(I.Ba) (21Ti)-J I ¢(;,)(;,-T)-lxdi\ = I ¢(t)E(dt)x, x EH. 
r a 
In particular, taking ¢(i\) _ 1 one has 
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(L8b) (2iri) f (A_-T)- 1xd,\ 
r 
E( (a,b) )x, XE H. 
PROOF. For E > 0 let rE be the curve obtained from f' by omitting all points 
A E r for which either IA-al < E or IA-bl < E, and let rE inherit its 
orientation from r. Then, by Fubini's theorem, 




Since a and b do not belong to 
=- f [-1-. f -~(,\) d,\]E(dt)x, x E H. 21Tl ,\ ... t 
cr(T) rE 
the eigenvalue spectrum of T, we have 
E({a}) = E({b}) =- 0. If one would simply apply the theorem of dominated 
convergence for vector-valued measures ([13], Theorem IV 10.10), one would 
obtain 
b 
2;i J ¢(:\) (:\--T)- 1xdA = I ¢(t)E(dt)x, XE H. 
r a 
It remains to justify the application of the principle of dominated 
convergence, This would require a proof of the boundedness of the set of 
integrals 
(L9) _ I_-,- f ¢(:\) d,\ (t E lR\{a,b}; E > 0). 
21r1. :\ - t 
I' 
s 
By the non-tangentiality of rat a and b there exists> 0 and 
w E (O, such that 
( L JO) = a,b) 
and for 1c0 = a,b the left-hand side is either a circle arc or a straight 
line broken at A0 • Now we choose points :\+(a), ;,_(a), ,\+(b) and (b) on 
the curve I' such that Ja-A±(a) I = lb-:\±(b) I= s, (a) and (b) are in the 
upper half-plane and A._(a) and :\_(b) are in the lower half-plane. Further, 
we suppose that c < (b-a)(4sin w)-I so that for = a,b the left-hand sides 
of ( .IO) do not intersect. 
By we denote the oriented curve composed of the four oriented seg-
ments from a+ is cos w to ;\+(a), from \_ (a) to a- ic cos w, from b - is cos cu 
to :\_(b) and from ;\+(b) to b+iscosw. The total length of the four segments 
marking up does not exceed 4s sin w, By t,,E we denote the oriented union of 
the oriented segments from a - iE cos w to b - is cos w and from b + is cos w to 
a+ is cos w, A close inspection of the orientations of I' c' and reveals 
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the identity 
J~=-1 J~+-l I 21Ti ;\ - t 21li ;\ - t 21li t E R\{a,b}, 
r A 
E E E 
For t E ]R and;\ E _E one has l1c-tl 2 E cos w. Since the length of does 
not exceed 4E sin w, we get the estimate 
(LI la) 
lz;i f 1c~\j s 2 tan w. 1T 
-E 
Another useful estimate is 
b 




By the uniform Holder continuity of qi on there exist 0 < Cl < I and a 
constant K1 such that 
(Lile) It 
, for t f. a,b and l±½1T- arg(A-1c0) I s w (A0 = a,b) the sine rule 
applied to the triangle with vertices 1c0 , ;\ and t yields 
( L l Jd) 1
1, - "o I i 
1:-=-I s cos 
Next, we apply the estimates (l. 11) to find an upper bound for the 
(1,9). Fort E (a,b) we have 
I_I _Iii~ d>-1 21T1_ ).- t 
r 
£ 
lz;i f qi(;/=qit(t) d>-/ + 
r 
E 




where we have used (Lile), (LI!b) and (Lila). Now we exploit the esti-
mate (LI Id) and the boundedness of qi on (a,b) and construct an upper bound 
of the (1.9), which does not depend on E > 0 and t E (a,b). 
Similarly, for t < a we have 
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l_l _ f <p(A) d\l 21r1. \ - t 
r 
E: 
I 2!i f <p(?=<pt(a) d\l + l-1 · I ~ d\ I + 2TT 1. A -· t l_l. I ~(t) dAI s 21n :\ - t 
r 6 
E: E: E: 
2 
lrp(a)l•(l+:;; tan w), 
where we have employed (L lie), (L !lb) and (L] la). Now we use the inequal-
ity (I.lid) and construct an upper bound of the integrals (1.9), which does 
not depend on E: > 0 and t <a.An analogous upper bound is derived for 
t > b. Hence, the set of integrals (l.9) is, indeed, uniformly bohnded in 
t E Il\{a,b} and E: > 0. In this way the non-tangentiality of r and the 
Holder continuity of ,pat the points a and h have been essentially used to 
justify the application of the principle of dominated convergence. [J 
For ,P(\) = l Proposition l .4 yields an expression for the resolution 
of the identity of a self-adjoint operator related (but not identical) to a 
well--known formula of STONE (cf. [66]; also [13]). Formula (L8a) is related 
to Stieltjes' inversion formula and has not been found in literature. 
2, Hermitian admissible pairs and their symbol 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product<•,•>. A pair (T,B) 
of bounded linear operators on H is called a hemritian admissible pair on H 
if 
(C.l) Tis a self-adjoint operator with Ker T {O}; 
(C,2) Bis a compact self-adjoint operator; 
(C.3) there exist O <a< I and an operator DE L(H) such that 
As we shall see later (see Proposition 2.2), in Condition (C,3) one can 
always take D to be compact. 
The operator I- B will be denoted by A. If A is invertible, we call 
the pair (T ,B) regular; otherwise, the pair (T ,B) is called singu.Z.a.Y'. If 
the operator A is nonnegative (Le., <Ax,x> ?: 0 for all x E: H), then we 
call the pair (T ,B) semi-definite; otherr,1ise, (T ,B) is referred to as an 
indefinite pair. If A is strictly positive, then the pair (T,B) is called 
positive definite and the operator 
-I -I 
C = A - I= B(I-B) 
is compact. Observe that in [53] positive definite admissible pairs have 
been introduced as self-adjoint admissible pairs. 
With a hermitian admissible pair (T,B) on H we associate the operator 
function W: p (T) ➔ L(H) given by 
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The function Wis called the symbol of the pair (T,B). Observe that in [53] 
the symbol has been defined for positive definite admissible pairs only, 
but in a slightly different way. Note that W(tc) may also be written in the 
form 
(2.2) W(A) A E p (T), 
and hence the symbol W(tc) may be viewed as the transfer function of the 
node (T,B,-T,A;H,H). Obviously, the symbol is continuous (even analytic) at 
infinity. The next proposition shows that the symbol is Holder continuous 
on the imaginary axis. 
PROPOSITION 2. l. Let W be the symbol of the her-mitia:n admissible (T ,B). 
Then Wis uniformly Holder continuous on the imaginary axis. Further, if 
'2 w { 0 1' A E II: I±½ 1r - ar g A I ~ w} ., then 
(2. 3) 





Assume B = ITlo:D, where O <a< I. We shall prove that on the imag-
inary line the symbol Wis Holder continuous of exponent O < S < a, This 
an investigation of W(tc) for A in a neighbourhood of the point at 
0. Let Ebe the resolution of the 
By ( l • l) we have 
of the oint operator T. 
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l7cl 1-a1Tla(T-7c)-lx = f 
o(T) 
XE H. 
With the help of (l.2) and (l.5) (with ui 
:\ ,/, 0 
0) we derive that for imaginary 
(2.4) t E (J (T) C JR, 
l-a a -l 
and therefore the operator I:\ I IT I (T-7c) is uniformly bounded in A on 
the non-zero part of the imaginary line. So for all imaginary A 1' 0 and 
0 < S <awe have 
0, + 0 , Re :\ = O L 
-I a -I 
Here we used that W(:\) - I= -7c(:\-T) B = 7cJTI (T-:\) D. Since, because of 
o (T) c JR, the function W is analytic on the cone { 01' \ E (I;: I± !ir -· arg A I < w} 
(0 < w < ½ir) and at infinity, it follows that for every O < f3 < a. the sym-
bol Wis Holder continuous of exponent Son the extended imaginary line. 
Finally, we establish (2.3). It suffices to prove that 
(2.5) 1:i.m II :\(:\-·T)-lBII = O. 
)\->{),),ES"IW 
According to Proposition l.l we have :\(:\-T)-ly = y - T(T-\)-ly + 0 
(:\ + O, A E "w; y EH). But this identity holds true uniformly in yon 
compact subsets of l..(H). Since the image under the compact operator B of 
the closed unit ball in L(H) is relatively compact in H, formula (2.5) is 
clear. This settles (2.3). D 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (T,B) be a hermitian admissible pair on H. Then 
B = IT I aD for some O < a < I and some compact operator D on H. 
~- According to Condition (C.3) there exist O <a< and a bounded 
linear operator Da on H such that B = ITlaD0 • For O < B < a put n13 = 
a-B B = ITI Da. Then B = !Tl n6 . We shall prove that DS is compact. 
+oo 
Let (,,n)n=O be the sequence of eigenvalues of the compact self-adjoint 
operator B counted according to mul tipl.ici ty, (q, ) +:0 the corresponding n n--
orthonormal set of eigenvectors of B, and suppose that l:\ 0 1 2 IA 1 I 2 ••. 
Then 
+oo 
B = I An<•,cj,n>cj,n. 
n=O 
Put Pk= fk O <•,¢ >cj,. Then Pk is the orthogonal projection of H onto the ln= n n 
linear span of q, 0 ,q, 1 , •.• ,cj,k' while IIB-BPkll = sk+J (B) is the (k+I)-th 
approximation number of B (cf. [ 25], Chapter II). Then II B-BP kl! -+ 0 as 
k-+ +oo. 
Let Ebe the resolution of the identity of the self-adjoint operator 




s [ f 
13 
lt! 2allE(dt.)Daxtt 2 ]
1
-;•[ I 2 ]S/a IIE(dt)Daxll . , 
o (T) er (T) 
and therefore 
l 
s II Bxll all D xii S / a · 
a ' x EH, 0 < B < a. 
Substitute x = (I-Pk)y and use the estimate II Da (I-Pk)xll s 
1-§· 
(I-Pk)II s IIB-·BPkll allDallS/a; O < S < a. 
• II x II . Then 
Now DSPk is an operator of finite rank (k = 0, I, ... ). Since II B--BPkll -+ 0 as 
k ->- +00 , we see that is a compact operator. Putting M = max(] ,II II) we 
get, in view of Theorem II 2.l of [25], 
k 0,1,2, ... , O < B < a, 
where is the (k+l)-th approximation number of D(:l. □ 
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Whenever for some p ~ l the operator B belongs to the p-th Von Neumann 
Schatten class and E > 0 is given, there exists O < S < J such that 
belongs to the (p+E)-th Von Neumann Schatt.en class (cf, [62,25] for the 
theory of these classes). 
Assume the hermitian admissible pair (T,B) to be positive definite, 
Then the operator A = I - B is invertible, and hence the symbol. W of the 
pair (T,B) is invertible at 00 (cL (2.2)). In fact, for A in a neighbour-
hood of 00 one has 
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(2. 6) 
-1 -1 -I -l 
Thus in this case the node (A T,BA ,A T,A ;H,H) is the associate node of 
the node (T,B,-T,A;H,H). The next theorem shows that with respect to a 
-I -I 
suitable inner product on H the pair (A T,-BA ) is again a positive 
definite (hermitian) admissible pair. 
THEOREM 2.3, Let (T,B) be a positive definite (heY'frlitian) adrrnssible 
on H, and let W be its syrriboL Put A = I - B. Then 
(2. 7) <x,y>A = <Ax,y> 
-l -l 
defines an equivalent inner> pr>oduct on H, the pair (A T,-BA ) is a posi-
tive deflnite (hermitian) adrrnssible pair> on the space H endowed uJ'ith the 
inner pr>oduct < • , •>A and its symbol is equal to W - I • 
PROOF. As A is strictly positive, it is clear that <•,•>A is an 
inner product on IL Put S = 1T. From 
<Sx,y>A <Tx,y> <x,Ty> 
-1 <A Ax,Ty> <x 
we conclude that S is self-adjoint on H endowed with <•, • 
Ker S = {O}. So Condition (C. l) holds true. 
= <x,Sy>A, 
Obviously, 
Since A= I-B, the operators A and B commute. It follows that 
-I A-l ' . . h -l . lf d. . . h BA = B. Us:tng th:1.s one eas:1.ly sees tat BA is se -a Joint wit 
•. l 
respect to <•,•>A. The fact that Bis compact, implies that BA is compact 
too. This proves Condition (C.2). 
From formula (2.6) it is clear that the symbol of the pair (A 
is equal to w- 1• Further, A-J is strictly positive with respect to the 
inner product (2.7). So it remains to prove that Condition (C.3) holds true. 
By Proposition 2.2 there exist O <a< and a compact operator D such 
that B = !TlaD. Put S = A-IT and C = BA- 1. We have to show that C = ISlaD 
for some bounded operator D. (Here the absolute value of Sis defined in 
terms of the inner product (2.7) on H.) In fact, it suffices to show that 
(2. 8) 
for some compact operator L Indeed, from (2.8) it follows that 
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IS la = IT I a (l+K), where I+ K is a Fredholm operator of index O such that 
Ker(l+K) c Ker!SI°'. Since ISi°' has a trivial kernel, it follows that I+K is 
a~ ~ -1 -l invertible, But then C = ISi D, where D = (I+K) DA , and the proof would 
be complete. 
Let r + (r _ _) be a simple closed rectifiable Jordan contour in the 
closed right (left) half-plane that is non-tangential at ;\ = 0 and whose 
inner region contains the parts of the spectra of T and Son the positive 
(negative) real line. We assume that r+ and r_ are oriented in the positive 
sense. By r we de.note the oriented curve composed of the contours r+ and 
r_. 
By Proposition !.4 we have for all x EH 
(2.9) (ISla-lTl°')x (2Tii)- 1(f +f)1c°'[(:\-S)-!-(:\-T)-l]xd;\. 
r r 
+ -
Here;\°' is defined on the closed right and left half-plane separately as an 
analytic function that is positive on the real line. By (I 2.4) we have 
By Propositions l. I and 2. l the function DW(:\) -IT (T-;\) -l is bounded on 
r\{O}. Put K(:\) = -(:\-T)- 1DW(A)- 1T(T-:\)- 1, 0 # :\ E L Using that B = 1Ti 0 D 
we get, in view of Proposition I.I, 
For c > 0 let r +s (I' -s) be the curve obtained from I'+ (I'_) by omitting all 
of its points;\ for which J:\I < s. Assumer (r ) inherits its orienta-+s -E 
t:ion from (I'_). For s > 0 let I'£ be the oriented curve, which is composed 
of the two parts r+c and r_s· Put 
(2' I ! ) (2TTi)-1(J + J d:\, c > 0 
r+c r_s 
Since II O(l:\la-l) (:\+O, 0¥ A E f), it follows that 
Hence, the operator Kc has a limit in the norm of L(H) as El 0. Since 
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a -l f a -I -l ITJ K = (2wi) r A [(A-S) -(A-T) ]dA, it is clear from (2.9) that 
E E 
this limit K = lim K satisfies (2.8). 
c+O E 
Next, recall that Dis a compact operator. By B = ITlaD and formula 
(2.10) it is clear that K(A) = -(A-T)- 1DW(A)- 1T(T-A)-l is compact too 
(O 1' A E r). But then the operator KE, which is defined by (2. 11) as a 
Riemann integral in the norm of L(H), is also a compact operator. Since 
IIK -Kil ➔ 0 as e: + 0, we conclude that the operator K is compact. From the 
£ 
compactness of K we finish the proof as described earlier. D 
3. Spectral projections 
Throughout this section His a complex Hilbert space with inner product 
<•, •> and (T ,B) is a semi-definite admissible pair on H. As usual A = I - B. 
In this section we shall study three different spectral decompositions of H. 
First we write Has a direct sum of spectral subspaces of T. Next we con-
struct spectral decompositions of H corresponding to the unbounded operators 
T-lA and AT-!. 
Let Ebe the resolution of the identity of the self-adjoint operator 
L Put P+ = E((0, 00 )) and P_ = E((-oo,O)), and let H+ and H denote the ranges 
of the orthogonal projections P+ and P_, respectively. Since Ker T = {O}, 
we have 
(3. 1) H 
This is the first spectral decomposition of H. 
To study the spectral properties of the possibly unbounded operators 
T-!A and AT-I we first consider the linear operator polynomial 
L(A) 
Put 3 ~{\Ea:: I-AT is invertible}. Note that 3 is an open connected sub-
set of!!:, which contains the set (!:\IL Let l:(L) denote the spectrum of L, 
Le., the set l:(1) consists of all A E a: such that L(A) is not invertible, 
First we shall prove that En l:(L) is a discrete subset of-· 
Since L(A) = (I-AT) - B and B is compact, the operator L(\) is a 
Fredholm operator of index zero for each A EE. Further 
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where Wis the symbol of the pair (T,B), By Proposition 1.2 the operator 
W(f) is invertible for Re A = 0 and I;\ I sufficiently large. It follows that 
the same is true for L(A). Since :: is connected we may conclude (cf. [33]) 
that L(A) is invertible for all A c :: with the exception of a discrete sub-
set of::. Hence, :: n Z(L) is a discrete subset of::. 





I L(A)- 1TdA, 
!Ah: 
-1 
2iri I TL 
IA l=c 
Here the circle I A I = E is assumed to have a positive orientation. A standard 
argument (cL [67], Section L3) shows that Po and Pb are projections. Let 
H0 (H6) denote the range and H1 (Hi) the kernel of the projection P0 (Pb). 
Then 
(3. 3) H 
dim Ht< +00 and 
0 
PROOF. Take E > 0 as in the definition of P0 and 
Put 
t (cf. formula (3.2)). 
R 
-I 
21Ti I L(A)- 1dL 
J\l=E 
Since L(O) is a Fredholm opera.tor, the coefficients of the principal part 
of the Laurent expansion of L(A)-l at zero are operators of finite rank 
(cL [33]). In 
7· 
RT and PO 
particular, the operator R is of finite rank. Note that 
= TR. So both PO and Pb have finite rank. 
. t The operator T maps HO in a one-one manner onto HO• To see this one 
observes that TP O = TRT = P bL This implies that THO c 
= RTR = 
(T In ) 
~ 0 
t and hence RHO c 
-1 
~ Also;1 




t that T maps H0 in a one-one manner onto n0 , implies that 
. t 
d1.m H0 . 
To prove the second equality in (i) note that Im T is dense in IL 
Since T maps H0 into H6 and H1 into n; and one has the decompositions (3.3), 
one must have that TH~ = H.i. 
Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of the definitions of 
and Pb (cf. [67], Section l .3). Statement (iii) follows from the fact that 
(RT)* TR 
which is a consequence of the self-adjointness of A and T. 0 
The space H0 will be called the singular subspace of the pair (T,B), 
and the space will be called the regular subspace of the (T ,B). 
If (T,B) is a positive definite pair, then H0 = {O} and H 1 is equal to the 
full space H. 
-! Since Ker T = {0}, the operator T A is a well-defined possibly unbound-
ed operator on H, whose domain of definition is equal to the set 
{x EH: Ax E Im T}. 
The fact that THO= H6 and AHO c t implies that HO c D(T- 1A) and 
(T- 1A)H0 c u0 • So the restriction of 1A to H0 is a bounded operator on 
the whole of H0 • 
So far we have not used that the pair (T,B) is semi-definite, Le., 
we have not yet used the fact that A is a positive operator. However, 
in the proof of the next proposition this will play an essential role .. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. We have 
t PROOF. From the definitions of H0 and H0 it follows that for each O ,f, !c E 0: 
t the operator A-;vr maps H0 in a one-one manner onto H0 • Hence, we may con-
elude that the spectrum of the restriction of to consists of the 
point zero only. Since H0 is finite.-dimensional, there exists a positive 
-1 n number n such that (T A) x"" 0 for each x EH. 
Let x E H0 , and assume that 1A) 3x ~, 0. Put y (T- 1A)x and 
-! 
z = (T A)y. Then y,z E a0, Ax= Ty, Ay = Tz and Az 0. Note that 
<Ay,y> <Tz,y> <z,Ty> <z ,Ax> <Az,x>. 
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Since Az = 0, this implies <Ay,y> = 0. Now we use the fact that A is a 
positive operator, So IIA½yll 2 <Ay,y> = 0, and therefore Tz = Ay = 0, which 
means that (T- 1A) 2x = 0. 
-1 n Given x E H0 , we know that (T A) x = 0 for some n 2 4. Repeating the 
above argument n-2 times we derive that (T- 1A) 2x 0. D 
In terms of L(;\) = A- :\T the previous proposition tells us that L(t.)-l 
has a pole at A= 0 of order at most 2. Hence, there exist operators of 
finite rank R1 and R2 such that L(t.)-l - ;i.- 1R1 - ;i.-2R2 is analytic at A 
Next we consider 1A 
+ manner onto H1 and TH 1 c 
on H1 • The fact that A maps H1 in a one-one 
Hi implies that there exists a unique bounded 
linear operator S: H1 + H2 such that 
(3.4) ASx Tx, 
o. 
Obviously, Ker S = {0}. We shall prove that with respect to an equivalent 
inner product on H1 the operator S is self-adjoint. We call S the associate 
oper'ator of the pair (T ,B). 
Consider on H1 the sesquilinear form 
(3.5) <x,y>A <Ax,y>, 
Since A is a positive operator and A acts as an invertible operator from 
t 
H1 onto H1, it is clear that <•,•>A defines an inner product on HI which is 
equivalent to the original inner product on H1. With respect to the inner 
product <•, 0 >A the operator S is self-adjoint. Indeed, for x,y E H1 we have 
<Sx,y>A <ASx,y> <Tx,y> <x,Ty> 
<x,ASy> 
We shall use the self-adjointness of S to make a further spectral 
decomposition of HI. Let F be the resolution of the identity of S as a 
self-adjoint operator on (H( •,•>A). Put Hp = Im F ( (0, +00 )) and 
Hm Im F((-ro,O)), The fact that Ker S = {0} implies that H1 = 
thus we obtain 
, and 
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(3. 6) H Hoell E!lH. m p 
We define Pp to be the projection of H onto Hp along H0E!lHm and Pm is the 
projection of H onto Hm along H0E!lHP. Note that 
(3. 7) 
{<Tx,x> = <Sx,x>A 5 0, X E Hm, 
<Tx,x> = <Sx,x>A 2c 0, X E H p 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let r+ (r_) be a simple closed rectifiahle ,Jordan contour 
in the closed right {left) half-plane that is oriented in the positive sense, 
non-tangential of i\ 0 and 1uhose inner region contains the parts of the 
spectra of T and S on the open posUive (negaUve) real line. Then f01.0 
ever1J x EH we have 




-·I J -1 (-2ni) (T-i\A) Axdi\. 
r 
PROOF. We restrict ourselves to the proof of the formula for Pp. If x E H1, 
then one employs the self-adjointness of Sin the inner product (3.5) of 
H1 and Proposition l.4 and obtains 
Ppx = (211i) -I I (A-S)-lxdi\ = (-2ni)-l f (T-i\A)- 1Axdi\. 
r 
+ 
On the other hand, if x E H0 , then Ppx 
r+ 
O and, in view of o(T- 1AIHo) 
Since H = H1eH0 , the proposition is clear. D 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The following intert-wining formulas hold true: 
(3.8) * 
1, * APO P0A, AP PPA, AP p A· p m m' 
(3.9) * * * TPO ~ P0T, TP PPT, TP PL p m Ill 
{O}, 
Since * t PROOF. Po = PO' the 
been proved. Let us prove 
first equalities 






and (3. 9) have already 





where Fis the resolution of the identity of S (as a self-adjoint operator 
on H1). Further, recall that ARP c H·; H~ (by Proposition 3.l(iii)). So 
<AP x,y> 
p 
Thus AP P*A. The third equality in (3.8) is proved rn a similar way. 
p p * 




because Sand F((O, 00)) are self-adjoint on (H 1,<•,•>A). Since Sand 
F((O,+00)) commute, we get 
<TP x,y> 
p 
<A(I-PO)x,SP y> = <Ax,SP y> p· p 
<x,TP y> 
p 
* <P Tx,y>. 
p 
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So TP p P;T. The third equality :rn (3. 9) can be proved in a similar way. D 
COROLLARY 3.5. We have 
(3. ! I) 
AH p 
= (H ©H )J. TH (H $H ).L 
rn O ' rn= p O • 
PROOF. Since Hp is closed in H1 and A maps H1 in a one-one manner onto 1, 
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the space AH is closed. Further, 
p 
AH p Im AP p (Ker(AP )*>1" p 
(Ker AP ).L 
p 
The second equality in (3. JO) and the equalities (3.11) can be proved in a 
similar way. D 
-I -1 
Now let us return to the possibly unbounded operators T A and AT . 
We have already seen that H0 c D(T- 1A) and (T- 1A)[H0 J c H0 . Since AH 1 c Hi 
t and TH 1 c H1, it is clear that 
-l 
So T A is completely reduced by the decomposition H ~ H0@H 1• From the 
definition of S one sees that Im S = H1 n D(T- 1A) and 
(3. l 2) 
Ht t . . Since T maps H0 in a one-one manner onto O and AH0 c H0 , it is clear 
t -1 + t that n0 c D(AT ). From AHj c H1 and TH 1 c H1 it follows that 
t t is completely reduced by the decomposition H = H0$H 1. 
-I study AT on H1 one considers the bounded linear operator 
t H l defined by 
(3. 13) Tx, 
Note that ASx StAx and TSx = StTx for 
t since A maps H1 in a one-one manner onto H1, 
each x E H1• In particular, 
one sees that Sand St are 
similar, the similarity being given by the map A. Let F be the resolution 
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of the identity of S (as a self-adjoint operator on (H 1,<•,•>A)). For every 
Borel set Tin~ define Ft(T) on Hi by 
(T)Ax 
Then Ft is a resolution of the identity for St. From Proposition 3.4 one 
deduces easily th&t 
* p X 
p 
* p X 
Ill 





¢(S) I ¢(t)F(dt), 
o(S) 
t ¢(S )Tx, 
f ¢(t)Ft(dt). 
a(St) 
t a(S) we 
For the conservative isotropic case of the Transport Equation the 
decomposition H = H1$H0 , the inner product (2.7) on H1 and the self-adjoint 
operator Shave been introduced in [47]. The decomposition H = H , which 
has been constructed here with the help of [67], is an improved generaliza-
tion of its analogue in [4 7]. 
4. Auxiliary operator semigroups 
Often the solutions of the operator differential equations and the 
operator integral equations we shall study in Chapters IV and V will be 
expressed in tenns of certain operator semigroups. Here we introduce these 
semigroups and state some of their properties. We continue using the nota-
tions of the previous section. 
First let T be a nonnegative (self-adjoint) operator with Ker T {O}. 
By (1.2) the set 
is contained in [ 0, I]. Therefore, the unbounded inverse of -T is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup. This 
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is clear from the Hille-Yosida·-Phillips theorem ([ 13], Theorem VIII l. 13). 
Note that in this particular case 
(4. I) 
+oo 
f e-t/)1 E(dll), 
0 
0 < t < +00 , 








Q < t < +00 • 
From (4.1) one easily shows that the semigroup (4.l) is analytic (cf. [45] 
for the definition and main properties of analytic semigroups), and 
therefore the function (4. l) is a C00-function in JR\{0} in the operator norm. 
Now let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on a Hilbert space H, 
and let A ~ I- B. With T we associate two analytic contraction semigroups, 
namely 
+ro 
e p :::.-:: J 
-t/ll 
E(dll), 0 s t < +oo • e + , 
0 
-l 0 
e+tT p := I e+t/µ E(dll), 0 s t < +oo, 
Here Eis the resolution of the ident of T. 
-l 
Further we introduce four analytic semigroups related to T A and 
namely 
(e l~ p )x 
::-::: 
+oo 
J e-t/µF(dl!)(I-P 0)x, 0 s t < +oo; 
0 
-I 0 









J e+t/)lFt(dl!)(I-P;)x, (e Pm)x : == 0 5: t < +co,, 
-oo 
Here xis an arbitrary vector in-Hand F and Ft are the resolutions of the 
t identity of Sand S , respectively. From (3.14) it is clear that we have 
intertwining between pairs of corresponding semigroups. For example, for 
0 ~ t < +00 we have 
(4, 3) 
-l 
-tT A Te ··-p 
p 
-I 
-tAT * e PT, 
p 
1A is a bounded operator on H0 and AT-I is a bounded The operator 





are well-defined for all - 00 < t < +00 • From Proposition 3.2 it 1.s clear that 
(4. 4) e -oo < t < +oo., 
Since (AT- 1)Tx = T(T- I A)x for each x E H0 , we also have 
-] 
-tAT p* 
e 0 -oo < t < +co., 
5. Canonical decompositions 
Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on a Hilbert space H, 
and let A = I - B. The aim o:f this section is to prove the following basic 
decomposition theorems. 
THEOREM .5. l. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on H. Then 
(5. la) H H @H ${[H ©H+] n Ho}; p - m 
(5. lb) H = H ©H+E!l{[H ©H J n HoL m p -
Fu:r•ther, P denotes the projection of H onto H ©{[H ©H+J n H0 } along H_ p m 
and Q denotes the projection of H onto H ©{ [H ©H J n H0 } along then m p -
P and Qare bounded and 
(5.2) TP (I-Q*)T, TQ 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible on H. Put 
(5. 3) V 
'I'hen I - V is a compact operator, Ker V [H @H J n [H E!IH J and p .. m + 
(5.4) H 
The proofs of these two theorems hinge upon a basic lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair> on H. Then the 
operators P - P cmd P - P are compact. More precisely, if B = IT laD fo1° 
P + m -
some O <a< land some DE J, where J is a symmetrically normed ideal in 
L(H), then PP - cmd Pm - P_ belong to the ideal J too. 
PROOF. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on IL According to 
Proposition 2.2 there exist O <a< I and a compact operator D such that 
B = IT!aD. Now let J be a symmetrically normed ideal of compact operators 
on H (see [25] for the definition and main properties of such an ideal) 
such that D E J. We shall prove that the operators P - and belong 
p 
to the ideal J. 
Let II• II J be a symmetric norm of J. Since PO is an operator of finite 
rank, we have P0 E ,J. Also B IT!tiD E J. Put A= I-B. Then PP-
=- (P - P A) - P+B and P - P p + m - -(PP - P+) - P0 • So it suffices to show that 
p - E J • 
p 
Let r be a simple closed rectifiable Jordan contour in the closed 
half-plane that is positively oriented, non-tangential at:\~ 0 and whose 
inner region contains the parts of the spectra of T E L (H) and S E 1- (H 1) 
on the interval (0,+00), From Propositions 3,3 and l,4 it follows that 
(5.5) I [(T-M)- 1 - (T-:\)- 1JA.xdA, 
r 
By W we denote the symbol of the pair (T,B), Then for O ~ A E 
-! -I 
(T-:\A) - (T-71) 
x E IL 
we get 
First we exploit the symmetry of the norm II• II J and obtain 
Secondly we employ Propositions I. 1 and 2. l (i.e., IIW(A)-III -+ O; A -+ O, 
A Er) and infer that 
(A-+ 0, Ac r). 
Finally, by Proposition 1.3, we get the estimate 
(5.6) (A.+O, A Er). 
For E > 0 let I'E be the curve obtained from r by omitting all points 
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A EI' for which l:\I < io, and assumer£ inherits its orientation from r. Put 
(5. 7) K 
£ 
-If -1 -I -(2ni) [(T-AA) - (T-:\) ]Ad:\. 
r 
E 
Since the ideal J endowed with the norm 11·11 is a Banach space and the 
J 
integrand of the above integral is a continuous function from rs into J, 
it is clear that the operator K£ belongs to the ideal J (£ > 0). Further, 
by (5.6), 
(5. 8a) IIK -KI s M J l:\la-ldl:\I 
£ 0 J 
ro\rs 
(O < o < E: s l) , 
where M is some finite constant. By (5.5), (5.6) (applied for J being the 
ideal. of all compact operators in L (H)) and (5. 7) we have for all x E H: 
(5.8b) IIK x·- (P -P A)xll s Nllxll J l:\la-ldl:\I 
£ p + 
(0 < £ s l), 
r\r 
E: 
where N is some finite constant. From the inequalities (5. 8) one concludes 
that P -P+A E J and IIK -[P -P A]II -+ 0 ass+ O. 0 
p £ p + J 
Important examples of symmetrically normed ideals are the ideals of 
trace class operators, Hilbert-Schmidt operators and all compact operators 
in L (H). In particular, if B is an operator of finite rank, then P ··- P and p + 
Pm - P_ are trace class operators. Further, with the help of the remark 
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following the proof of Proposition 2.2 one shows that for every E > 0 tl1e 
operators P - P and P - P 
p + m 
belong to the (p+E)-th Von Neumann-·Schat ten 
class whenever B belongs to the p-th Von Neumann-Schatten class (1 <; p < +00 ) 
(cL [62 ,25] for the theory of these specific symmetrically normed ideals). 
Next, we prove Theorems 5.l and 5.2. First we prove Theorem 5.2 
except formula (5.4). Secondly, we derive two auxiliary propositions. 
Finally, we deduce the decompositions (5.la), (5.lb) and (5.4), and the 
intertwining properties (5.2). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2 (except formula (5.4)). Let (T,B) be a semi-definite 
admissible pair on H, and put V = 
clear from Lennna 5.3 and the equality 
+ P __ Pm. The compactness of I- V is 
Next, we compute the kernel and range of V and get 
(5. 9a) Ker V 
(5.9b) Im V [II +II ] n [Hm+H+]. 
p -
Finally, we show that 
H nH p - {O} 
Take x E Hp n H __ • On the one hand, <Tx,x> = <Sx,x>A 2 O; on the other hand, 
<Tx,x> <; 0 (cf. (3. 7)). So Tx = O. Since Ker T ~, {0}, we have x = 0, which 
settles H n H 
p -
tute (5. 10) into 
Im V = [H $H ] n 
p -
{O}. Analogously one proves that H n = {OL We substi-
m 
(5.9a) and (5.9b), and conclude that Ker V ~ H0 and 
[Hm$H+]. □ 
With the help of the second part of Lemma 5. 3 one shows that I - V 
belongs to the symmetrically normed ideal J in L (H) whenever B "" IT I for 
some O <a< land DE J. In particular, if Bis an operator of finite 
rank, then I- V is a trace class operator. 
Next, we derive the first auxiliary proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on H. Then 
(5. l la) 
(5. ! lb) 
(5. I I c) 
dim([H $H0J n H ) p - dim([H EllH ] n HO); p -
PROOF. Put V 
--t * 
I-V =PP 
t * * t =PP +P P and V =PP +PP. Then TV= VT (cf. (3.9)), 
+ + - m + p - m 
- 0 
+ (P -P )(P -P )* is a compact operator (see Lemma 5.3) and 
- + p + 
therefore vt is a Fredholm operator of index 0. F'rom the intertwining 
t property we conclude that T[Ker V] c Ker V. By duality one also has 
t * * t T[Ker(V) ] c Ker V. Since Tis one-one and V and V are both Fredholm 
operators of index 0, it follows that 
dim Ker ?'. dim Ker V dim Ker v* ?'. dim Ker (Vt)* 
So dim Ker V dim Ker , and thus 
t 
dim Ker V. 
* .L .L * .L Next, note that Im P = (Ker P) = (H @H0) , Im P = (H en0) and * .L .L pt p m m p 
Im PO = (Ker PO) H 1 HO• In a way analogous to the proof of (5.9a) 
one shows that 
From the two expressions we have derived for Ker Vt one sees that 
Hence, ([H $HO]+ H ).L = [H ©HOJ.L n H.L = [H fl'JHO].L n H = {O}. Observe that p - p - p + 
Im V = [H + H ] n [H + H ] c H + H c [H @H0 J + H , and hence [H eH0 J + p - m + p - p - p 
is closed in H. But then [H E!lH0 ] + H = H. In an analogous way one shows p -
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that [HmE!lH0 ] + = H, and therefore the identities (5. l la) are established. 
By the compactness of P P0 the operator v0 := P (P + P0 ) + P P = + + p - m 




Im v0 = ([H ©Ho] + H ) n [H + H ] p - m + 
[H l!lHO] n H ; 
p -
H + H • m + 
Therefore, dim([H @H0J n H ) = codim(H + H ) . p - ID + 
To show that dim([H @H0 J n H ) = dim([H + H J n H0 ) we prove that P0 p - p -
acts as an invertible operator from [H eiH0 ] n H onto [H @H J n H0 • Indeed, p - p -
if X E [H $Ho] n H ' then Pox = -P X + X E [H + H ] n Ho, and therefore 
p - - p - - p -
P0 maps [H eH0 J n H into [H + H J n H0 • Further, if P0x = 0 for some p - p - -
x E [H E!lH0 J n H , then P x = x E H n H = {O} (cL (5.10)); therefore, p - p - - p -
P0 maps [H @H0J n H in a one-one manner into [H + H J 11 H0 • Finally, if p - p -
x 0 E [H + H J n H0 , then there exist vectors x E H and x E H such that p - p p 
x + x = x0 • Then x = -x + x0 E [H @H0 J n H and P0x = x 0 , which proves p - - p p - -
that, indeed, P0 acts as an invertible operator from [Hp$I\1J 11 H __ onto 
[H +H ]nH0 • This settles (5.llb). p -
The equalities (5.llc) are proved likewise. D 
The next auxiliary proposition shows that H0 is a Krein space with 
respect to a suitable indefinite inner product (see [6] for general infor-
mation about Krein spaces). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let (T,B) be a semi-·deflni-te admissible pair on H0 • Then 




[x,y] = <Tx,y> 
HO "' {[H @H ] n H0 } @ {[H $H ] n H0 }, P - m -
where the decorrrposi tion ( 5, I 3) is or-thogona l wiLh respect to -the inner 
p:mdu.ci; (5.12), the space [HplllH_J n H0 is negative definite and the space 
[Hm(l)H+J n H0 is positive definite, 
PROOF. Suppose x0 E: [H @H ] n H0 • Then x0 = x + x for unique x c H and -- p- p- pp 
x E H , So <Tx ,x > = <Tx0 ,x0 > + <Tx ,x > - <Tx0 ,x > - <Tx ,x0>. By (3, 11) - - - p p p p 
we have <Tx0 ,x0> = <Tx ,x > - <Tx ,x > = <Tx ,x > - <Sx ,x >A. Since - - p p - - p p 
<Tx_,x_>:,; 0 and <Sxp,xp>A ~ O, we have [x0 ,x0 J = <Tx0 ,x0> s; O. Further, if 
[x0 ,x0 ] ~- O, then <Tx_,x_> = <Sx .,x >A= O, and therefore x = x = O; but p p p 
then x0 would vanish. Hence, the subspace [HpeH_] n H0 is strictly negative 
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in the indefinite inner product (5.12). In the same way one shows that 
[Hm$H+] n H0 is strictly positive in the inner product (5. 12). 
Next, we show that the subspaces [H $H J n H0 and [H $H+] n H0 are p - m 
orthogonal in the indefinite inner product (5. 12). Take x0 = x + x E p -
E [HP©H_J n H0 and y0 = xm + x+ E [Hm$H+] n H0 , where xp E , x_ E H_, 
xm E Hm and x+ EH+. Using (3.9) we get [x0 ,y0 J = <Tx0 ,xm> + <Tx0 
= <Tx0 ,x > = <Tx ,x > + <Tx ,x > + p + - + o. 
This settles our assertion. 
As before, put V =PP +PP. According to Theorem 5.2 the operator V 
+ p - ID 
is a Fredholm operator of index 0, Ker V = H0 and Im V = [H $H ] n [H $H ]. P - m -· 
Therefore, codim[Hp$H_] + codim[Hm$H+] = dim H0 • By the identities (5. I lb) 
and (5. lie) one gets 
Since the subspace [H @H J n H0 is strictly negative and [H eH+] n H0 is p - m 
strictly positive in the indefinite inner product (5.12), we see that 
these subspaces have a trivial intersection. Hence, (5.13) holds true. 
Let p denote the projection of H0 onto [Hm©H+] fl H0 along [HP©H_] fl H0 . 
Then H0 is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 
<Tpx,py> - <T(I-p)x,(I-p)y> 
With respect to this inner product the subspaces [Hm©H+] n H0 and 
[Hp©H_J n H0 are orthogonal and [x,y] = {px,py} - { (I-p)x, (I-p)y} (x,y E H0). 
Hence, the space H0 endowed with the indefinite inner product (5.12) is a 
Krein space indeed. D 
PROOF of the decompositions (5.la), (5.Jb) and (5.4). First observe that 
the subspaces H , H and [H @H ] n H0 have a pairwise trivial intersection. p - ID + 
Indeed, n H = {O} (cL (5.10)), H n ([H ©H J n Ho) c H n Ho = {O} and 
- p ID + p 
n ([H ©H ] n H0 ) c (H n H0 ) n ([H ©H J n n0 ) c ([H ©H J n H0 ) n ([H fJ!H J n m + - m + p - m + 
n H0 ) = {O} (cL (5.13)). Further, H $H is a finite-codimensional sub-P -
space of Hand its codimension in H coincides with the dimension of the sub-
space [Hm$H+]nH0 (cf. (5.l!c)). This settles (5,la). The decomposition 
(5, lb) is derived analogously. 
Next, observe that {[H ©H J n [H ©H ]} n H0 = ([H $H J n H0 ) n p - . ID + p -
n ([HmeH+]flH0 ) = {O} (cL (5,13)). Further, Vis a Fredholm operator of 
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index O with kernel H0 and image [H EllH ] n [H ®H ] (cf. Theorem 5.2). There-p ·- rn + 
fore, codim{[Hp®H_] n [Hrn©H+]} = dim H0 . But then the decomposition (5.4) 
is clear. D 
PROOF of the second part of Theorem 5.1. Let P denote the projection of H 
onto the closed subspace l\ (J) {[Hm$H+] n H0} along H_, and let Q denote the 
projection of H onto the closed subspace H <ll {[H <llH ] n H0 } along H+. First m p -
we list a few orthogonality properties. Consider the indefinite inner prod-
uct [x,y] = <Tx,y> on all of H (cf. (5.12)). By (the second paragraph of) 
the proof of Proposition 5. 5 the subspaces [H EllH J n H0 and [H @H J n H0 are m + p -
orthogonal in[•,•]. By (3.9) the subspaces [Hm©H+] nH0 (c H0) and Hm, and 
also the subspaces H and [H <llH ] n 1:10 (c H0 ) are orthogonal in [ ·, • J. p p -
Again by (3.9) the subspaces H and H are orthogonal in[·,•]. Hence, 
p ID 
(5. J/+) <Tx,y> O; 
For all x,y EH we have <TPx,y> <TPx,y> - <TPx,Qy> = <TPx, (I-·Q)y> 
(cf. (5.14)). Since H+ = Ker 
<T(I-P)x,(I-Q)y> = 0. Hence, 
<Tx,(I-Q)y> a <(I-Q*)Tx,y>. 
TQ = (r-p*)T. □ 
Q and H _ a Ker P are orthogonal, we have 
<TPx,y> <TPx, (I-Q)y> + <T(I-P)x, (I-Q)y> 
But then TP ~ (r-q*)T. Taking adjoints we get 
The proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 is completed. For the isotropic case 
of the Transport Equation the operators P, Q and V have been introduced in 
[35,36] (see also [40]), where the identities (5.10) were proved, however, 
for (in our terminology) a positive definite pair. For positive definite 
pairs the intertwining properties (5. 2) are due to HANGELBROEIC The decom-
positions (5. I) and the compaetness of I - V appear in li.tc1rature for some 
special cases, which involve positive definite pairs (cL [35,36,40,Z]L 
For singular semi-definite pairs the decompositions (5. !) and (5.4) seem to 
be new. 
6. Standard operations on hermitian admissible pairs 
In this section we discuss certain elementary operations on hermitian 
admissible pairs and the canonical decompositions conneeted with them. We 
begin with the notion of similarity. For i = 1,2 let (Ti'Bi) be a hermitian 
admissible pair on a Hilbert space Hi. Then the pairs (T 1 ,B 1) and (T 2 ,B2) 
are said to be si'.rrdlar if there exists an invertible operator E: H1 + H2 , 
such that 
(6. 1) 
In that case p (T 1) = p (T2), and for the corresponding symbols we have 
In formula (6.l) the operator E can be chosen to be unitary. To see 
this, we exploit the self-adjointness of the operators T 1, T2 , B1 and B2 
I 
and the polar decomposition E = U(E*E) 2 , where U is unitary (see Section 
l .4. 1 of [2], where in another situation a similar argument is used). We 
* * * * * * * * get T 1E = (ET 1) = (T 2E) = E T2 and B 1E = E Br Then T1E E = E T2E = 
* * * _ * 1 _ * 1 * l E ET2 and B1E E = E EB 2, and hence T 1(E E) 2 = (E E) 2 T 1 and B1(E E) 2 = 
* l * ! * I * ! (E E) 2 B1• Therefore, UT 1(E E) 2 = ET 1 = T2E = T2U(E E)~ and UB 1 (E E) 2 
* l * l B2U(E E) 2 • By the invertibility of the operator (E E) 2 we obtain 
(6. 2) 
which proves our assertion. 
If the pairs (T 1 ,B 1) and_ (T2 ,B2 ) are regular and similar, then their 
-T -I 
associate operators s 1 = (I-B 1) T 1 and s2 = (I-B2) T2 are similar too. 
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In fact, from (6.2) one may conclude that s 1 and s2 are unitarily equiva.lent, 
i,, e ~ 1 
In an obvious way the unitary equivalence U establishes a unitary equiv-
alence between the spectral projections of T 1 and T2 and of s 1 and Sr 
A hermitian admissible pair (T,B) on a Hilbert space His called 
inversion symmetric if the hermitian admissible pairs (T,B) and (-T,B) are 
similaL Then there exists a unitary operator U E L(H), called an frwers1'.on 
symmetry, such that 
(6.3) UT -TU, UB BU. 
Assume (6.3) holds" If A= I-"B and W denotes the symbol of the pair (T,B), 
then 
UW(;\) ii E p (T) . 
If, in addition, B is a trace class operator, then W(),) - I 0~ -"A 
a trace class operator too (;\ E p (T)), and therefore for the determinant 
one has 
(6 .4) det W(:),) <let W(-;l_), 1c € p(T). 
PROPOSITION 6. l. Let (T,B) be an invern1:on symmetric sem1,··o.e admi'.ssible 
pair on a Hilbert space H, and let U be a unitary operat01° such that (6. 3) 
holds. 'l'hen for the spectral projections of T and T 
P_U, UP =PU p rn , 
Further, the spectra of the operators T and 




The proof of this proposition is straightforward. For the case of the 
one-speed Transport in which the pair involved is inversion syrn-
metric (cf. Section VI.I), the second part of this proposition is due to 
MASLENNIKOV [50], 
Next we introduce the notion of Mobius transformation of hermitian 
admissible pairs. For characteristic operator functions and operator nodes 
related transformations have appeared in [7] and [2], respectively. 
THEOREM 6. 2. Let (T, B) be a he.rrrti tian admissible on a Hilbert spaee H, 
and let k > 0 be a constant whioh Cl (T) C (-k, +00 ) ' Then the 
T B 
_1 --A 
k(k+T) 2 B(k+T) 2 , 
'is a hennitian admissible pair on H and Us is 
,B) is a 
the operafo1° T + kA is 
is fo 
on H and 
and in that case the associate oper•ator• 
(6. 7) 
~ -1---(I-B) T 
~ PROOF. Certainly, the operators T and Bare self-adjoint, Ker T {0} and 
~ compact. Further, I - B = (k+T)-½ (T+kA) (k+T)-~, and therefore I - B is 
invertible if and only if T + kA is invertible. 
To prove Condition (C.3) we first note that the spectral subspaces of 
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T and T corresponding to the positive (negative) part of their spectrum coin-
cide. Therefore, ITla = kalTla(k+T)-a, 0 <a< I. Hence, if B = ITlaD for 
some O <a< and DE L(H), then B = ITlaD, where 
But then (T,B) is a hermitian admissible pair on H. 
Finally, the identities (6.6) and (6.7) are deduced by straightforward 
computation. D 
The transformations described in Theorem 6.2 will be referred to as 
Mobius transformations of hermitian admissible . Fork> 0 and 
a(T) c (-00 ,k) an analogue of Theorem 6.2 can be established. 
~-I~ 
Let T and B be as in Theorem 6.2. The possibly unbounded operator T A, 
where A = I- is by 
Now assume that the pair (T,B) is regular, and let S = A- 1T. Then the pair 
(T,B) is regular if and only if -k ,t. a(S), and in that case 
We continue this section with the following operation on semi-definite 
THEOREM 6.3. Let {T,B) be a semi-d.efinite admissible pair on H, a:nd let p 
be the projection of H0 onto [Hm<llH+J fl H0 along [Rp®H_J fl n0 • For u > 0 put 
XE H. 
Then (T, is a positive definite admissible pair on H. 
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- t .L PROOF. Recall that A acts as an invertible operator trom H1 onto H1 = H0 and 
t J_ 
that T acts as an invertible operator from H0 onto H0 ~ H 1 (cf. Section 3). 
For every invertible operator S: H0 + H0 we define AS by 
(6. 8) 
Then AS is invertible and I-A13 is compact. Further, by Proposition 3.2 we 
-] . -1 
have A(T A)x = 0 (x E H0), and therefore x =Bx+ TBT Ax for every x E H0 . 
Since B = ITlaD for some O <a< I and DE L(H), we conclude that 
H0 c Im ITla. By (6.8) there exists a n13 E L(H) such that 
(6.9) 
Let [ ·, • J be the indefinite inner product on H0 defined by (5. 12). For 
x,y EH we have 
where the orthogonality properties (3. 8) and (3. 9) hav(" been used. Hence, 
A13 is self-adjoint (strictly positive) if and only if /3 is self-adjoint 
(strictly positive) with respect to the indefinite inner product (5.12). 
So (T,I-A 13 ) is a regular hermitian admissible pair on H if and only if 
Sis self-adjoint in the inner product (5.12). Similarly, (T,I-A13 ) is a 
positive definite admissible pair on H if and only if Sis strictly positive 
in the indefinite inner product (5.12). 
To finish the proof we take a special S that is positive definite 
with respect to the inner product (5.12), namely the operator that with 
respect to the decomposition (5,!3) of n0 is given by 
s [-ul[Hpo@H_] n Ho O l 
+uI[~©H+J n HO" 
Then I - A13 coincides with the operator Bu in the statement of the theon?m, 
and the proof is complete, D 
REMARK 6.4. With respect to the decomposition H1 e H0 H the operator 
A-IT is given by s 
(6. 10) 
Hence, the pair (T,I-A8) can be viewed as a "regularized" version of the 
original semi-definite pair (T,B). 
7. Inversion symmetry and the singular subspace 
Throughout this section (T,B) will denote a semi-definite admissible 
pair on a Hilbert space H. We assume (T,B) to be inversion symmetric with 
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a signature operator J as an inversion symmetry. So J = J* = J-I and we have 
(7. I) JT -TJ, JB BJ. 
In this section we construct a canonical basis for the singular subspace 
H0 of this pair and employ this basis to obtain some further decompositions 
of H0• 
From Proposition 6.1 it is clear that 
But then the decomposition (5.13) implies that H0 has an even dimension. 
Put 
+ 
Since for every x E H0 one has !(I+J)x E H0 and !(I-J)x E H0 , one sees that 
(7.2) 
THEOREM 7.1. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on H, and let 





Hp e HO e H_ Hm e HO$ H+ 
Hp e H~ $ H Hm $HO@ H+ H. 
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+ 
PROOF. If x E H0 , then [x,x] = <Tx,x> = <Tx,Jx> = <JTx,x> = -<TJx,x> = 
= -<Tx,x> -[x,x], and therefore [x,x] = 0. Similarly, if x EH;, then 
[x,x] = 0. Since [HpeH_] n H0 is negative definite and [HmeH+] n H0 is posi-
tive definite in the indefinite inner product (5.12), we get 
(7.4) M n N {O}; M E {[H $H J n Ho, [H eH J n Ho}, p - m + 
Recall that the dimension of H0 is even, 2n say. Then 
+ -dim([HmeH+J n H0) = n. From (7. 2) we have dim H0 + dim H0 
(7.4) it follows that dim H~ $ n and dim H; $ n. So dim H~ 
Hence, 
+ 
where N denotes either H0 or H0 • D 
dim([H eH ] n H0 ) = p -
2n, and from 
= dim H~ = n. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on H, and let 
J E L (H) be a signature operator such that ( 7. l ) holds. Then there exists 
a basis of H0, with respect to which the restriction of T- 1A to H0 has the 
Jordan normal form and 1iJhich consists of vectors from H; and H0 
PROOF. Let s0 denote the restriction of T- 1A to n0 • Then, by Proposition 
2 
III 3.2, s0 = O. By (7.l) we have JS 0x = -s0Jx, x E H0 • One easily checks 
the following identities: 
+ + 
Let y 11 , ... ,y IP be a basis of H0 modulo H0 n Ker A, and let 
yl(p+l)'" .. ,y 1(p+q) be a basis of H; modulo H; n Ker A. Put y2j = s0ylj 
(j = l,.. "p-~q). Suppose x;, ••• ,x; is a basis of H; n Ker A modulo the 
1· + + !near span of the vectors y 21 , ... ,y2p, and let x 1 , .•. ,xk be a basis of 
H0 n Ker A modulo the span of the vectors Yz(p+J)•···,Y2 (p+q) here we have 
+ - - + 
used that s0 maps HO into H0 and HO into H0 . Now 
is a basis of H0 and 
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is a basis of H~. Since dim H; = dim H~, one concludes that k = !l. Finally, 
s0 has the Jordan normal form with respect to the basis b4 u b- of H0 • D 
The construction of a canonical basis of H0 is related to the notion 
of "sign characteristics", which has been introduced in [27] (for the 
proofs we refer to [28]); to see this, observe that iT-lAJHo is self-adjoint 
with respect to the indefinite inner product [x,y]J = <Jx,y> of H0 . 
From the proof of Theorem 7.2 it is clear that for the operator 
-J 
T AJHo the number of .Jordan blocks of order one is even. Later we shall 
see (cL Section VI.4) that this is the only restriction on the Jordan 
-I 
normal form of T AJHo• 
Next we shall use the basis introduced in the proof of Theorem 7.2 to 
construct subspaces N of Ker A such that 
(7. 5) H H ~ N@ H 
p 
An analogous result can be derived without assuming inversion symmetry. Put 
N 
Note that N+ and N- are subspaces of Ker A and that their dimensions are 
. - + + -1- + equal to !dim H0 • If z E N , then z = x + y, where x E span{x 1,.,. ,xk} c n0 
-I l and y E span{y21' ... ,y2 (p+q)} c (T A)[H0J. So [x,x] = 0 and y = T- Aw for 
some w E n0 • Then [z,z] = [x,y] + [y,x] + [y,y] = <Tx,y> + <Ty,x> + 
+ <Ty,y> = <x,Aw> + <Aw,x> + <Aw,y> ~ <Ax,w> + <w,Ax> + <w,Ay> == 0, because 
{x,y} c Ker A, Similarly, [z,z] = 0 for all z EN-. Since the subspaces 
[Hp@H_] n H0 and [Hm@H+] n n0 are negative definite and positive definite, 
respectively, and dim N+ ~ dim N- = dim([HP$H_] n H0) = dim([Hm@H+J n H0) == 
!dim n0 , one concludes that 
But then we may conclude that (7,5) holds for N ~ N+ or N = N-, In (7.5) 
one may take N = Ker A if and only if all Jordan blocks of T-I A of A ~ 0 
have order 2. 
In [l17], for the conservative isotropic case of the Transport Equation, 
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a decomposition appears that can be viewed as a special case of the decompo-
sitions (7.3) and (7.5). 
CHAPTER IV 
THE OPERATOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
(Ti/1)' = -Aij;+ f 
In this chapter we study the operator differential equation 
-AljJ(t) + f(t), 0 < t < -r. 
The interval (O,r) may be finite as well as infinite. Various boundary and 
growth conditions on the solutions will be considered. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product<•,•>, and let 
(T ,B) be a hermitian admissible pair on H. Put A = I - B. For O < T s +00 
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let f: (O,T) ➔ H be some vector function. By a solution of the operator dif-
ferential equation 
(LI) (TljJ)'(t) -Atjl(t) + f(t), 
we mean a vector function 1/i: (O,T) ➔ H such that TljJ is differentiable on 
the open interval (0,T) and(!.!) holds, 
If T is one says that a solution 1/J of Eq. (I. 1) has ¢ E H as 
its boundary value, if the equalities 





hold true. Here P+ (P_) is the spectral projection of the self-adjoint 
operator T corresponding to the positive (negative) part of its spectrum. 
If T is infinite, we say that a solution ijJ of Eq. ( L l) has ¢ + E 
= Im P+ as its boundary value if the 




The operator differential equation (L 1) with boundary conditions (L2) 
is called the (abstract) finite-slab problem with boundary value qi. For 
T = +00 the operator differential equation (l.l) with boundary value 1>+ is 
called an (abstract) half-space problem. In Transport Theory concrete ver-
sions of these two problems have been studied intensively and in this mono-
graph they will be dealt with in the final chapter. 
2. The finite-slab problem (the homogeneous case) 
Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on a Hilbert space H, and 
let A = I- B. In this section we consider the homogeneous differential 
equation 
(2. I) (T,jJ)' (t) ·-A,jJ(t), 0 < t < T, 
for finite T. To solve this equation we need the following operator on H: 
(2.2) V 
T 
T-IA T-JA -l 
P+[P+e+T --p]+P[P+e··T --p]+P0 -TP __ T AP0 . p m - m p 
Here P+, P_ and Pp, Pm, P0 are the spectral projections introduced in Sec-· 
tion III.3, The next theorem may be viewed as a generalization of Theorem 
III 5.2. 
THEOREM 2. L Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on IL Then for 
0 < T < +00 the opera-to1° V is invertible and I - V is corrrpact. F'urtheP, if 
T T 
(T, B) is a positive definite admissible pair, then 
(2. 3) lim llv -VII 
T 
0, 




-! [-P0+TP_T AP0J + (I-V) + 
-1 -I 
-P (P -P )e+TT ¾, - P (P -P )e-TT ~, 
+ m - m - p + p 
Since the projection PO has a finite rank and the operators I-V, Pm· .. P __ and 
Pp-P+ are compact (see Theorem III 5.2 and Lemma III 5.3), the compactness 
of the operator I - VT is clear. 
So in order to prove that VT is invertible it suffices to show that 
Ker VT= {O}. Take x E Ker VT, and put xp Ppx, xm Pmx and x0 ~ P0x. 
Further we define 
-I 
+TT ~ y_ X + e X + xo; p mm 
-I 
-I -TT ~ 
Y+ X + e . X + XO - TT Ax0 • m p p 
Then P+y- = P+VTx = 0 and = P_VTx = 0, and hence <Ty_,y_> s O and 
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<Ty+,Y+>;,, 0. With the help of fonnulas (III 3.9) one rewrites these inequal-
ities and obtains 
I 
~ X > + 
p p 
By Proposition III 3.2 we first write 
(cL formula (III 3.4)), and recall that S is self-adjoint 
on H1 with respect to the inner product (III 3.5). So we can write our 
inequalities in the form 
+2TT-I A __ 
<Sx ,x >,+<Se --p x ,x >, + <Tx0 ,x0> S 0; PP"' mmmrt 
We now subtract these inequalities, rearrange tenns and obtain 
-21:T-I PL 
- <Se -·-p x x > + 21:<Axo,xo> s 
pp' PA 
(2.4) 
-1 +2TT IL 
<Se ~~ x ,x >A. 
mm m 
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Let F be the resolution of the identity of the self-adjoint operator Son 
H1 (endowed with the inner product (III 3.5)). Then the inequality (2.4) 
can be written as 
0 
The left- (right-) hand side of this inequality is nonnegative (nonpos iti ve), 
because the operator A is (non-strictly) positive on H. Hence, all terms in 
the above expression vanish. Since Ker S = {O}, we get x • x • 0 and 
p m 
Ax0 • 0. So the vector x = xp + xm + x0 , 
belongs to Ker A. By (2.2) we have VTz 
which we assumed to belong to Ker VT, 
• P0z for all z E Ker Ac n0 . Hence, 
x • x0 • 0. But then Ker VT= {0} and therefore the operator 
ible. 
V is invert-· 
T 
Next assume that the pair 
Since the semi.groups e+TT- 1Ap 
m 
(T,B) is positive definite. Then P0 • 0. 
and e-TT-lAp are exponentially decreasing 
p 
in the operator norm (see Section III.4), the identity (2.3) is immediate 
from the definition of V. D 
T 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible paLf' on H, and let 
0 < T < +00 • For eve.ry boundary value <Ji the ope.vator differential equation 
(2. 5) (T1µ)'(t) 0 < t < T 3 
has a unique solution_, namely 
(2.6) 
wher,e the I..nvertib le oper•at:oy, v -is given by ( 2, 2) , 
T 
PROOF, Let ijJ: (0,1) -;- H be a solution of the operator differential equation 
(2.5). By definition the function TijJ is differentiable on (0,T) with 
derivative -AijJ. Using the intertwining properties (III 3.9) and (III 3 .. 8) 
one sees that t f--.+ TP 1,(t) and t 1-➔ TP ijJ(t) are differentiable on (O,T) 
p m 
with derivatives -Af' ijJ(t) and -Af' ,j,(t), respectively, So both vector p !l1 




As in Section IIL4 we associate with AT-l the strongly continuous 
semigroups {e-tAT- 1p*} and {e+tAT-lp*} on the spaces Imp*= (H $H0)J. * J. p t:C:0 . m t:C:0 p m 
and Im P = (H @H0 ) , respectively. From the considerations of Section 
m p J. J. 
IX 1.3 of [45] it follows that on the subspaces (Hm@H0 ) and (HP@H0 ) the 
initial value problems 
. -I 
¢(t) = -AT ¢(t), 
with initial values TPpi/l(T 1) 
J. (H @H )"l E (Hm@H0) and TPm¢(T 2) E have p 0 
unique solutions, which are given by the respective expressions 
-1 -I 
¢ I (t) e-(t-TJ)AT TP ¢(Tl) Te-(t-T1)T ~PW(Tl), t ::: T • I , p 
-I -I 
¢2 (t) = e (-rz-t)AT TPml/!(T2) Te(T2-t)T ~m¢(T2)' t s T2. 
Here we have employed (III 4.3). But the functions tr+ TP w(t) and p 
t >-+ TPmw(t) are also solutions of these initial value problems. By the 
uniqueness of the solution of these problems and the injectivity of the 
operator T we obtain for Tl St s T2 : 
(2. 7) p w (t) 
p 
By (III 3.9) and (III 3.8) the function t >-+ TP0w(t) satisfies the 
. -I 
differential equation ¢ ,= -AT ¢ on the interval (0,T). But T acts as an 
i" invertible operator from H0 onto H0 (see Section III. 3). So P 0¢ is differ-
ential and satisfies (2.5). Since H0 is a finite-dimensional space and 
T-JA acts as a bounded operator on H0 , by (III 4.4) we immediately have the 
solution in the form 
(2.8) 
-· I -tT A 
e ¢0 0 < t < T, 
where ¢0 E H0 . We combine (2.7) and (2.8) and get for -r 1 st s T2 
(2.9) ¢ (t) 
-l -l 
-(t-·q )T A_ (-rz-t)T A e --~ W(T 1) + e ~---p ¢ p m 
Let us suppose that¢ is the boundary value of the solution w, namely that 





Substituting t a Tl (t T 2) into (2.9), applying P+ (P_) to the left and 
taking the limit. as Tl + 0 (T 2 1- i:) it appears that the following two limits 
exist: 
(2. l l) lim P_Pmtµ(t). 
t·h 
Now let P denote the bounded projection of H onto 1\ © {[Hrn©H __ J n n0} along 
H_, and let Q denote the projection of H onto HID © {[Hp(~H_J n H0} along H+. 
Since Ker P H , one has P(P P ) = PP - (PP )P • PP . Because H c Im P, - + p p - p p p 
one gets P(P P) • PP • P. Similarly, one shows that Q(P P) • P . With + p p p · - m m 
the help of (2. l I) and (2.8) one sees that the following vectors are well-
defined: 
¢p :• lim P ljJ(t), 
t+O P 
With the help of (2.9) one obtains 
(2. l 2) 
¢0 :• lbn P0iµ(t). 
uo 
We now recall the definition (2.2) of the operator VT and repl.ace 
(2. IO) by the equivalent identity 
(2.13) V ("' + "' + q,O) • ¢. T ~•p 'I'm . 
The solution formula (2.6) is now clear from (2.12), (2. 13) and the invert-
ibility of the operator VT. 
Conversely, the vector function 1jJ given by (2.6) is, indeed, a solution 
of the operator differential equation (2.5) with boundary value cp.. [] 
For a case when (in our terminology) the pair (T,B) is positive definite 
HANGELBROEK has announced the proof of formula (2.12) assuming the solution 
to be continuous on the closed interval [0,T] (cL [38,39]), The statement 
of the finite-slab problem in [38] stimulated the author to investigate this 
problem, 
Later, independently of each other and for a positive definite pair only, 
both Hangelbroek and the present author showed the operator VT to be invert-
ible. For semi-definite pairs Theorem 2,2 seems to be new in the abstract 
situation considered here, 
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3. The half-space problem (the homogeneous case) 
Throughout this section (T,B) is a semi-definite admissible pair on H 
and A = I - B. In this section we describe the solutions of the operator dif-
ferential equation 
(3. l) (TijJ)'(t) -AijJ(t), O<t<+00 , 
under various boundary conditions. First we prove two results for positive 
definite pairs only. After this we continue with the general case of semi-
definite pairs. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on H, and 
let P be the projection of H onto H along H_. Then for every boundary 
p 
value¢+ EH+ there is a unique bounded solution of Eq. (3.l), nainely 
(3.2) 1/J ( t) 0 < t < +00 • 
This solution is exponentially decreasing. 
Theorem 3.J will appear as a corollary of a more general theorem 
(Theorem 3.2 below). To state this theorem, let us recall some facts about 
the spectrum of T. Assume that (T,B) is a positive definite admissible 
pair on H. Then A = I - B is invertible and A-IT is self-adjoint in the 
-I -1 
equivalent inner product (III 3.5). So the spectrum cr(A T) of A Tis real. 
1 -] 
Since T is a compact perturbation of T, the part of cr(A T) outside cr(T) 
consists of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. In particular, if 
-l 
cr(T) c (-k,+00 ) for some k > 0, then cr(A T) n (-00 ,-k] is a finite set. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (T,B) be a posltive definite admissible pair- on H, and let 
k > 0 be a constant such that a(T) c (-k,+00). Then for every boundary value 
EH+ the general solution 1Ji of Eq. (3,1) with the property that e-t/k~(t) 
is bounded on (O,+m), is given by 
r -t/"A. I~( r 
¢oJ' (3. 3) ~(t) I 
:l I 0 e ¢oi + e '~ + - < t < +oo, i~l i=l 
the eigenvalues -l (-oo,-k] -! Here AJ,H'' are of A T fo and A T¢oi 
(i = l,, .. , r). 
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PROOF. Let Kand L be the spectral subspaces of A T corresponding to the 
parts of its spectrum in (-00 ,-k) u (0,+00 ) and [-k,O). Note that RQlL EL 
Since the spectral. subspace corresponding to u(A- 1T) n (-u-,,--·k) is finite-
dimensional, the restriction of -T-IA to K generates a str·ongly continuous 
semigroup of order strictly less than !/k. 
Suppose iJ,1: (0,+00 ) ➔ H is a solution of Eq. (3.1) such thaL 
+co 
f -t/k e . lltjJ(t)lldt < +oo. 
0 






Put ¢(t) • e ~(t). 
-] 
equation k(A T¢)'(t) 
This function satisfies 
···l 
•-(k+A T)¢(t) (0 < t 
the operator differential 
r+"'· 
< +00), while Jo llq,(t)lldr < ,ro 
For O < y < 6 < +00 we -· I fo get(k+A T) y¢(t)dt ~ kA···!T(<P(y) - cp(o)), whi.d1 
implies the existence of the limits 
-1 -· I 
x0 "' li.m A T¢(t) - lirn A TiJ,(t), 
t+O t{O 
X = 
Similarly, for O < y < o < +00 we have 
0 
-I J t/"A "A (k + A T) e rp ( t) d t 
y 
6 
+ kA- T e q,(t)dt, I f t/"A 
y 
. t/>. -l 
From this equation we see that lun e A T ¢(t) exists for all imaginary 
t·•+-+m 
A ,P 0, and hence i ,.,, 0,. (Indeed, if x would not vanish, choose y c fl ,mdi 
th,·1t -~x~,y~'> ,t O·, the.n 11·.m et/"A <~ ~- · t h1.· h · 1n t b tr ' ) '~'-' - r x,y~ ex1.s s, w c ca1 o. e u~ .. -
t-++ro 
+oo 
>. (k + A- l T) J et /A ¢ ( t) d t 
0 
+o:> 
kho + kA - l T I et/ A ¢ ( t) d t , 
0 
Re is -; (). 
Recall that ,P(t) "' e-t/k iµ(t). Note that the Mobius transformation 
-l 
( ~ kA(k-A) maps the open left half-plant:~ onto the interior domain n of 
the circle Ck with centre -½k and radius ½k. Fort E 5\{0} we get 
(3. 5) 
+oo 
f et/r, ljJ(t)dt 
0 
Next, we show that x0 EK. Let Pk be the projection of H onto L along 
K. Applying A- 1TPk to both sides of (3. 5) we obtain for I,; E i1\{0} 
0 
Now the right-hand side is analytic and continuous up to the boundary of 
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the exterior domain of Ck (cf. Propositions III 1. 1 and III 1.2). The left-
hand side is analytic and continuous up to the boundary of the interior 
domain Si of Ck with boundary limit Oat I,;= 0. Hence, by Liouville's theorem, 
PkxO = 0 and therefore x0 EK. 
From (3. 5) and Theorem VIII I. I I of [ I 3] we derive 
0 < t < +00 , 
which settles (3.4). 
Next, we suppose that ljJ: (0,+00 ) +His a solution of Eq. (3.l) such 
-t/k 
that e \/J(t) is essentially bounded. For 
function ~; satisfies f~00 e-t(k-£)11 \f;(t)II dt < 
a sufficiently small£> 0 the 
-I 
+00 , while o(A T) n (-k,-(k-s)] 
A-JT = 0. So there exists a vector x0 (£) in the spectral subspace K£ of 
corresponding to the part of its spectrum in (-00 ,-(k-£)) u (0,+00 ), which 
satisfies 
Taking the limit as t + 0 we see that x0 (E) does not depend on s. Put 
x0 := x0 (s). Then x0 E n{K£: £ > 0}, which is the spectral subspace of 
1T corresponding to its spectrum in (-00 ,-k] u (0,+00 ), while 
(3.6) 
Finally, from Theorem III 5. 1 we know that H @ H = H and TP = (I-Q*)T, 
p 
where P{Q) denotes the projection of H onto Hp (Hm) along H_ (H+). Write 
(3.7) X 
0 
X + p 
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Here we used that the spectral subset o(A T) n (-00 ,-kJ contains 
finitely many eigenvalues of A-IT of finite geometric multiplicity only. 
Since Ker q* ,: H!, P+(I-Q) = 1--Q and Axp EH~ (see (III '.3.10)), we have 
Ax = (1-Q*)Ax = (r-q*)p Ax • Inserting this into (3. 7) we get Ax 
p * p * + p p 
(1-Q )P+AxO - (I-Q )P+Txm. 
Now assume the solution ~1 has a boundary value cj,+ E H+, Le•., that 
P+iµ(t) ➔ q,+ (as t + O). By (3.6) we have P+AxO = Tep+, and hence Axp 
* = (I-Q )TP+(q,+-xm). By (III 5.2) we get Ax = TP(q, -x ). Hence, p + m· 
(3.9) 
Put o(A- 1T) n (-00 ,-k] = {A 1,.,.,;i.m} and x = ': l q,0 ., where (A- 1T-11.)¢C)' rn Li= i i 1 
= 0 (i = l, ..• ,r). With the help of (3.6)- (3.8) and the identity Ker T= {0} 
we get 
which settles (3. 3). Conversely, the function (3. 3) is a solution of 
Eq. (3.1) with boundary value ¢+ such that e-t/k 1µ(t) is bounded on (0,+00 ) .!] 
PROOF of Theorem 3.1. Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on 
H, and let iµ: (0,+00 ) ➔ H be an essentially bounded solution of Eq. (3. l). 
For every k > 0 there exists a vector x0 (k) in the spectral subspace of 
A-IT corresponding to its spectrum in (-00 ,-k] u (0,+00 ) such that 
0 < t < +00 , 
Taking the limit as t + 0 we conclude that x0 (k) does not depend on k and 




e p X 
p 0' 
for some x0 E: Hp. 
Now assume that the solution iµ has a boundary value¢+ EH+. Using 
(3. JO) we see that T¢ = P Ax0 . Apply Theorem III 5. J. Then TPq, = (I-·Q"')T¢. + + . + T 
( *) ( '') * . . . ] = 1-Q P+l1x0 = I-Q AxO = Ax() - Q Ax0 = A1c0 • The last equality 1s c .ear 
frorn forrnula(III3.!0). This establishes formula (3.2). The fact that (:L2) 
is a solution and is exponentially decreasing is trivial (cL (HI 4.2)) .. [I 
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A vector function ijJ: (0,+00 ) + H is called polynorrrially bounded if 1jJ is 
Bochner integrable on (0,T) for every finite T and there exists an integer 
n 2 0 such that ll~J(t)II = O(tn) (t ➔ +00). 
THEOREM 3.3, Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissibl-e pair on H. Then the 
polynomially bounded solutions of Eq. (3. I) 1;11:th bounda-ry value in H+ are 
given by 
(3. 11) 
where ¢P E HP and q, 0 E H0 • Further, the function 1jJ is bounded if and only 
if q, 0 E Ker A, and Bochner integrable if and only if ¢0 = O. 
PROOF. Consider the decomposition H = H0 eH 1• Let P0 be the projection of 
H onto H0 along H1, and let P 1 = I-P0 • Put ijJi(t) = PiijJ(t) (i = 0,1). Then 
Eq. (3.1) is decomposed into the following two equations: 
(3, l 2a) (T1)! 1) '(t) 
(3. 12b) 
Since n0 is finite-dimensional and (T- 1A) 2x 
solution of Eq. (3. 12b) is given by 
(3. 13) 
where rp0 is an arbitrary vector of H0• 
(O<t<+oo) 
0 for x E H0 , the general 
0 < t < +00 , 
To find the solution of Eq. (3.12a) we apply Theorem III 6.3. Let 
S E L (H 1) be the associate operator of the pair (T, B) (see the second 
paragraph after the proof of Proposition III 3.2). Take a fixed u > 0 such 
that {-u,u} c p(T) n p(S). Apply Theorem III 6.3 and construct a positive 
definite admissible pair (T,Bu) on H, whose associate operator is given by 
where u > 0 and u /_ o(S). Note that H1 and H0 are the spectral subspaces 
of Su corresponding to the spectral subsets o(S) and {u,-u}, respectively. 
Put A 
u 
I - Bu. Then the operator· differential equation 
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(3. 14) (T¢)'(t) (O < t < +w) 
can be decomposed in a similar way as 
(3. ! Sa) (T(p 1)'(t) -Aq,1 (t) (E 
HJ.). 
0 , 
(0 < t < +co) 
(3. !Sb) cj,b(t) -T-IAuij,O(t) (E HO). 
Let ~,: (O,+m) + H be a polynomially bounded solution of Eq. (3. l) with 
boundary value in H+. Then ij, 1: (0,+00 ) -> H, defined by i,t, 1 (t) ~ P 14i(t) 
(0 < t < +o.o), is also a polynomially bounded solution of Eq. (3. I) with 
boundary value in H+. At the same time ,µ 1 is a solution of Eq. CL 14), 
!+00 -t/k which has a boundary value in H+ and satisfies O e 111µ 1 (t)lldt < +w 
for every k > O. Using Theorem 3.2 we easily prove the existence of a vector 
¢ e H such that 
p p 
(3. 16) 
The function 1/Jo: (0,+00 ) + 1-1, defined by 1µ 0 (t) = P01µ(t) (O < t < +00 ), satis-
fies Eq. (3.12b), and ,µ 0 is given by (:LlJ). From formulas (:LU) and CLI6) 
the representation CL J 1) is dear. The second part of the theorem is now 
easy to prove, 0 
Recall that a signa.ture operator Jc L(H) is said to be an inversion 
symmetry of the pair (T ,B) (see Sections IIL 6 and IIL 7), if 
TJ -JT, BJ JB. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on H 1JUh a 
siqnature operaror as inve:l's'ion symmetry. 'l'hen f01' every bouncuuy value 
the oper,ato1' differential equation (3. I) hac at Zeast one bounded solw'.,i,Hz. 
If all don:lan blocks of T-l A at :\ ~, 0 have order 2, then th-is solut·im, i.,: 
uni.quely determined by its boundary value .. Further, i.Jwr'c exist1, <l non··· 
tr•ivlaZ bounded soluti:on of Eq. (3. l) un'.th boundary value 0., 1'.f and only 
. . - l -,. da 1 ·Z I f ,:J i.j T A r!.aB a dor ~n o ,oc, o. OI'uCX' l at ;\ ~ 0. 
PROOF. By the remark following the proof of Theorr~m III 7, 2 one has 
(3. l 7) [H (!lJ<er A]+H_ = H, . p 
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and (3.17) is a direct sum (Le., H eKer AeH = H) if and only if all p --
Jordan blocks of T-IA at A= 0 have order 2. 
According to Theorem 3. 3 there exists a bounded solution 1j; of Eq. (3. I) 
with boundary value <j)+ if and only if the equation 
(3. 18) 
has a solution ¢ E: H and 'Po E: Ker A. In fact, all bounded solutions of 
p p 
Eq. (3.l) with boundary value¢+ follow from a solution of Eq. (3.18). But 
Eq. (3. 18) has at least one solution if and only if ¢ E: [H © Ker A]+ H , 
+ p -
whereas for <j)+ = 0 it has no non-trivial solutions if and only if 
[H © Ker A] n H = {0}. Using (3. 17) and the statement following this 
p -
equality, the theorem is immediate. D 
A solution 1j; of Eq. (3.1) is called a Milne solution if 
(Ml) 1/J is polynomially bounded; 
(M2) 1/J has a vanishing boundary value (Le., P+ij,(t)-+ 0 as t+O). 
The problem of finding Milne solutions of the operator differential equation 
(3. l) is called an (abstract) Milne problem. Concrete versions of this prob-
lem have been the object of study in astrophysics (cf. [8], for instance). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (T,B) be a semi-definite admissible pair on H. Then for 
every Milne solution 1/J of Eq. (3.1) there ·is a unique vector E [HP@H_] n H0 
such that 
(3. 19) 1/J ( t) 0 < t: < +oo; 
hm•e <j) is the unique vector in H such that ¢ + ¢0 E H • Conversely, if p p p - ' 
¢0 E [H @H ] n u0 and ¢ E: H satisfies <j) + ¢0 E H , then the function (3. 19) p - p p p -
is a Milne solution of the operator differential equation (3.J). 
PROOL Let tj, (0,+00 ) -+ H be a Milne solution of Eq. (3. l), Then 1/J has O as 
a boundary value and is polynomially bounded. By Theorem 3,3 we have 
1/J ( t) 
-tT-lA -l 
e --p ¢ + (I - tT A) ¢0 , p p 
0 < t < +00 , 
where P (cf> + <j) ) ~ 0 for some <PP E H and 'Po E H0 . Therefore, 'Po E [H +H J n + p O p p -
n H0 and is the unique vector in H such that¢ +¢0 EH (the uniqueness p p -
is c.lea.r from the equa.li ty H n H ~ { O}; see (III 5. !O). Note that the w,c-· 
p -
tor ~O is also uniquely determined by~). 
The converse part of this theorem is easily deduced. D 
4. The propagator function 
To derive solutions of the non-homogeneous versions of the finite-slab 
problem and the half-space problem we have to consider the function 
O<t<+oo; 
(4. ! ) II ( t) 
< t < o. 
Here T is a self-adjoint operator on a complex Hilbert space and Ker T= {OL 
Further, P+ ~ E((0,+00)) and P_ ~ E((-00 ,0)), where E denotes the resolution 
of the identity of T. The function H(t) is called the propagatm· function of 
the operator T. If Tis the main operator of a hermitian admissible pair 
(T,B) on H, we also say that H(t) is the propagator function of the pair 
(T,B). In this section we derive the main properties of the propagator fnnc••· 
tion. 
If (T,B) is a positive definite admissible pair on H, then the associ-
s A-lT .;s a lf a· . H d l "tt th ate operator ~ ~ se .. ·-a Joint operator on en owec wi I e 
(equivalent) inner product (III 2. 7) and Ker S = {OL Analogously to (/L l) 
one defines the assoc-i.ate pr•opagato.r fun.1Jt-ion 1\ ( t) by 
-l 
-tT ~ 




Note that H8 (t) is the propagator function of Son H endowed with the inner 
product (III 2.7). 
PROPOSITION l1. l. Let T E L(H) be a self-ad,jo-int opr,r•,ztor 1;J1:/cl-z K0r T ~, {OL 
Then for all O =s a< land O # tf JI. Lhe operator ITiaH(t) ls bounded and 
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a-I -t/µ (I -a)l-a 
Jµ e I = -- • 
e 
(0 < t < +00 ) 
and formula (III 1.2). The estimate (4.3a) with ttO follows analogously. 





and a related identity for -II TII ~ µ < 0. D 
(t :2: (l-a)IITII) 
If (T,B) is a positive definite admissible pair on H, then its associ-
ate operator Sis self-adjoint on H endowed with the equivalent inner product 
(III 2. 7) and Ker S = {O}. Therefore, Proposition 4.1 applies and yields 
estimates for IIJSlaH8 (t)II, where O ~a< L 
From the definition (4.1) it is clear that the propagator function 
H(·) 1.s strongly measurable, and hence the same is true for H(•)IT!a, 
0 <a< !. By Proposition 4.1, 
+oo 
f Hl(t) !T !all dt < +00 • 
So we may conclude that H(·)ITla is Bochner integrable. By strong measur-
we mean measurability with respect to Lebesgue measure as defined 
in [71], Section VI 3.l; all integrals of vector functions appearing in 
this section and later sections will be Bochner integrals with respect to 
Lebesgue measure. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Leth: (-00 ,+00 ) + H be an essentially bounded (st1°ongly 
measurolJle) vector function. For O <a< l put 
+ro 
g(t) = f H(t-s) ITJah(s)ds, t E 1L 
Then g is a bounded and continuous vector function. 
PROOF. Since H ( •) j TI a is Bochner integrable and the function h is essen-
tially bounded, the function g is essentially bounded too. Hence, it suf-
fices to show that g is continuous. But this may be proved in exactly the 
same way as one proves that the convolution product of a scalar L 
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and a scalar L00-function is continuous (cL [71]; 30.17, 30.18, 31.7 and 
3L9). □ 
PROPOSITION l+.3. Let h: (-00 ,+00 ) ➔ H he a hounded and piecewise continuous 
vector function. For 0 <a< 1 put 
-too 
g(t) = J H(t-s)ITlah(s)ds, t E JR. 
Then with the possible exception of the fin·itely many discontlnul.ties of 
the funcUon b3 the vector function Tg ls differentiable on the real llne 
and ·its der•ivaUve is given by 
(4.4) 
PROOF. Assume his continuous in an open neighbourhood (a,b) of a fixed 
t E IL Using the definition (!LI) of the propagator function H one gets 
t 
- l . .. - l -c T- l - J a 
(4.5) c [Tg(t+E) - Tg(t)J = c [e P+ - P+]T H(t-s) ITI h(s)ds -
Because of the equality 
t 
t+c 
+ c-l J T[H(t+c-s)-H(t-s)JITlah(s)ds. 
t 
XE H, 
the first term at the right--hand side of (4.5) tends to the vector -P+g(t) 
as c + O. As the function his bounded and continuous almost everywhere on 
[t,+co) and since H(t-s) !Tia is integrable for s E [t,t00), it follows from 
the theorem of dominated convergence for Bochner integrals (cL [ 71 ]) that 
+co +w 
lim f H(t--s) ITlah(s+E)ds f H(t-s) ITJah(s)ds. 
c+o 
t t 
Using the identity 
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-l 
lim E-l[eET - P_]Tx P_x, XE H, 
dO 
and the principle of uni.form boundedness :i.t follows that the second tenn at 
the right-hand side of (4.5) tends to -P_g(t) as E + 0. Next we exploit the 
continuity of the integrand of the third term in (Lf.5) and infer that it 
converges to P ITlah(t) + P !Tlah(t) = ITl 0 h(t) as E + 0. From (4.5) and + -
the computations we made one gets 
-I 
lim E [Tg(t+c) - Tg(t)J 
E:-1-0 
In a similar way, by considering -T and h(s) 
one obtains 
h(-s) rather than T and h(s), 
-I 
lim c [Tg(t+E) - Tg(t)] -g(t) + ITl 0 h(t). 
dO 
Hence, except for a finite set of exceptional points, Tg is differentiable 
and its derivative is given by -g + IT lo:h. 0 
We conclude this section with a remark related to Proposition 4.2. 
Assume that h: (0,r) +His an essentially bounded (strongly measurable) 
vector function, and let 0 <a< 1. Consider the function 
T 
g(t) = I H(t-s)!Tlah(s)ds, 
0 
0 < t < T. 
According to Proposition 4.2 the function g has a continuous extension to 
the full real line. In particular, g is continuous at the point zero. Note 
that 
(4. 6) 0. 
If Tis finite, we also have 
(4. 7) lim P __ g(t) 0. 
th 






+tT e+sT p ITlah(s)ds (t + +oo). e P_g(t) - •·)- 0 
t 
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5. The finite-slab and half-space problems (the inhomogeneous case) 
Throughout this section (T,B) is a positive definite admissible pair on 
the Hilbert space H and A = I - B. In this section we describe the solutions 
of the operator differential equation 
(5. I) (TljJ)' (t) -AijJ(t) + f(t), 
under various boundary conditions. The class of inhomogeneous terms 
f: (0,T) + H, for which the above equation is solved, consists of vector 
functions f that can be written as 
(5.2) f(t) 
for some constant y, 0 < y < l, and some continuous vector function 
h: (0,T) + H. To describe the solutions of the inhomogeneous equation (5. I) 
we shall employ the associate propagator function HS defined by (4.2). 
-J 
Since S = A Tis self-adjoint in the equivalent inner product (III 2.7) on 
H, the results of the previous section apply to HS. Further, in the descrip-
tion of the solutions we shall use the operator VT introduced in Section 2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on H, and 
assume O < T < +00 • Put f(t) = ITIYh(t), 0 < t <,,where O < y <land 
h: (0,,) +His a boUYLded continuous vector function. Then for every 
boUYLdary value¢ there exists a unique solution of the operator differential 
equation (5.1), n.amely 
-l -l 
1),(t) e-tT ~ v-1(¢-x) + e(T-t)T ~ v-1(¢-x) + 
p T m T 
(5. 3) 
'T 




(5.4) I -I I -I X p+ Hs(-s)A f(s)ds + p - Hs(,-s)A f(s)ds. 
0 0 
PROOF. By Proposition III 2.2 there exists O <as y and a compact operator 
D such that B = ITl 0 D. From the proof of Theorem III 2.3 we know that 
ITl 0 = ISl 0 E for some invertible operator E. It follows that 
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f(t) 0 < t < T, 
where h: (0,,) + H is the bounded continuous vector function given by h(t) = 
= EITly-ah(t), 0 < t < T, Put 
g(t) 0:St5T. 
0 
Notice that 1f(s) ISla[h(s) + EDA- 1f(s)], 0 < s <,,where the function 
sf-+ h(s) + EDA- 1f(s) is bounded and continuous on (O,r). But, with respect 
to the equivalent inner product (III 2.7) on H, the operator Sis self-
adjoint and Ker S"" {O}. By Proposition 4.3 the function Sg is differentiable 
on (0,,) and 
(Sg)' (t) + g(t) Q < t < T. 
Premultiplying this by the operator A we see that g is a solution of 
Eq. (5.l). By virtue of Proposition 4.2 the solution g can be extended to 







where xis defined by (5.4). This means that xis the boundary value of the 
solution g. 
Finally, to obtain the unique (bounded) solution 1jJ of Eq. (5.1) witb 
a given boundary value q, we have to add to the solution g the unique (bound-
ed) solution of the homogeneous differential equation (2.1) with boundary 
value q, - X· The latter solution can be obtained using Theorem 2.2, and 
formula (5.3) is clear. D 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible on H, and 
asswne, = +00 , Put f(t) = ITIYh(t), 0 < t < +00, where O < y < and 
h: (0, +cc) + H is a bounded continuous vector function. Then every 
boundary value cp + E H + there exists a unique bounded solution of the opera-
tor differential equation (5.1), rt0Jnely 
+oo +oo 
1¾(ci,+ - J H5 (-s)A- 1f(s)ds)+ f H5 (t-s)A- 1f(s)ds 
0 0 
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for O < t < +00 • 
PROOF. As in the proof of the previous theorem one shows that for T +00 
the vector function g: [0,+00 ) ➔ H, defined by 
+oo 
J -I g(t) = HS(t-s)A f(s)ds, 0 $ t < +00 , 
0 
is a bounded solution of Eq. (5. I) with boundary value 
The unique bounded solution ijJ of Eq. (5.1) with a given boundary value 
4'+ EH+ is obtained by adding to the function g the unique bounded solution 
of the homogeneous differential equation (3.l) with boundary value 
f+oo -I 4'+ - P+ 0 HS(-s)A f(s)ds. The latter solution is derived using Theorem 
3.l, and formula (5.5) is clear. D 
For semi-definite admissible pairs analogous results can be derived. 
The operation on semi-definite pairs that has been discussed in Theorem 
III 6.3 can be employed to obtain these analogous results as corollaries 
of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 (see the proof of Theorem 3.3, where an example of 
the use of this operation can be found). 
CHAPTER V 
THE CONVOLUTION EQUATION 
1/;(t) - J: H(t-s)Biµ(s)ds = w(t) 
In this chapter we investigate the operator convolution equation 
T 
i)!(t) - f H(t-s)Bi)!(s)ds • w(t) 
0 
0 < t < L 
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Here H(·) is the propagator function of the self-adjoint operator T that 
appears in a given hermitian admissible pair (T,B). The interval (0,T) may 
be finite as well as infinite, The equivalence to the operator differential 
equation of the previous chapter is proved and, if (T,B) is a positive 
definite pair, formulas for the resolvent kernel are given, Finally, for 
this case the canonical factorizations of the symbol are constructed. 
I. Preliminaries 
Let (T,B) be a hermitian admissible pair on H. In this chapter we study 
the convolution equation 
(LI) 
T 
i)!(t) - f H(t-s)Bi)!(s)ds 
0 
w(t), 0 < t < T, 
Here O <Ts +00 • The vector function w is given and the problem is to find 
the solution i)!. We shall assume that w is an element of ((0,T);H) and 
we look for solutions i)! in the same space. 
From Section IV.4 we know that H(,)B is Bochner integrable on the real 
line. Hence, the operator K defined by 
(L2) 
T 
(Ki)!)(t) = f H(t-s)Bi)!(s)ds 
0 
(O<t<T), 
acts as a bounded linear operator on L ( (O, T) ;H) (O < T s +00 l $ p 5- +00 ). 
p 
Mimicking the proof of Lemma I. l of [22] one sees that for finite T the 
operator K is a compact operator on ((0,T);H) (ls p :". +co). 
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As usual the symbol of Eq. (L 1) is given by 
+oo 
S(A) I _ J eAt H(t)Bdt, Re A 0. 
Note that 
( I. 3) S (A - l) W(A) (T-1')-l (T-1'A), Re A 0. 
In other words, up to a trivial change of variable, the symbol of Eq. (1. l) 
coincides with the symbol of the pair (T,B) (cf. (III 2. I)). 
2. Equivalence to the finite-slab problem 
In this section we consider the convolution equation (l. 1) on a finite 
interval (0,T). We prove that for a large class of right-hand sides w the 
convolution equation (I.I) is equivalent to an inhomogeneous finite-slab 
problem, which has been dealt with in the previous chapter, 
THEOREM 2. I, Fix O < T < +00 , Let (T ,B) be a herrnit'i.an admissible on 
H, and put A = I - B. Suppose that w: [ 0, T J ➔ H is a continuous vector func-
tion, and let Tw be differentiable on (0,T), A vector function ijiE L,,,((0,T);H) 
is a solution of the operator dif.ferential equation 
(2. l) (Tiji)'(t) -Aiji(t) + (Tw)'(t) + w(t), O<t<T, 
with boundary value¢= P+w(0) + P_w(T) if and only if 1)i is a solution of 
the convolution equation (I.I) with right-hand wide w. 
From this theorem one easily derives the following: let 0 < y < I, and 
let h: (0,T) ➔ H be a bounded and continuous vector function. Then a vector 
function 1ji E L00 ((0,T);H) is a solution of the operator diffe.renti.al equation 
(Ttµ)' (t) 
with boundary value¢ if and only if 1ji is a solution of the convolution 
equation (I. l) with right-hand side 
(2.2) w(t) = e 
-l T 
P+¢ + e(T-t)T P ¢ + J H(t-s)ITIYh(s)ds, 
0 
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One easily checks that w is continuous (cf. Proposition IV 4.2), Tw rn 
differentiable on (0,T) and 
(2. 3) 0 < t < T 




PROOF of Theorem 2.1. Let ljJ E L,J(O,t);H) be a solution of the convolution 
equation (1. I) with right-hand side w. Here w: [0,T] -> H is assumed to be 
continuous and Tw is supposed to be differentiable on (0,T). Recall that 
B • IT I aD for some O < a < 1 and D E L (H). According to this identity, the 
essential boundedness of DljJ and Proposition IV 4.2, the vector 
T 
g(t) • J H(t-s)BljJ(s)ds, 
0 
t E JR, 
depends continuously on t E JR. Since ljJ • 1u+g (cL (L !)) , it follows that 
ljJ is continuous. In fact, it follows that ljJ has a continuous extension to 
the closed interval [0,i:]. 
Define h: (-00 ,+00 ) ➔- H by h(t) • DljJ(t) for O < t < T and by h(t) • 0 
for t :5 0 or t 2: L Then g(t) = f~ IT la H(t-s)h(s)ds (t E 1R) and h is a 
bounded function that is continuous on 1R\ { 0, T}. By virtue of 
IV 4. 3 it is clear that. Tg is differentiable on all of R, except possibly 




+ BljJ(t), 0 < t < T, 
Since ljJ = w+g and Tw is differentiable on (0,T), it follows that TljJ is dif-
ferentiable on (O,T) and 
(TljJ)'(t) {-g(t) + BljJ(t)} + (Tw)'(t), 
and therefore ljJ is a solution of the operator differential 
From Proposition IV 4.2 it follows that 
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T T 
g(O) f H(-s)B,jJ(s)ds EH_, 
0 
g(T) f H(T-s)B,jJ(s)dsE H+. 
0 
P_g(T) = 0. Because of the continuity of won the closed inter-
val [0,T] and the equality ,jJ = w+g, the vector q, = P+w(O) + P_w(T) is the 
boundary value of the solution ,jJ. 
Conversely, let ,jJ be a solution of Eq. (2. l) with boundary value 
q, P+w(O) + P_w(T), and let ,jJ E L,J (O,r) ;H). Since B = IT laD for some 
0 < a < l and D E L(H) and D,jJ E L0,.( (0,T) ;H), it is clear from Proposition 
IV 4.2 that the function g defined by (2.4) is continuous on the closed 
interval [0,1]. Put x = ,jJ-w. Then Tx is differentiable on (0,T) 
XE L00 ((0,T);H) and 
(2.5) (Tx)' (t) + x(t) Biµ ( t) , Q < t < T, 
So for O s; t s; T the Bochner integral J~ H(t-s) [ (Tx)' (s) + x(s) ]<ls is well···· 
defined, absolutely convergent and depends continuously on t E [0,T]. 
By the analyticity of the semigroups (e-tT-lp ) and (e+TT-
+ t~O t~O 
the propagator function H(z) is differentiable for all O I z E R. Fix 
0 < t < T. Take O <Tl< t < < T. By the differentiability of the 
propagator function partial integration is allowed and yields 
Tl 
I H(t-s)[(Tx)'(s) + x(s)]ds 
0 
T 
f H(t-s)[(Tx)' (s) + x(s)]ds -l [-e-(t-s)T P_x(s) 
2 
Recall that ,jJ has the vector ij, 
Therefore, 
P+w(O) + P_w(T) as its boundary value. 
lim P+x(t) = lim P_x(-r) 0. 
t+O th 
Now one takes the limits as Tl t t and 1 2 + t and gets 
T 
f H(t-s)[(Tx) '(s) + x(s)]ds 
0 
X ( t), 0 < t < T. 
With the help of (2.5) and the equality x = ,jJ-0i it appears that ,µ is a 
solution of the convolution equation (L !) with right-hand side uJ. D 
3. Equivalence to the half-space problem 
In this section we take T +00 and prove that on the half-line (0,+00 ) 
the convolution equation (l.l) is equivalent to a half-space problem. 
THEOREM 3.l. Take T = +00 • Let (T,B) be a hermitian admissible on the 
Hi lbe:rt space H, and put A = I - B. Let O < k ~ +00 be a constant such that 
a(T) c (-k,+00). Suppose that w: [0,+00 ) +His a continuous vector function 
such that e-t/kw(t) is bounded and Tw is differentiabte on (0,+00 ). Then 
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a vect01, function,µ such that e-t/k~1(t) E L
00
((0,+00 ) ;H) is a solution of the 
operator diffe:renUal equation 
(3. l) (Tij;)' (t) -Aij;(t) + (Tw)'(t) + w(t), 0 < t < +00, 
with boundary value = P+w(O) if and only if,µ is a solution of the con-
vo luUon equaUon ( l • l) with right·-hand side w. 
PROOF. First we consider the case when k = +00 • Note that in this case 
-t/k 
e I; so fork= +00 the theorem applies to functions ij; in ((O,+oo);H). 
So take 1/J E L00 ((0,+00 );H), and let h: (0,+00 ) + H be a bounded and continuous 
vector function. If ij; is a solution of the convolution equation (l.l) (for 
T = +00 ) with side w, then one can use the same arguments as in 
the proof of Theorem 2. I to show that ij; is a solution of the operator dif-
ferential equation (3.1) with boundary value ¢+ = P+w(O). 
Conversely, let ij; be a solution of the operator differential equation 
(3.l) with boundary value¢+= P+w(O), and let ij; E L00 ((0,+00);H). As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.. I, it appears that for x = 1/J···w the expression 
+oo 
I H(t-s)[(Tx)'(s) + x(s)]ds 
0 
represents a bounded continuous function on [0,+00 ). Fix O < t < +00 , and 
take O < T < t < < T 3 < +00 • Partial integration yields 
Tl 




f H(t-s)[(Tx)'(s) + x(s)]ds 
T2 
-l T 
[e-(t-s)T P ~(s)J ; 
+ s=O 
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Since T rn a bounded self-adjoint operator and x E L,,,((0,+00 );H), one has 
-(T 3-t)/IITII 
:"'.Me 
where Mis the norm of x in the Banach space l.00 ((0,+00);H). Taking the limits 
as T 1 t t, T 2 + t and T 3 + +00 we get 
+oo 
f H(t-s)[(Tx)'(s) + x(s)]ds 
0 
X (t), 0 < t < +00 • 
Recall that (Tx)' (t) + x(t) = Biµ(t) and x(t) = 1/;(t) - w(t) (0 < t < +'"'). 
Then it is clear that 1jJ is a solution of the convolution equation (I.I) 
(with T = +,,,) with right-hand side w. 
Next, let O < k < +w be a constant such that o(T) c (-k,+"'), and sup-
-t/k 
pose that e 1/J ( t) E L00 ( (0, +00 ) ;H). Consider the Mobius transformation 
(3.2) 
~ -] 
T = kT(k+T) , 
_1 
13 = k(k+T) 2 B(k+T) 
By Theorem III 6. 2 the pair (r ,':iJ) is a hermitian admissible pair on IL Note 
that the spectral projection of T corresponding to the positive (negative) 
part of its spectrum coincides with P+ (P_). Therefore, if H(t) denotes the 
propagator function of the self-adjoint operator T (cf. Section IV.!,), then 
(3. 3) 
Consider the convolution equations 
('.L 4a) 
+= 
t(t) - I H(t-s)Biµ(s)ds 
0 
+oo 
i(t) - J H(t-s)B";j;(s)ds 
0 
w(t), 
0 < t < +oo, 
0 < t +=· 
' 
Then a function 1jJ such that e-t/kiµ(t) EL ((0,+00 );H) is a solution of 
I oo / 
Eq. (3,l1a) if and only if iµ(t) 
(3.4b) in L00 ((0,+00 );H). 
~ ~· 
Observe that A := I - B 
that e-t/kiµ(t) E L
00
((0,+00 );H) 
(k+T) 1 •e-t kiµ(t) is a solution of Eq. 
_! ~-~l 
(k+T) 2 (kA+T) (k+T) 2 • Then a function 1µ such 
is a solution of the operator differential 
equation (3.1) with boundary value¢+= P+w(O) if and only if the function 
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~ 1 -t/k ¢(t) = (k+T) 2 •e ¢Ct) is a solution in the space L00 ((0,+00 );H) of the 
operator differential equation 
(3. 5) CT¢), Ct) 0 < t < +00 , 
with boundary value P+:(o). Here w denotes the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4b). 
Finally, by the first part of the proof a vector function ¢EL ( (0,+00 ) ;H) 
00 
is a solution of the convolution equation (3.4b) if and only if¢ is a solu·-
tion of the operator differential equation (3.5) with boundary value P+~(O). 
From this fact one easily completes the proof. 0 
As to Theorem 3.1 a remark analogous to the one following the statement: 
of Theorem 2. l can be made. Let O < k ,; +co be a constant: such that o(T) c 
c (-k,+00). Let O < y < I, and let h: (0,+co)-+ H be a continuous vector func-
tion such that e-t/l'n(t) E L ( (0,+00 ) ;H). Then a vector function 1µ such that 
e-t/k1µ(t) E L00 (0,+oo) ;H) is a 
00 
solution of the operator differential equation 
(T¢)'(t) 0 < t < +00 , 
with boundary value <P+ if and only if ~, is a solution of the convolution 
equation (1. 1) (with T +00 ) with right-hand side 
w(t) = e 
+oo 
1
P+¢+ + f H(t-s)ITlyh(s)ds, 
0 
0 < t < +00 • 
Fork= +00 we reduce this statement to Theorem 3.1 with the help of the same 
method of reduction as the one described in Section V.2. For O < k < ·1·00 one 
employs, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the Mobius transformation (3, 2) to 
reduce this statement: to the case when k = +00 , 
4. The convolution equation on the finite interval 
In this section we exploit the equivalence theorem of Section 2 and 
the solution of the inhomogeneous finite-slab problem (cf, Theorem IV 5.1) 




¢(t) - f H(t-s)B¢(s)ds 
0 
w (t) (O < t < T < +oo) 
solvable in ((0,T);H) (l,; p,; +00 ) and to derive a formula 
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for its resolvent kernel. 
THEOREM 4. l. Let (T ,B) be a positive definite admissible pa-ir on H, and let 
l s p s +00 • For> evm'y w E L ((O,r) ;H) there is a unique solution ij! of the 
p 




w(t) = w(t) + I y(t,s)w(s)ds 
0 
(0 < t < T), 
whePe the r>esol-/Jent kenteZ y(t,s) has the form 
y(t,s) H5 (t-s)C -
(4. 3) 
-! -l 
- [e-tT APP+ e(T-t)T ~m]V~l[P+/-1S(-·s)C + P_HS(T-s)C]. 
-I ··! Here A = I - B, S = A T and C = BA • 
PROOF. First we assume that there exist O < y < I and an H-valued poly-
nomial g such that w(t) = ITIY g(t), 0 < t < L Then w is continuous on the 
closed interval [0,T], Tw is differentiable on (O,r) and 
(Tw)' (t) + w(t) 
where his a bounded and continuous function on (0,T) (which is a polynomial, 
but this is not: relevant to the present: proof). 
By Theorem 2.1 every solution ijJ E L00 ((0,T);H) of Eq. (!LI) with right-
hand side w is also a solution of the operator differential equation 
(4.5) (T1p)'(t) (0 < t < T) 
with boundary value¢ := P+w(O) + P_w(T), and conversely. According to 











x = P+ f H5 (-s)A- 11Tlyh(s)ds + 
0 
T 
g(t) I -I y H5 (t-s)A !Tl h(s)ds, 
0 
0 $ t $ T. 
By Theorem III 2.3 the pair (S,-C), where C = BA-I A- 1-I, is a positive 
definite admissible pair on H endowed with the inner product (III 2.7). 
Since A- 11Tlyh(s) 1S1 8h(s) for some O < B:::; y < I and bounded continuous 
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function h: (0,,) ➔ H, the function g is continuous on [O,,] (by Proposition 
IV 4.2). By substituting (4.4) into (4.8) one obtains 
(4. 9) g(t) 
T 
f H5 (t-s)[(Sw)'(s) + w(s) + Cw(s)]ds 
0 
T 
+ f H5 (t-s)Cw(s)ds 
-1 




(,-t)T A_ ( ) f H ( )C ( )d - e --:emw T + S t-s w s s. 
0 
By the continuity of g and the terms at the last side of the previous 
equality the above identity also holds fort= 0 and t =,.Hence, by (4.7) 
and the way the vector~ has been defined, we have 
~ - X [P+w(O) + P_w(,)] - [P+g(O) + P_g(,)] 
-l -I 




f H8 (-s)Cw(s)ds 
0 
m - m p 
T 
- P_ f H8 (,-s)Cw(s)ds 
0 
T T 
v,Ppw(O) + v,Pmw(,) - P+ f H8 (-s)Cw(s)ds -P_ I H8 (,-s)Cw(s)ds. 
0 0 
We substitute this identity and the equality (4.9) into (4.6) and conclude 
that 
T 
w(t) + I y(t,s)ds 
0 
(O < t < T), 
!00 
where y(t,s) is given by (4.3). 
Let K be the operator defined by ( l. 2) and put 
T 
(Lw)(t) = I y(t,s)w(s)ds, 
0 
O<t<'L 
Since H(•)B is Bochner integrable, the operator K acts as a bounded linear 
operator on Lp((O,T);H) (ls p s +00 ). Recall that (S,-C) is a positive 
definite admissible pair on H endowed with some equivalent inner product, 
In particular, -C = IS I aD for some O < a < l and some compact operator D. 
We shall prove that for (l-l < p s; +00 the operator L acts as a bounded linear 
operator on L ((0,T);H). 
p 
Since (S,-C) is a positive definite admissible pair on H endowed with 
some equivalent inner product, the function H8 (•)C is Bochner integrable. 






Further, there exists a constant M ~ 0 such that 
( L,. 12) 
-l 
+ e ('r-t)T A:r \I 
rn 
0 < t < T. 
From the estimates (4.ll) and (4.12) and the fact that H8 (-)C is Bochner 
integrable it follows that for a -l < p ::; +00 the operator L ac:ts as a bounded 
operator on the Banac:h space LP ( (O, T) ;H), 
In the first part of this proof we have shown that 
(I-K)(I+L)w w (I+L) (I-·K)w, (,) E ID, 
where ID:= {w: (0,T) + H I w(t) = IT(Y q(t) for some O < y < l and some 
polynomial q(t)}. Observe that for l s p < +°' the set ]) is a dense linear 
subspace of Lp((O,T);H), Hence, on each of the spac:es Lp((0,1);H) 
(a-!< p < +00 ) the operator I-K is invertible and its inverse coincides 
-! 
with the operator I+ L This settles the present theorem for ci < p < +w .. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 in general, we apply the theory of 
GOHBERG & HEINIG of convolution equations of the type 
T 
¢(t) - f k(t-s)¢(s)ds 
0 
w(t) (O < t < T < +oo) 
(cL [22]). This theory has only been stated for the finite-dimensional 
case, but a close inspection shows that none of the proofs changes essen-
tially, if one assumes that k( ·) is a Bochner integrable operator func-
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tion whose values are compact operators on a Hilbert space. Since the kernel 
H ( •) B of Eq. ( 4. I) is of this type, we may apply the Gohberg-Heinig theory 
in this case. 
By LeTIIllla LI of [22] the operator K defined by (L2) is a compact 
operator on all of the spaces L ((0,T);H) and Ker(I-K) consists of absolutely 
p -1 
continuous functions only (Is p s +oo). But for a < p < +00 the operator 
1-K has been shown to be invertible on L ((0,T);H). Hence, I-K is an in-
p 
vertible operator on all of the spaces L ((0,T);H) (I s p s +co). By Theorem 
p 
2. l of [22] (and its proof) the solution of Eq. (4.1) on L ( (0,T) ;H) 
p 
(l s p s +00 ) has the form 
T 
(4. 13) ¢(t) = w(t) + I y(t,s)w(s)ds 
0 
where the resolvent kernel y(t,•) E L1 ((0,T) L(H)) (O < t < T). Further, by 
(4.3), (4.Jl), (4.12) and the fact that H5 (•)C is Bochner integrable, the 
operator function y(t,·) E L1((0,T);L(H)) (O < t < T). For w E L/CO,T);H) 
-l 
(a < p < +oo) we have 
T 
f [y(t,s) - y(t,s)]w(s)ds 
0 
o, 0 < t < T. 
Choosing w to be an H-valued polynomial and exploiting the fact that the 
-I 
polynomials are dense in L ( (O,r) ;H) (a < p < +00 ) we obtain 
p 
y(t,s) y(t,s), O<t,fs<L 
Hence, on all of the spaces L ((0,T);H) (I '.': p s +00 ) the unique solution 
p 
of Eq. (4 I) is given by (4.2). D 
From the Gohberg-Heinig theory [22] one may also deduce that for an 
semi-definite pair (T,B) on H the convolution equation (4. l) has 
a unique solution on all of the spaces L ( (0, T); H) (1 '.': p '.': +00). To prove 
p 
this, it suffices to show that the operator I - K, where K is defined by 
(l .2), is injective on the space L00 ( (0,T) ;H). But this is clear from the 
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equivalence theon,m of Section 2 and the solution of the homogeneous finite-
slab problem, which is given by Theorem IV 2.2. 
5. The convolution equation on the half-line 
In this section we turn our attention to the Wiener-Hopf operator 
integral equation 
+co 
~(t) - f H(t-s)B~(s)ds 
0 
w(t), 0 < t < +oo. 
Here, as before, (T ,H) is a positive definite admissible pair on a Hilbert 
space H and H(t) is the propagator function of T. To deal with Eq. (5. l) 
tL ee different methods are available. In the present section we shall use 
the equivalence theorem of Section 3 and the solution of the inhomogeneous 
half-space problem (cL Theorem IV 5.2) to solve Eq. (5. !), In the next 
section we shall apply the "projection method" (see [17,21]), by which the 
solution of Eq. (5.1) is obtained as the limit for T + +w of the solution 
of the corresponding convolution equation on the finite interval (O,r), 
which we considered in the previous section. In Section V. 7 we shall. use 
the method of factorization (see Theorem II 3.2) to solve Eq. (5.1). 
THEOREM 5. 1. Let (T, B) be a positive definite admiss1:ble pair on H, and let 
l S: p S: +00 • For' any w E L ( ( 0, +00 ) ; H) there is a unique solution iJ! of the 
p 





w(t) + J y(t,s)w(s)ds, 
0 
where the resolvent kernel y(t,s) has the form 




PROOF. First we assume that there exist O < y < l, a constant r > 0 and 
an H·-valued polynomial q such that (D ( t) e·-rt IT I y q ( t) (O < t < +00 ). Then 
uJ 1.s a bounded and continuous function on [0,+00 ), Tw is differentiable on 
(0,+00 ) and 
(5.4) (Tw) '(t) + w(t) (0 < t < +oo) , 
where his a bounded and continuous function on (0,+00). 
By Theorem 3.1 every function ij; E L00 ((0,+00);H) that is a solution of 
Eq. (5.1), is also a solution of the operator differential equation 
(5.5) (O < t < +oo) 
with boundary value¢+:= P+w(O) EH+, and conversely. According to 
Theorem IV 5.2 the differential equation (5.5) has a unique solution, 
namely 
(5.b) 
As in the 
+oo 





+ J H5(t-s)A- 1 1TIY e-rsh(s)ds. 
0 
of Theorem 4.1 one shows that for 0 
+oo 
:= f H5(t-s)A-l ITIY -rs e h(s)ds 
0 
+oo 
s t < +oo 








¢ -+ I 
0 
H5 (-s)A-I ITJY 
-rs e h(s)ds P+w(O) - P+g(O) 
+oo 
P+Ppw(O) - P+ f H8 (-s)Cw(s)ds. 
0 
Substituting the above two equalities into (5.6) and using that P(P+Pp) 






(5. 7) (Kij;) (t) f H(t-s)Bij;(s)ds, (Lw) (t) 
0 
I y(t,s)w(s)ds; 0 < t < +00 , 
0 
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We know that the operator K acts as a bounded linear operator on L ((0,+00 );H). 
p 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.l one shows that for some O <a< land every 
-l 
ci < p s +00 the operator L acts as a bounded 
Further, if ID {w: (0,+00 ) -> H I w(t) ~ !Tl!' 
linear operator on L ((O,+=) ;H). 
p 
e-·rtq(t) for some O < y < ! , 
some r > 0 and some H···valued polynomial q(t)}, then we have shown that 
(I-K)(I+L)w = w (I+L)(I-K)w, (D E ID. 
Since for Is p <+=the set D is a dense linear subspace of L ((O,+=);H), p ' ' 
it follows that on each of the spaces L ( (0,+00 ) ;H) (a-l < p < +oo) the opera-
p -
tor I- K is invertible with inverse I+ L. Hence, for a 1 < p < +00 we have 
established Theorem 5.1. 
To get the general result we apply Theorem II 3. I to the Wiener-·Hopf 
equation (5. l) and conclude that I- K is invertible on all of the spaces 
L ((0,+oo);H) (l Sp :s +oo) and the symbol of Eq. (5.l) has a left canonical 
p 




w(t) + I y(t,s)w(s)ds, 
0 
O<t<+00 '/I 
where y(t,s) is some resolvent kernel; this formula is correct on 
Lp((0,+00);H) for every l :-; p :s +00 • In the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.l one shows that y(t,s) ~ y(t,s) (0 < t # s < +00), and Theorem 5.1 
is clear in general. D 
6. The projection method 
In this section we give an alternative proof of Theorem 5. l based on 
the projection method in [17,21]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on H, and let 
1 s p 5 +00 and w c L ( (0,+oo) ;H). Put w (t) = tu(t) +'ora O < t < r < +00 , and p T J' 
let ij,T E LP((O,r);H) be the unique solution of 
T 
~ (t) - f H(t-s)Bt (s)ds T T 0 < t < T. 
0 
Then in L ((0 +00 ) ·H) the limit p ' , 
lim tT ~ 
T++co 
exists and 1/J is Ue unique solution in L ( (0,+00 ) ;H) of the Wiener-Hopf 
p 
equation 
( 6. l) 
+oo 
1/J(t) - I H(t-s)Bl/J(s)ds 
0 
w (t), 0 < t < + 00 • 




1/J,(t) = wT(t) + I r,Ct,s)w,(s)ds 
0 
(O<t<,), 
where the resolvent kernel Y,(t,s) has the form 
(6.3) 
H (t-s)C -s 
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- [e 
l A ( ) -1 l 
--p + e 1:-t T ~ ]V- [P H,.(-s)C+ P H5(,-s)C]. p m T + c, -
Put i T ( t) = 1/.\ ( t) ( 0 < t < T) and ¢ T ( t) 
T 
0 (t ::c ,) , and define L, by 
(L w )(t) 

























I IIP+HS(-s)C+ P_Hs(,-s)Cllds s I IIHS(z)clldz < +00 • 
0 
The (6.4c) follows from the fact that lim IIV-l - 111 = 0 (see 
,+too T 
Theorem IV L l). Note that none of the upper bounds appearing in the 
ities (6.4) depends on T. Using th~ inequalities (6.4) one shows that there 
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is a constant M, rrnt depending on T, such that 
(6.5) 0 < T < +=. 
We now apply the "projection method" (namely, Theorem I of [l 7]) and con--
elude that for a given w E L00 ((0,+00 );H) the Wiener-Hopf operator integral 
equation (5. l) has a unique solution ~1 E L0J (0, +ro) ;H), which satisfies 
II ij, ---'~ II 
T L ((0 +oo) •H) 0, , , 
0. 
Taking this limit in the expressions (6.2) and (6.3) one obtains 
,J;(t) 
·t•<J(.> 
tu(t) + f y(t,s)w(s)ds, 
0 
0 < t < +00 , 
where y(t,s) is computed by taking the limit of y_r(t,s) as -r++00 • Since 
lim l!e(-r-t)T-JAP II 
m 
0, lim IIH8 (-r-s)II ~ 0, 
T-+-~ro 
one gets (5.3). 
Finally, one applies Theorem II 3.l and II 3.2 and extends formula 
(5. 3) to right-hand sides t,1 E L ( (0,+co) ;H), where l :'.'. p :'.'. +00 • D 
p 
7. The factorization method 
In this section we solve the Wiener-Hopf equation (5. l) by constructing 
a canonical factorization of its symbol and using the factors to compute the 
resolvent kernel (5.3). 
THEOREM 7. l. Consider• the operato.r integral, equation 
(7. 1) 
+oo 
~(t) - I H(t-s)Bij,(s)ds = w(t), 
0 
0 < t < +00 , 
-where (T,B) is a positive definite adn1issib7..e pair on Hand H(t) is the 
propagator function of the pair• (T ,B). Let 
S(;\) I - I eAt H(t)B dt, Re A 
be the aymbo/, oJ the equation (7. I). Put 
l07 
(7. 2a) y(t) - 00 < t < O; 
(7.2b) 0 < t < +00 , 
where C = B ( I -B) - l , HS is the propagator function of the operator S A- IT 
and P the projection of H onto H along H • . Then 
p 
+oo Q 
S(A)-l = [r + J eAtx(t)dt][r + I At ] e y(t)dt, Re A o, 
0 -oo 
-1 cmd this factorization is a le ft canonical factorization of S (A) with 
respect to the imaginar•y a.ris. 
To prove Theorem 7. l we first consider the symbol of the pair (T,B), 
which up to a trivial change of the variable is equal to S(A). The following 
two theorems describe a left and a right canonical factorization of the 
symbol of the pair (T,B). 
THEOREM 7.2, Let (T,B) be a positive defYnite admissible pair on H, Then 
its symbol W ha.s a left canom:cal factorizaUon with respect to the imagi-
nary a.xis, namely 
(7,3a) Re A 0, 
where the factors and their inverses have the form 




He1°e A = I - B, C 
along H_. 
I + T(T-A)-l(I-P)C; 
I+ TP(T-A)- 1C; 
I ·-
-1 
T(I-P) (S-A) C; 
-· I - T(S-J.)- 1PC. 
-1 
A - I, S A-IT and Pis the projection of H onto H 
p 
THEOREM 7.3, Let (T,B) be a positive definUe admissible pair on H. Then 
Us symbol W has a right canonical factorization with respect to the 
imaginarry axis, namely 
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(7. 4a) W(A) Re A 0, 
uJhere the factor's and their, inverses have the fonn 
(7. 4b) W_(A) 
( 7. 4 c) 
(7. 4d) W_(A)-I 
(7. 4e) 
lie ,,, A ~ I - B, C 
along H+. 
A - IT and Q is the projection of H on-to H 
Ill 
Theorem 7.3 is easily deduced from Theorem 7.2 if one considers the 
pair (-T,B) rather than (T,B). Therefore, we only give the proof of Theo-
rem 7.2. 
PROOF of Theorem 7.2. For C A-t - l we have 
Re A 
•• l Hence, W(A)A is the transfer function of the node 0 ~ (T,C,-T,I;H,H); its 
associate node is given by ex~ (S,C,T,I;H,H). The projection P, whose 
range H is invariant under the associate operator S of the node 0 and whose 
p 
kernel H_ is invariant under the main operator T of 8, is a supporting pro-
jection of EL By Theorem II LI formula (7.3a) represents, indeed, a fac-
torization of the symbol. W of the pair (T,B). 
To show that (7.Ja) is a left canonical factorization of W with 
respect to the imaginary axis, one rewrites W+ and W-l as 
-1 
Therefore, W+ and W_ have analytic continuations to the open right and 
open left half-plane, respectively. 
-I 
IIT(T-Jc) P,_x - P_xll -+ 0 (A+ 0, Re A 
By Proposition III l.2 we have 
2 0) and ttS(S-A)-lP x - P xU-+ 0 
p p 
(A-+ 0, Re A <;; 0), uniformly in x on compact subsets of H. Since C is a 






and W_ are continuous up to the imaginary axis. 




-1 Therefore, W and W+ have analytic continuations to the open left and 
open right half-plane, respectively. By Proposition III 1.2 we have 
IIT,T-A)-IP x - P xii+ 0 (:\+O, Re As 0) and 11S(S-A)-JP x-P xii-+ 0 
+ + rn m 
(11. + O, Re A 2': O), uniformly in x on compact subsets of H. Because the 
operator C is compact, we get 
(7,6) lim IIW (A)-[I+(I-Q*)c]II = O, lim IIW (;\ - + 
:\+O, Re AsO A+O, Re :\:2:0 




Finally, one concludes that (7.3a) is, indeed, a left canonical facto-
rization of W with respect to the imaginary axis. D 
The factorization formulas (7.3) (or equivalently, (7.4)) appeared 
earlier (cf. [2,53]). 
PROOF of Theorem 7. I. Let W be the symbol of the pair (T,B). Then S(A) ~ 
~ W( l / A) is the symbol of the equation (5. I) (see Section l) • According to 
Theorem II 3.2 there exist functions x E L1((0,+00 );L(H)) and 
y E L1((-00 ,0);L(H)) such that 
+oo 0 
(7. 7) [1+ f et/Ax(t)dt][r+ I t/A e y(t) Re A o, 
0 
is a left canonical factorization of W-J with respect to the imaginary 
line. As known (see [2!], for instance), left canonical factorizations are 
up to a displacement of a constant invertible operator as a factor. 
Using Theorem 7.2 one gets 
l lO 
0 I ti>, I + e · y(t)dt * -I -l [I-Q BJ [I -- T(I-P) (S-;,.) CJ 
·k .-j * -] 
I+ A[I-Q BJ Q A(:>..-·S) C; 
+= 
J t/A I+ e x(t)dt -J - -I -I A [I-T(S->,.) PC][I-APC] A = 
0 
Here we have used that the factors of (7.7) tend to I as A+ 0 (Re A 0), 
together with (7.5) and (7.6). Formulas (7.5) and (7.6) also yield 
A= [I-APC][I--Q*B]. From the semigroup properties of S (see Section III.lf) 
and Theorem VIII I.JI of [13] one obtains 
(7. Sa) y(t) ~-oo < t < 0; 
(7.Sb) x( t) O<t<·l·W. 
Now [I-Q*B]-JQ*A '" A··l[I-APC]Q"A. But Ker P = Im q* = H_ and Im A·-l(I-Q 0') 
Im P = H. So Pco*A = PA-lQ*A - (PQ*)A = PA-IQ*A = P - PA- 1 (1-Q*)A = p . 
p - A- I (I-Q*)A. Therefore, 
(7.9) I - p, 
which settles (7. 2a). Finally, to transfonn (7. Sb) into (7. 2b) one employs 
the intertwining property [I-APC]A = A[I-PB]. D 
To conclude this section we employ (7. 2a) - (7. 2b) to compute the 
resolvent kernel y(t,s) by the method of Theorem II 3.2. In the above proof 
* -l * we showed that PCQ A= P - A (I-Q )A. For O < r < min(t,s) we have 
x(t-r)y(r-s) 
(7. 10) 
To see this, denote by F the resolution of the identity of Sand note that 
Hl the operator norm 
+oo +oo 
:r HS(t-r) = ddr I µ-le-(t-r)/µF(dµ) f µ·-2e-(t-r)/JJF(dµ); 
0 0 
0 
( 0 < r < min ( t , s) ) 
- :r I µ-le-(r-s)/µF(dp) -(r-s) (dp). 
Then (7.10) is clear from these identities and the intertwining property 
(III 5.2). Next we apply Theorem II 3.2. For O < t < s < +00 we employ 
(III 5.2) and write 
l l I 
fr{ -] - t-r)T A x(t-r)y(r-s) = e ( P •PH (r-s) 
p s 0 < r < t min(t,s). 
Therefore, 
t 
y(t,s) y(t-s) + f x(t-r)y(r-s)dr 







-l -I * H5 (t-s)PB(I-PB) - H8 (t-s)A (I-Q )APmC + 
-] . * +sT-JA 
+ H8 (t)A (I-Q )A e ·-pmc. 
The third term at the right-hand side is rewritten as 
-e 
where we employed (III 5.2). Therefore, 
l I 2 
y(t,s) 
-I -I* -tT-IA_ 
HS(t-s)[PB(I--PB) + A Q BJ - e --pH8 (-s)C 
-tT-IA 
H5(t-s)C - e ·-pH5 (-s)C. 
This completes the proof. D 
8. Factorization and asymptotics 
Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on a Hilbert space 
H with symbol 
A E p(T). 
In this section we relate Wiener-Hopf factorization properties of W to the 
asymptotics of the solutions of Eq. (5.l). 
THEOREM 8. I. Let (T ,B) be a positive definite admissible pafr on H with 
symbol W, and let k > 0 be a constant such that a(T) c (-k,+00 ) and -k is not 
. -I 
an eigenvalue of the assoeuite operator S ~ A L Denote by Ck the posi'.tively 
oriented eircle with centre -½k and .mdius ½k. '1.'hen W admits a left f,Jiene1'-
Hopf factorization 1.,1ith respect to Ck, all the non-zero left factoi•ization 
indices are equal to -1 and their number ·is precisely the number of eigen-
values of S on (-00 1 -k), counted acco1°ding to mulUplicity. 
PROOF. To the pair (T,B) we apply the Mobius transformation 
T ~ k'f (k+T) - l ' 
By Theorem III 6.2 the pair (T,B) is a regular hermitian admissible pair 
on H, its symbol W and its associate operator S = (I - B)-·lT are given by 
s 
Observe that the Mobius transform A(;;;) = kt; (k+1;) -·! maps the inner circular 
region of Ck onto the open left half-plane and the inverse map is 
,::0,) ack;\(k-;\)-·l. According to Proposition III 2.1 the operator W is Hcilder 
continuous on the extended imaginary line, and therefore Wis Holder 
l l3 
continuous on Ck. Since the spectrum of W equals the set of eigenvalues of 
S 1T on p(T) and -k i o(S), it appears that W(t;) is invertible for all 
1:; E Ck, and therefore W(;\) is invertible for all A on the extended imaginary 
line. Further, for r, E Ck the operator I-W(t;) is compact, and thus 
I··W(;\) is compact for all A on the extended imaginary axis. By these prop-
erties W has a left Wiener-Hopf factorization with respect to Ck and W has 
a left Wiener-Hopf factorization with respect to the imaginary line (cf. 
[31], Theorems 6.l and 6.2; see also [46], Theorem II of the introduction). 
Consider the Wiener-Hopf operator integral equations 
+oo 
(8. l) 1/J ( t) - f H(t-s)BlfJ(s)ds (JJ (t), 0 < t < +w; 
0 
+oo 
(8.2) ; (t) .. f H(t-s)B;(s)ds ;;; ( t) , 0 < t < +00 , 
0 
where H(t) is given by (3. 3). Let Ill be a given function such that e -t/kw(t) E 
~ 1 -t/k EL ((0,+00 );H), and let w(t) ~ (k+T) 2 •e 1n(t) EL ((0,+00 );H). Then a 
vec:or function 1/J such that e-t/\µ(t) E L ((0,+00 ) ;H) 
00 
is a solution of Eq. 
(8. I) if and only if ';};(t) = (k+T) ½.e-t/k;(t) is a solution of Eq. (8.2) 
in L00 ( (0,+00 ) ;H). Since, up to a trivial change of variable, the symbol of 
Eq. (8.2) coincides with W (cf. Section l) and this operator function has 
a left canonical factorization with respect to the imaginary axis, it is 
clear that the left-hand side of Eq. (8.2) defines a Fredholm operator on 
the space L ((0,+00 );H), I-K say (cf. Theorem II 3.l). Further, if 
°' 
are the left indices of W, then 
(8.3) dim Ker(I-K) codim Im(I-K) + I 
K.>O 
l 
(cf. Theorem II 3.1). If w E L00 ((0,+00);H), then, according to Theorem 5.1, 
Eq. (8, !) has at least one solution 1/J such that e-t/kl/J(t) E L00 ((0,+00 ) ;H). 
Thus Eq. (8.2) has at least one solution tj; E L00 ((0,+00 );H) for every right-
~ +t/k~ 
hand sidf, w such that e w (t) E (0,+00 ) ;H). Thus the set 
]) = {w E L
00
((0,+00 ) ;H): e +t/kw(t) E L
00
( (0, 00 ) ;H)} is a dense linear subspace 
of L00 ((0,+00 ) ;H) contained in Im(I-K). But then Im (I-K) = L0J(O ;H) and 
all left indices of W are non-positive. Hence, all left indices of W (with 
respect to the circle Ck) are non-positive. 
By Theorem 3.1 and IV 3.2 the solutions 1/J of the homogeneous Wiener-
Hopf equation (8.1) (with w ~• O) t"or which e-t/klj!(t) E L
00




(8.4) iµ (t) I 
i=I 
-l 
Here A1 < ••• < :\r < -k are the different eigenvalues of A Ton (-00 ,-k) 
and (A- 1T-:\)q,oi = 0 (i = l, ••• ,r). Since ,j,Oi E Hm (i = l, ..• ,r) and 
Ker(I-P) n Hm = -'.O}, there is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions 
of the form (8.4) and arrays of vectors (,j,OJ'""',j,Or). Hence, the dimension 
of the space of such solutions is the sum of the multiplicities of the eigen-
values 11 1 , ... ,:\r. By (8.3) the sum of the negative indices of W (with 
respect to the circle Ck) equals the opposite of the sum of the multiplici-
ties of the eigenvalues of A-IT on (·-00 ,-k). 
Finally, to finish the proof it suffices to show that all left indices 
of W exceed ···2. Note that every solution iµ of the form (8. 4) has the proper-
ty that iµ(t) :: 0 whenever iJ;(O) = 0. By the operator-valued version of 
Theorem 9. 2 of [ 2L1] this implies that one cannot have indices equal to or 
less than -2. D 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let (T,B) be a positive definite admissible pair on H, and 
-Z.et k > O be a constant such that o(T) c (-k,+00 ) and -kl.snot an eigen-
value of f;he associate operator S = A- 1T. Then fo:i' every right-hand side 
w E L ((0,+00 );H) the so-Z.utl.ons iµ of the Wiener-Hopf' operafoy, integml 
equat:on (8. l) such that e-t/k1,(t) E L
00
( (0,+00 ) ;H) hm,e the form 
Here {11 1, ... ,;,r} o(A-!T) n (-w,--·k), (A- 1T-:\i)<j,O:i 0 (i l, ... ,r) and 
¢ E L ((0,+00 ) ;H). 
00 
This corollary is immediate from the proof of the previous theorem 
and describes the asymptotics of the solutions of Eq. (5,1). For the one-
speed Transport Equation this corollary has been obtained before by FELDMAN 
[16], who derived it within the context of a general theory of asymptotics 
of solutions of Wiener-Hopf operator integral equations. 
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATIONS TO TRANSPORT THEORY 
In this chapter the theory developed in Chapters III to Vis applied 
to Transport Theory. Both the one-speed and the synnnetric nmltigroup 
Transport Equation are shown to fit into the present language of hermitian 
admissible pairs. As to one-speed theory more explicit formulas are derived. 
The dispersion function is proved to have a canonical factorization. For 
the degenerate case formulas for the basic projections P and Qare improved 
and linked up with astrophysical theory. The structure of the singular sub-
space is described and the isotropic Milne problem is completely solved. 
Analytic solutions for the isotropic finite-slab problem are obtained 
l. Hermitian admissible pairs 
Throughout this chapter, except in Section 7, we consider an integro-
differential equation of the form 
+I 




( L2) g(µ,p') -If (27!) g(pµ' + +L 
0 
Here g is the so-called scattering 'indicatrix or phase funct-ion, which is 
assumed to be given as is the inhomogeneous term f(x,p). The problem is to 
compute the unknown function 1j, under certain boundary conditions. 
In the f-in-ite-slab problem, where Tis finite, one considers the 
boundary conditions 
( L 3a) 1j, (0, p) ( JJ) ( 0 s; i1 s; + l ) ; ¢ (p) (-1 s; µ s; O). 
! 16 
Here¢+ and¢_ are given functions on [O,l] and [-l,O], respectively. In 
the half-space problem, where Tis infinite, a possible pair of boundary 
conditions is 
(L 3b) ¢4 (µ) (O s; µ s; +!); lim 1/J(x,µ) 0 (-1 s; µ 5 0), 
x-++oo 
but at infinity the boundary condition is often replaced by a growth condi-
tion on the solution o/· 
For physical reasons the indicatrix g has to be nonnegative and 
J~: g(t)dt <+"'.Here we assume that g is a real-valued function that 
belongs to L [-!,+!] for some r >I.For a nonnegative indicatrix gone 
r 
distinguishes between the non-conservative case when c = J~: g(t)dt < I, 
the conservative case when c = J~: g(t)dt = l, and the multiplying medium 
cm:Je when c = J~: g ( t) dt > l. The latter case is relevant to neutron phy-
sics only and will not be considered here in detaiL 
As in the introduction we write Eq. (l.l) with boundary values as a 
vector equation. Thus one introduces the Hilbert space H : 00 Li-1 , + 1] of 
square integrable functions on the closed interval [-·l,+l], the vectors 
o/(x) EH and f(x) EH, the operators T: H +Hand B: H + H, and the projec-
tions P4 :H +Hand P: H + H by setting 
(l. 4a) o/(X) (µ) 
(Th)(µ) 
(]. 4c) 









(P_h)(µ) lo , 
h(µ)' 
With the help of the above vectors and operators and the vectors ¢4 E H4 := 
:= LzCO,l] and¢_ EH_ := LzC-1,0] one rewrites the integro-differential 
equation (L 1) with boundary conditions (L3) as 
(LS) (Tl(,)' (x) -(I-B)ij;(x) + f(x), Q < X < T • ' 
(L 6a) lim P+o/(X) 
x+O 
¢.,., lim P_o/(X) ¢ . _,
xt-r 
(L 6b) lim P4 ijJ(x) ¢+' lim P _t/i (x) 0. 
x+O x++oo 
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Here (l.6a) and (L6b) correspond to the boundary conditions (l.3a) and 
(1.3b) of the finite-slab and half-space problem, respectively. The second 
one of the boundary conditions (1.6b) of the half-space problem can be 
replaced by a growth condition on the norm II~; (x) II of 1/J (x) in the space 
H = L2[-l,+I] as x + +oo. 
VLADIMIROV has proved that the operator Bis a compact operator on the 
Hilbert space H = .LzC-l ,+I], even under the general condition that 
g E L/-1,+l] (cf. [69], Appendix XII.8). If one denotes by pn the L2-
normalized Legendre polynomial of degree n with positive leading coefficient, 
i.e., the polynomial 
( l. 7) n 2 O, 
then, as Vladimirov shows, Bpn = anpn (n 0,1,2, ... ), where 
+l 
(LS) an= (n+D-½ I g(t)pn(t)dt, n = O, 1,2P ... 
-I 
+"' In fact, the polynomials (pn)n=O form a complete set of eigenfunctions of 
B and 
+I 
(l.9) (Bh) (µ) 
n=O 
Y' a p (µ) f h(µ')p (µ')dµ', n n n 
-] 
For n 2 0 the polynomial is related to the usual. Legendre polynomial 
P (which is used, for instance, in [t,9,68]) by p = /2i+T P . By Theorem 
n ,n n _ 1 1 
7.3.3 of [68] we have the basic estimate (sin 0) 2 IP (cos 0)1 5 (2(m) ) 2 
n 
(0 < 8 < 11), and therefore 
(L JO) 
3 ½ 2 - 1 
I Pn C µ) I $ C - ) (1-p ) • Tl , -I < JJ < +l" 
+oo 
Finally, the Legendre polynomials (pn)n=O form an orthonormal basis of 
L"[-l ,+l ]. 
✓-
The operator T defined by (L4b) is a self-adjoint operator on 
H = LzE-l,+l] with spectrum [-l,+!] and empty eigenvalue spectrum. A cyclic 
vector of T is given by e(p) = l (note that e = Ii p 0 ) and the polynomials 
+oo 
(pn)n~O can be retrieved 
algorithm to the set (Tn 
by applying the Gramm-Schmidt orthonorm.alization 
+oo 
e)n=O (cf. [68]). 
The next two theorems will allow us to apply the ap·proach of Chapters 
III to V to the present one-speed Transport Equation. 
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THEOREM I. I. Suppose that for some r > l the indicatr>ix g is real-valued 
and belongs to L/-1,+l ]. Then the pair (T ,B) of ope1°ators T and B, defined 
by 
(Th)(µ) = µh(µ), 
+I 21T 
(Bh) (µ) = f [ (2-rr)-l 
-l 
j g(µ11' + ✓ l--p 2 ✓ 1-)l ' 2 cos a)da ]11(11' )d)l 1, 
0 
ia a hermitian admlsaible pair on Li-l ,+l]. Thia pair is semi-defi:nite ... ! 
(positive definite) if and only if for n = 0, I, 2, .•. the numbers a (n+D 2 
II • J:: g(t)pn(t)dt do not exceed +1 (r,esp. are sh>ictly lese than +I). 
Fur·ther, the signatur'e operator J, defined by 
(L l l) (Jh) (µ) h (-11), -I :"'. 11 :"'. +I, 
is an irwersf,,on symmetP1J of the pair (T ,B). 
THEOREM. L2. For some p > 2 let the vector function f: (O,r) + L [-1,+l] 
-l p 
be continuous. Then f01' every O < a < (p-2) (2p) the.re exists a vector' 
function h: (0,1) + LzC-l ,+l] such that 
f(t) 0 < t < T. 
If f is a bound.eel vector function, then the function h ·is bounded too. 
PROOF of Theorem l.l. We shall prove that the pair (T,B) satisfies Condi-
tions (C. l) - (C. 3) stated in Section IIL 2. By the properties of T and B we 
have derived so far Conditions (C. l) and (C.2) are trivially fulfilled. 
-l 
To settle (C.3) we shall prove that for every O <a< (r-1)(2r) there 
exists a compact operator Da: Li-I,+!]+ L2[-l,+l] such that B 
Here !Tia is, of course, given by (ITlah)(µ) = liilah(1,) (-ls 11 
By Theorem 1(2.X) of [44] the operator B acts as a bounded linear 
operator from L2[ - I , + l] into L2i-1 , +I]. Denoting this operator by 
Br: Li-I ,+I] + L2r[-l ,+l], we have the norm estimate 
(L 12) IIB II s C II gll ' r r r 
where cr depends on r only. By Theorem 3(2.X) of [44] the operator Br 1s 
compact. 
By Holder's inequality the operator S , defined by 
a 
( l. 13) (-Isµ s +I, almost everywhere), 
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acts as a bounded linear operator from L2 [-1,+l] into L.J[-1,+l], provided 
-I r ~ 
0 <a< (r-1)(2r) . Put D =SB.: L2[-l,+l] + L2[-l,+l], 0 <a< 
-I a a r . a 
< (r-!)(2r) • Then Dais a compact operator, B Tl Da and Condition (C.3) 
is established. 
Finally, put A= I- B. Then the operator A is positive (strictly posi-
tive) if and only if 0(8) = {an: n ~ O} is contained in (-00 ,+l]((-00 ,+I)). 
From this one easily deduces the second part of this theorem. The third 
part about inversion symmetry is irrnnediate from ( l. 2). D 
-I 
PROOF of Theorem l.2. For O <a< (p-2)(2p) the operator Sa defined by 
(1.13) acts as a bounded linear operator from l,+l] into [- ,+I]. For 
-I 
a fixed O <a< (p-2)(2p) we put h(t) (t) E L2[-l,+l] (O < t < r). 
Now this theorem is easily proved. D 
The proof of Theorem 1. I does not give the least upper bound of all 
0 <a< l for which B = ITlaD for some bounded operator D. For instance, if 
g E l ,+l], then the theorem yields B = ITla'D for all O <a< ¼- In 
Cl 
fact, a much sharper result holds. 
PROPOSITION I. 3. Let the pair (T ,B) be as in Theorem 1. l. If the indicatri:x: 
g E l,+1], then for every O <a<½ one has B = ITlaD ~ where is a 
a 
Hilbe1't-Schmidt operato.r. If, in addition, B is a truce class operator•, then 
0 < a < ! the operato1° D is of the same type. 
a 
PROOF. For O < a < put 
(a)(µ) (-! <; µ <; +I, n 
Using (!.IO) one sees that 
+I 
(a) 1~ = I jµJ-2al 
-l 0 
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where B denotes Binet's beta-function (cf. [L19], p. 7), and therefore the 
sequence (q1~a) )::0 is bounded in LzC-! ,+l ]. Hence, formally we may write 
+1 
+oo I I a q(a)(µ) h(µ')p (µ')dµ', 
n n n 
n=O _ 1 
If Bis a trace class operator, then its nuclear norm equals 
,+oo ,+m (a) -1 I II II IIBll 1 = l.n=O Jani < +00 • Then l.n=O ianlllqn llllpnll s [31r B(!-a,½)] • B 1 
and therefore D is a trace class operator (0 <a< I). a . 
If Bis a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then its Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
1+oo 2 l 
equals II BIi 2 = (L.n=O I an I ) 2 "' II gll 2 < +00 • Now the operator Da is, formally 
speaking, an integral operator on Li-l,+l] with kernel lvl-a g(µ,11') ~ 
= I;:0 anq1~a)(µ)pn(11'), where g(µ,µ 7) 0~ z:::0 anpn(µ)pn(p'). Since (pn)::0 




and therefore Da is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, indeed. f] 
Ilecause of Theorems l.l and 1.2 the theory of Chapters III to Vis 
applicable to one-speed Transport Theory. The only, probably quite essen----
t ial, restriction is that the indicatrix g E L/ ·- l , + 1] for some r > L In 
the remaining sections we shall specify our results further. In particular, 
we shall provide explicit expressions for the projection P that appears in 
the solution formula for the half-space problem. 
Proposition l. 3 is of some independent interesL It answers a question 
raised implicitly in [39]. In [2] the operator I -- V, which is studied here 
in Section IIL 5, has been shown to be a trace class operator, if the indi-
catrix g is degenerate (:Le .. , an ~ 0 for n :2: N+l). Subsequently, assuming 
,•+m 
that ln=O I an I < +00 , HANGELBROEK stated I -- V to be a Hilbert-·Schmidt 
operator and asked whether I - V would be trace class (cf. [.39]) .. This ques-
tion is answered in the affirmative by Proposition 1,3. To see this we 
refer to the paragraph following the proof of Lemma III 5.3, 
We conclude this section with a remark about the integro-differential 
equation (I.I), This equation 1"s a simplified (in astrophysical terms, the 
azimuth-averaged) version of the plane-symmetric equation 
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( I. 14) (cos 0) !!<x,w) + 1/J(x,w) 
n 
Q < X < T, 
where n is the unit sphere in E.3 and w = (sin 0 cos¢, sin 0 sin¢, cos 0) En. 
Instead of in L2[-l,+I] this equation is usually studied in the Hilbert 
space L2 (n), endowed with the inner product <h 1,h2>= (211)-I f11h 1(w')h2 (w')dw'. 
Consider on L2 (n) the operators T and B defined by 
(I. 15) (Th)(w) (cos 0)h(w), (Bh) (w) = (211)-I f g(w•w')h(w')dw'. 
n 
It turns out that again this pair (T,B) is a hermitian admissible pair on 
L2(n), whenever the indicatrix g belongs to Lr[-1,+l] for some r > I. 
It is interesting to observe that the pair (T,B), defined by (1.4b), 
may be viewed as a "restriction" of the pair (T,B) given by (1.15). Indeed, 
let j: L2[-l,+l] + L2 (n) be defined by (jh)(w) = h(cos 0). Then j is an 
isometric embedding and 
rj jT, Bj jB, 
Note that the image of j consists of all h E L2(n) that depend on 0 only. So 
Eq. (1.1) may be viewed as the one-dimensional version of Eq. (1.14). 
In this chapter we only deal with Eq. (I.I). However, in the work of 
MASLENNIKOV & FELDMAN (cf. [50],[15] to [19]) its counterpart (1.14) is the 
object of study, but as far as their (abstract) results are concerned, the 
differences do not seem to be essential. 
2. The dispersion function 
a n 
(2. l) 
Throughout this section we assume that the expansion coefficients 
f+l _ 1 g(t)Pn(t)dt of the indicatrix g satisfy the relations 
+oo 
0, I , 2, .•. ) ; l I an I < +00 • 
n=O 
Then for this indicatrix the pair (T,B) in (1.4b) is a positive definite 
admissible pair on L2[-l,+1], the operator Bis trace class and its 
nuclear norm IIBll 1 is given by the infinite sum appearing in (2.1). In this 
section for such an indicatrix the dispersion function is defined and its 
main properties are investigated. 
l22 
Let W denote the symbol of the pair (T,B). According to Proposition 
l.J, for every O <a<½ one has B = ITlaDa for some trace-class operator 
D0 • Using (the proof of) Proposition III 2.! one sees that on the extended 
imaginary line the symbol Wis a Holder continuous function of exponent 
0 <a<½- In fact, one has 
(2.2) (A + 0, Re A O;O<a<D, 
where the limit is taken in the nuclear norm. 
Since Bis a trace-class operator, the expression 
(2. 3) 
is well-defined for all A E «:00 \[-l,+I]. The function/\ is called the dis·· 
persion function. By Section IV 1.8 of [25] /\ is analytic on the Riemann 
sphere cut along [-l,+1]. Putting /\(0) ~ l one sees from (2.2) that/\ is 
Holder continuous of exponent a on the extended imaginary line (O < Cl < 1) 
(see [25], Corollary IV ! . I). Further, for A E 0:",\[-1,+I J we have 
- * det W(:\) 
-l 
det[I-:\(A-T) B] 
and therefore l\(A) ER forJlclR\[-l,+l].Bytheinversionsymmetryofthepair 
(T, B) (see Theorem I. l) a straightforward application of formula (III 6. 4) yields 
(2.5) J\ (A) 
So A is real-valued on the imaginary axis as welL 
Since for a trace class operator K the operator I·- K is invertible if 
and only if det(I-K) IO (cL [62], Theorem 3.3.13), it is clear that 
-1 
o(A T)\[-1,+1]= {\ E (:
00
\[-l,+l]: W(:\) is not invertible} 
From (2.4) and (2.5) one sees that J\(A) = A(-3:). Since A is analytic on 
il00 \C-l ,+l ], th(' Cauchy-Schwarz reflection principle yields that A(:\) is 
!23 
real for imaginary L Since J\(O) = I, J\( 00 ) = det A > 0 and A is continuous 
on the extended imaginary line, a simple argument involving connectedness 
shows that AC>-) is strictly positive on the extended imaginary line. 
THEOREM 2. I. The dispersion function A has a canonical factoY'ization of 
the form 
(2.6) AC\) Re :\ 0, 
where the function H is given by 
(2. 7) 
+ioo 
H(A) = exp[-(2ni)-l f (t-:\)-l log A(t)dt], 
-ioo 
Re:\> 0, 
and has continuous and non-zero bow1dary values up to the imaginaiy line. 
Tn particular, the function H-l has an analytic continuation to <l:
00
\[-l,0]. 
PROOF. Take the following properties into account: for O <a<½ the dis-
persion function A is Holder continuous of exponent a on the extended 
imaginary line; on the same line A is positive definite .. The theorem is now 
clear from a well-known result of MUSKHELISHVILI [59] (see also [61], 
Theorem Ill 4.1). 0 
Another proof of the factorization (2. 6) appeared in [ 40], but this 
proof can be simplified with the help of Proposition 1.3, which shows I-V 
to be a trace class rather than a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Still another 
proof can be based on Theorem V 7.2. However, none of these proofs produces 
Plemelj's formula (2.7). 
For a degenerate indicatrix (Le., an = 0 for n ?: N+l) the next propo-
sition provides explicit formulas for the dispersion function ,L 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let H0 ,H 1,H2 , ••. be the sequence of polynomials defined 
by the following recurrence relation: 
(2. 8a) 
(2. Sb) 
'l'hen for a degenerate indicatrix (i.e., an = 0 for n 2 N+ lJ the dispersion 
function is given by either one of the folZou:ring expressions: 
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(2.9) A(A) A E l ,+l J; 
+l 
(2. JO) A(A) I+ A f -l (µ-A) '¥(p)dµ, 
-1 
,Jhere '¥ is the even real continuous function on [ - I , + l J 
N 
(2. 11) '¥ (µ) I 
Q,=0 
PROOF. Formula (2.9) has been derived by HANGELBROEK (cL fonnula (!3) of 
[37]; fonnula (23) of [38]). Actually the result has been stated for 
0 < a0 < I and I an I 5: a 0 (n = l, 2, ••• ,N), but the proof can be generalized 
to the case when an< l (n = O,l, ••. ,N). Another proof has appeared in [48] 
(namely, Proposition l and Eq. (3.11)). 





+I +l P ( ) 
(.Q,+½)HJ!,(A)[J PQ,(µ)dµ+A f Q,'µ 
N 
+ ao + A l a J!, ( 9,+ ½) 
Q,=0 
-l -l 
+] ff HQ,(p)PQ,(µ) 





From this expression formula (2.10) is clear, because for a polynomial h of 
J+l degree 5: .1',-1 one has _ 1 h(µ)P Q, (µ)dp = 0. D 
-f-o:'.J 
The functions A, H and '¥ and the polynomials (HQ,) Q,=O appeared probably 
for the first time in the work of AMBARTSUMIAN [ I J. In astrophysics the 
equation A(A) 0 is called the characteristic eqv.ation, its zeros charac-
teris-tic roots, the function H the H-function and the function'¥ the 
charcwter'istic ,-rn,,,•,"<Iin ( cf. [IO, 65]). Originally Ambartsumian has intro-
duced the H-functions as solutions of the so-called H-equation 
(2. 12) 
l 
Jl f '!'(v)H(v) 
\) + it 
0 
dv, 0 < µ:::; +! 
(cL [ l ]) , To see that for a degenerate indicatrix the function H in (2, 7) 
satisfies Eq, (2, 12), indeed, one considers the function 
I 
(2. 13) H(1c)A(A) - A f '¥(v)H(v) d ' v. \)-A 
() 
By (2.6) the function qi is analytic on Q:00 \[0,1]. Next one inserts (2.10) 
into (2.13) and gets 
0 l 
]25 
(2. 14) qi(,\) H(i\) + i\H(i\) f '¥(v)dv _" \) - i\ 
-l 
f '¥(v) H(i\~=~(v) dv, i\ rt [-1,+I]. 
0 
But the latter expression yields an analytic continuation of qi to ~00\[-l ,OJ. 
This is clear, because'¥ is continuous on [0,1] and His analytic and uni-
formly Holder continuous up to the boundary of the open right half-plane. 
Thus q, has an analytic continuation to d:00 \{0}. Respectively from (2.13) and 
(2.14) one gets 
lim qi(i\) H(O)J\.(O) l, lim ¢(1c) H(O) l. 
1c+O,Re i\ 5 0 1c+O,Re1c:>:O 
But then Liouville's theorem applies and ¢(1c) = l, A E d:00 • Taking A~-µ 
in (2.1.3) the H-equation (2.12) is immediate. Now the connection between 
the H-functions appearing in Theorem 2.1 and the H-functions studied in 
astrophysics is made explicit. 
After its appearance in Ambartsumian 's work [ l], Cl:IAND&'I.SEKHAR [ IO] 
has studied the H-equation in detail and has employed it frequently. Later 
the functions A, '¥,Hand the polynomials (HJ/,)~:O turned up in neutron 
Transport Theory, often under different names and notations (cL [SL1,9], for 
instance). The term "dispersion function" and its notation by A are common-
ly used by neutron physicists. 
The connection between solutions of the H-equation (2.12) and the 
factorization of the dispersion function in the form (2.6) has been observ-
ed probably for the first time by CRUM [ll] (see also Section 40 of [10]). 
For degenerate (and to some degree also for non-degenerate) indicatrices 
such that the characteristic function 'l' is nonnegative, the complete solu-
tion of the H-equation (2.12) has been found by BUSBRIDGE [8]. The method 
used by her is mathematically rigorous. Later it appeared that the condition 
that 'l' is nonnegative can be dropped (cL [58], Theorem 2). 
For the isotropic case and for the degenerate anisotropic case 
HANGELBROEK identified the dispersion function as a determinant (see 
[35,36; 37,38]; also [48] and Proposition of [40]). For the non-degenerate 
case the Holder continuity of the function seems to be new. Here 
for the first time this property is exploited to get the factorization (2.6). 
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3. The projections P and Q 
Throughout this section the indicatrix g will be degenerate and non-
conservative, i.e., 
N 
(3. 1) g(t) 1 a (n+½)P (t) l n n (-l:St:S:+l); 0:S:ao<J, lani:s:ao 
n=O 
(n = I ,2, ... ,N). 
Then the corresponding pair of operators (T,B) (see (1.4b)) is a positive 
definite admissible pair on LzC-l,+I]. According to Theorem III 5.l we have 
the decompositions 
H © H 
p 
where H+"' L2[0,1] and H_ = LzC-1,0]. In this section explicit formulas are 
deduced for the projection P of L2[-1,+J] onto Hp along H_ and these formu-
las are related to astrophysical theory (for instance, [IO, 81). Analogous 
formulas may be derived for the projection Q of LzC-l,+l] onto Hm along H+. 
In fact, since Q = JPJ, where J is the inversion symmetry (Lil), any for-
mula for the projection P can be transformed into one for Q and conversely. 
In this section H will stand for the H-function and H0 ,H 1 ,H2 , ... for 




This function is called the characteristic binomiaL 
THEOREM 3.L For every h E LzC-!,+l] one has 
l 
N k f I a. (k+n c-n q c-µ)H(-µ) 
k=O K k 
0 
(J.2) (Ph)(µ) 
h(µ), 0 s µ :s; +L 
-I :s; p < O; 
Here q0 ,q 1, ••• ,qN a:l"e cer>tain polynom-ials of degrees N, 1Jhich ar>e the 
unique polynomial solutions of -the equa-tion 
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(3. 3) Ai [0,l]. 
0 
THEOREM 3.2. For every h E L2[-l,+l] one ha.s 
l 
(3. 4) (Ph)(µ) 
j I ak(l-ak)- 1(k+½)(-l)krk(-µ)H(-µ) k=O 
l • f v(v-µ)- 1rk(v)H(v)h(v)dv; (-1 s µ < O), 
h(µ:, 0 s µ s +I. 
Her•e r 0 ,r 1, ••• ,rN are certain polynomials of degrees N., 1,.1hich ai'e the 
unique polynomial solutions of the equation 
(3.5) 
N ½ 
{ TT (1-ak)}·r (;\) = 
k=O rn 
] 




To prove the above theorems we shall employ a diagonalization of A T. 
The following proposition is essentially known (see [38], Eqs (30) and (31); 
[48], Theorems 2 and 5; as to formulas (3.8)- (3.9), see [54], Eq. (2.10)). 
-] . 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Put I= [-··l,+J] and N = o(A T). Then there exrnts a 
finite Borel measure o on N and an invertible operator F from L2(I) onto 
the H-ilbert space L2 (N) 0 
fol loz,Jing p.mperrl;ies: 
a-square-integrable functions on N with the 
(3.7a) 
(3. 7b) 
(3. 7 c) 
(FA- 1Th)(v) = v(Fh)(v); v EN, h E (I) 
f (Fh 1) (v) (Fh2) (v)do(v) <Ah 1 ,h2>; h 1 ,h2 E L2 (:[); 
N 
.Tn terms of a Cauchy principal value one has 
! 
(Fh) (•J) = ;\(v)h(v) - f 11 
-I 
dµ; VEN, h E 
I\ 
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(3.9) lim ½{A(v+ic) + A(v-iE)} 
c+O 
+I 
1- a0 + t µ(µ-v)-l'l'(v,JJ)dµ. 
-1 
The operator F maps the functions on I that are Holde1• continuous of 
exponent O < Cl < 1 except for a possible jump dlscontinuity at the point 
0~ onto functions on N of the same type. 
PROOF. Except for formula (3.8) and some notational differences the present 
proposition is well-known and the methods to prove it ean be found in [38] 
and [l,8]. The existence of the measure o and the operator F such that 
(3. 7a) and (3. 7b) hold true is clear, beeause h(µ) = l-aO is a cyclic 
-l vector of A T. By the recurrence relations for the Legendre polynomials 
and the polynomials (H )+000 (cf. (2. JO)) and the identity AP = (J-·a )P n n= n _ 1 n n 
(n"' 0,1,2,"".) one gets (3.7c). As in [38] one computes [F(T-A) P0 J(v) 
and from the result of this calculation one derives the identity 
N +l 
r f h(µ)-h(vl (Fh) (v)"' (l-a0)h(v) - L ak(k+DHk(v) pPk (µ) 11 _\J • 
k=-0 -J 
(3. lO) dv, v EN 
(cf. Eq. (30) of [38]; note the differences caused by the use of another 
cyclic vector). For a polynomial h the following expression is bounded for 
p ,fo v c N and c > 0: 
and thus the application below of the theorem of dominated convergence is 
justified and yields 
+l 
f P ( )h(v)-h(v)d ii k li v-v µ 
-! 
Inserting Cauchy's principal value one gets 
+l 
(Fh)(v)= (J-a0)h(v)-JO ak(k+DHk(v) JI µPk(v)h(p~=e(v)dµ, vtN. 
On LiC-1,+l] one considers the singular integral operators S+ and S_, which 
are given by 
(3. 11) lim 
s1-0 
+l 
( 11i.) ··· l f 
···] 
v c: [-1,+1]. 
These operators are well-defined and bounded (cf. [61], Section 3.4.Li). 
Using (3.9) one gets 
(3. 12) 
N 
(Fh) (v) = A(v)h(v) - L 
k=O 
Next we employ that the set N\I is finite and the measure o is abso-
lutely continuous on I with bounded Radon-Nikodym derivative 
(3. 13) (-1 < \) < +!) 
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(see [37], Theorem 3 and Lemma 3(iii); [38], Theorem 4 and Lemma 3.3(iii); 
[48], Theorem 3 and Eq. (3. 12)). So the Hilbert space L2(I) can be embedded 
in a natural and continuous way into L2 (N) 0 • Since the operators S+ and S_ 
in (3. 11) are bounded on L2 (I), the sum at the right-hand side of (3. 12) 
represents a bounded linear operator on L2 (r). Because A(v) 2 (do/dv) s I, 
the multiplication by A(v) acts as a bounded linear operator from L/I) 
into L2 (N) 0 • Hence, both sides of (3. 12) represent bounded linear operators 
from L2 (I) into L2 (N) 0 • Since the polynomials are dense in L2(I), formula 
(3.8) is immediate. The last statement of the theorem follows from Theorem 
5 of [48]. D 
In a similar way one constructs an invertible operator Ft L2 (I)->-
->- L/N) . that satisfies F·tTA-l = TNFt rather than (3. 7a). Here TN is the 
0 t -] 
multiplication operator on L2 (N) . Clearly, F = FA and thus FtT = 
-l o t 
= FA T = TNF (cL (3. 7a)), So the operator F is given by 
l 
(3. l 4) -f v(µ-v)- 1f(v,µ)h(µ)dµ; v e N, h e L2 (I), 
-1 
where 1c(v) is given by (3,9). Since A maps the functions on I that are 
Holder continuous of exponent 0 <a<! except for a possible jump discon-
tinuity at the point 0, onto functions on I of the same type, the operator 
Ft maps these functions onto functions on N of the same type. In particular, 
has FtP FA-JP -! (£ 0,1,2, ... ). one - (!-at) FP ii, = Hii, ··-R, Q, 
Next we derive an auxiliary formula for the polynomial Ht in which the 
projection P will appear (see (3. 15)). Later (see Proposition 3.4 below) 
this formula will allow us to describe the action of p* and I - Q on the 
Legendre polynomials. 
Let P+,N be the operator on L2 (N) 0 , defined by 
!30 
(v EN n [0,+00 )); 
(v EN n (-oo,0)). 
i .. 1 . t( -l) t T 1en the simi an.ty F TA T F . t * t * yields that F P = P+ NF, where P is 
the spectral projection of 
But p* = p*p*. So P Ft= 
p p +,N 
-I N 
TA corresponding 
t * * t * F PP P NF P. p +, 
h E LzC-·l ,+l] and v E N n [0,+oo): 
l 
(3. 15) -f 
0 
p ' p 
to its spectrum on r:o,+00 ). 
By (3.14) one has for all 
* In this expression the functions P P.1/, are Holder continuous of exponent 
0 <a< I on [O,l]. (Recall that Ft maps functions on I that are Holder 
continuous except for a possible jump discontinuity at p = 0, onto functions 
on N of the same type. Further, P+,Nptp*p.1/, ,., P+,NFtPQ,.) By the proof of 
the auxiliary formula (3.15) we have completed the first part of the proof 
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
The proof of the next proposition is inspired by an argument of PAHOR 
([60], (2.14) - (2.24)), who derived Eq. (3.3) from (an analogue of) formula 
(3.15) but did not give complete proofs. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For£.= O,l,2,."" one has 
(3. I 6) 
Here the polynomials (q9,);:0 arn the unique polynomial solutfons of 
E'q. (3. 3), whereas the polynomials (r Q,) ;:0 are the unique poly1wmia? sotu-
tions of Eq. (3. S). For £ 2 0 the degrees of qQ, and r 9, do not exceed 
max(£,N). 
PROOF. Write qQ,(µ) = H(µ)- 1 (p*p9,)(µ) (O $ µ $ +l; .'l = O,l,2,.,,). Since H 
is Holder continuous and non-zero on [O, I], the functions qt are Holder 
continuous of exponent O <a< l on [0,l] too. For Ac O:\[-l,+l] define 
f9,(;>,) by setting 
(3. l 7) 
Note that this defines f -~ as a meromorphic function on ([\[ 0, l J (and not only 
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on a;\[-1,+l]; see (2.6)), and that the poles off£ are contained in the set 
of zeros of AU). But all these zeros are simple (see [ 19], second paragraph 
of page 238; for a later proof, see [37], Lemma 3(i); [48], Theorem 3) and 
comprise the set N n (l,+00 ). From (3.15) (applied for v EN n (l,+00 ), when 
ic(v) = A(v) = 0) one sees that U~ A0)H(!c)f£ (;\) = 0. But then fQ is ana-
lytic on Q;\[0,l]. 
* Next, observe that PP,\', is a real function. So q,\', is a real function 
too and ff(;\) £,\',(\), A E Q;\[0,l]. In (3.17) one substitutes A= vtis 
(O < v < I, r: > 0). Because q,\', is Holder continuous on [0,l], a well-known 
result of MUSKHELISHVILI [59] yields that for s + 0 all terms in (3, l 7) 
(with A ~, v±iE) have a limit which is Holder continuous on the open interval 
(0,l). So if,\ approaches a point v E (0,l) from either the upper or the 
lower half-plane, the function fJ!, has a limit. Write 
lim f,\',(viis) = aJ!,(v)±iB,11,(v), 
c+o 
0 < v < L 
In (3.17) we take the limits as E + 0 for both,\= v+iE and A v-ic ') com-
pute their sum and difference, incorporate CL 15), divide the two resulting 
expressions by the non-zero number 2H(v) and get the following linear sys-
tem of equations: 
[ 
), ( V) 
11v'¥ (v) 
[
), (v)q,\', (v) l 
11v1V(v)q9, (v) ' 
0 < v < L 
~ 2 2 2 
The determinant AL(v) + 11 v 'Jl(v) of this system does not vanish (see [37], 
Lemmas 3(v) and 4(ii); [38], Lemmas 3.3(v) and 4.l(ii); [!18], Theorem 3 
and Eq. (3. l 2)) and therefore the above sys tern has a unique solution, namely 
am(v) "' ~(\/), f\0 (v) = 0. Hence, for O < v < I the number £9,(v±is) tends to 
q9, (v) as E + 0. We may conclude that q,\', has an analytic continuation to 
<C\{O, I}, where the possible singularities O and l are isolated. We shall 
denote the continuation by q,\', too. 
Since Pk(p)q,l',(JJ)H(p) is bounded on [0,1], it follows from (3.17) that 
J\(O)H(O) lim qt(Jc) = Hf(O), 
Jc➔O,Re ,\ ::c 0 
H(O)-I lim q,11,(,\) = H1 (0) 
,\+0,Re \ S 0 
(foi: the first limit, employ Eq. (29.4) of [59]; to obtain the second limit, 
use the principle of dominated convergence). But 1\(0) = H(O) = !, and thus 
qt is analytic at,\= 0. 
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To prove that q9, is analytic at),~ I, one has to consider two cases. 
In case IJl(J,l) = l:~o ak(k+DHk(!)Pk(l) = 0, the dispersion function /\(A) 
has a finite limit for .\ + I and .\ 1/. [O, l J, which does not vanish (see [37], 
Lemma 4; [38], Lemma!.,.!; [48], page 313). But the sum at the right-·hand 
side of (3.17) tends to IJl(l,l) a O for.\+ land.\ i [0,1] (cf. [59], 
Eq. (29.4)). Since H(l);. 0, Eq. (3.17) yields that q9, is bounded in a 
neighbourhood of A= l. But then q£ is analytic at A= l. Next, assume 
IJl(l, l) ;. O. If qQ, is not analytic at >. '" l, then q£ has an essential sin··· 
gularity at A = l. According to the Casorati-Weierstrass theorem, for every 
c E ! there is a path re in l\[0,l] such that Jq1 (11)-cl + 0 for;\+ I along 
the path re. Now one substitutes (2.9) into (3.17). With tbe belp of 
Eq. (29. 4) of [59] one sees that up to terms that are bounded on the path 
re, the right-hand side of (3.17) has the form 
N 
I ak(k+½)Hk(A)Pk(l)[eH(A)-,\q.Q,(l)H(l)Uog(A-l); ii, re, c E (l;. 
k=O 
Here the brancb cut of log(A--l) is chosen to be the half-line (-=,I], Since 
the left-hand side of (3. 17) is bounded on re, the above expression has to 
be bounded too. But 1±'(1, l) = l~=O ak(k+½)Hk(l) Pk(l) # 0. So for c ye q9_(1) a con-
tradiction arises. Hence, also in the case 1±'(1,I) /. 0 the function q£ is 
analytic at A =I. 
We may conclude that q£ is an entire function and satisfies 
(3. I 8) 
N 
H£(A)=Hh\)-·lq1 (\)-i,_ l: 
k=O 
l 1 
(cL (2.6)). Since H(-;\)- + (det A) 2 as;\+ 00 and for r 2 0 the polynomial 
Hr has degree r, it follows that q.Q, is a polynomial of degree~ max(£,N). 
In faet, for .Q, 2 N+l the degree of q!L equals £. The equation (3.3) for q£ 
is immediate from (3.18) and the H-equation (2 .. 12) (more precisely, the 
continuation of (2. 12) for µ 1/. [···l ,O]). 
+o., 
From the linear independence of the polynomials 0\) t~O and (3. 3) one 
+oo 
easily sees that the polynomials (q9,)£=0 are linearly independent. So for 
every n 2 N the polynomials q0 ,q 1 , •• , ,q11 fonn a basis of the linear space 
of polynomials of degrees n, But then the uniqueness of the polynomial 
solutions of Eq. (3, 3) is clear. 
Apply the intertwining property TP* (J-Q)T (cf. (HI 5.2)) and the 
recurrence relation (2£+l)TP£ 
Legendre polynomials. Then 
0,1,2, ..• ) of the 
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Note that His continuous and non-zero on [0,1] and (I-Q)P£ is an L2-func-
tion. So there exists a unique polynomial r£ such that 
(3. 19) 
+oo 
In terms of the polynomials (rm)m=O one has the second one of the identities 
(3.16). From (3.19) one concludes that for n :C: N the polynomials r 0 ,r 1,. .. , 
rn form a basis of the linear space of polynomials of degree :c:: n. Finally, 
to derive (3.5) from (3.3) one employs (3. 19) and the identity 
I 
l - I ~(µ,µ)H(µ)dµ 
0 
This identity is immediate from the H-equation (2. 12) and the factorization 
(2,6). □ 
-I 
PROOF of Theorem 3. I. Put C = A - L Because the range of P is invariant 
under A···JT and its kernel under T, one has 
(3.20) (I-P)CTP PT - TP. 
Since T[Im P] c A[Im P] Ker q* and Im(I-P) * Im Q H_, one gets 
(3.21) * Q BPT q*TP + q*(I-P)CTP (I-P)CTP PT - TP. 
Repeated application of this identity yields 
(3.22) 
m-l 
PTrn- TrnP = l Tm-l-jq*BPTj+I m= l,2,3, .... 
j:,Q 
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,m- l rn- l - j j m m 
First one replaces the surn l·-o µ v by (v -µ )/(\i-µ). Next one puts 
J--
¢ ( p) ~ 11m, and for -l s µ < 0 one gets the expression 
(3,23) (P¢h)(JJ) 
1 






h (v) , 
Observe that this identity is correct for ,p (µ) : l. By linearity it is cor-
rect if 10 is a polynomiaL Since v(v-v)-l l:=O ak(Q*pk) (p) (P*pk) (\>) is square 
integrable for (p,v) e: [-! ,OJ x [O, l], it follows that for each h E L"'[-l ,+I] 
the right-hand side of (3.23) is a bounded operator on Li-l ,+1]. Note that 
P is bounded and the polynomials are dense in Li-·J ,+LL Hence, formula 
{3.23) holds true for all pairs of functions <j, E L2[-l,+1] and h E L,J-!,+l]. 
Put 
(Kf) (µ) 
f Pf) (i1) + J~ v(v-µ)-· 1f(,,) 
lcrf)(µ), 0 s µ s +I. 
Then K acts as a bounded operator on LzC-1,+l]. Taking ¢(JJ) 
one gets 
TKh K(Th), 
ii in CL23) 
Since Kand Tare bounded on Lz[-1,+l] and L00[·-l,+l] is a dense linear sub-· 
space of Li-1,+l], the equality (3,24) is true for every h E LzC-·l,+l] and 
thus TK ~ KT, But T is a self-adjoint operator with a simple spectrum, By 
[66], Theorem 8" 1, there exists a bounded measurable function x: (r(T) = 
= [ - l, + l J _,. a: such that K '" x (T) But P - K is a compact operator and the 
same is true for P-P+ (use Theorem III 5"2, Lemma III 5.3 and the iden--
tity P-P ""(P -P )V-·l + P V- 1(1-V)). So K-P+ = x(T) - P_, is a compact 
+ p + + ~ 
operator, which is given by 
osvs+I; 
[ (K- P~)fj(µ) 
Therefore, K- P+ is a normal ope1:ator. To prove that K- P+ ,~ O, it suffices 
to show that o(K- P+) "' {OL If O ¥ A E o(K- P_i), then, by the compa<".tness 
of K- P+, there exists O -f f E LzC-1,+l] such that f(µ) = 0 forµ ?.: 0 and 
x(p)f(µ) = H(µ) for µ < 0. Since f i 0, there is a subinterval (a,b) of 
(-1,0) such that x(µ) = A forµ E (a,b). But then all functions in 
which have their support on [a,b], belong to the kernel of K- P+ "" A, and 
thus Ker(K- P+ - A) is infinite dimensionaL But this contradicts the com-
pactness of K-P+. Hence, one has o(K-P+) = {O}, indeed. Thus K = P+. 
The theorem is now immediate from (3.23), the identities K = P+ and 
* . k * (Q Pk)(µ)= (-1) (P Pk)(-µ) and Proposition 3.4. D 
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PROOF of Theorem 3.2. The proof of this theorem closely resembles the proof 
of the previous one. Instead of (3.21) one applies (3.20) repeatedly. With 
the help of the intertwining property (III 5. 2) one gets for ¢(µ) :c and 




<j>(p)[ (I-P)h](µ) -I 
0 
N 
L ak (l-ak) - 1 [ (I-P)pk] ( p)[ (I-Q)pk J (v) dv. 
k•sQ 
As in the previous proof one extends this expression to all (<j>,h) E 
I,+ ] . The rest of the present proof follows the method 
of the previous one. [] 
Using the method sketched in the proof of Theorem 3.2, formula (3.25) 
(with h(µ) _ I) has been found before (see [53,39]), 
The ection Pis related to the so-called scattering function 
S (v, 11) (O :s; v, µ :s; +I), which has been introduced by CHANDRASEKHAR [ l OJ. 
The relationship is given by 
l 
(3.25) (Ph)(-µ) = ½ f -! ll S(v,µ)h(v)dv, 0 :s; \l :s; +l 
0 
(see [ 60], ( 2. ) - ( 2. 3) ; [ 5 l ] , ( 7) - ( 8) ) . formulas for S(v,µ) are 
now immediate from Theorems 3.l and 3.2. For example, 
(3.26) 
-l 




The first explicit expressions for S(v,µ) appear in [10] for the case 
when N s; 2. The general formula (3.26) is due to BJJSBRIDGE ([8], (48.51)), 
who supplied a rather intricate method to compute what would later be called 
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the Busbridge polynomials q0 , •.• ,qN. Her calculations were greatly simpli-
fied by PAHOR [60] and later by SOBOLEV [64], who both obtained Eq. (3.3). 
However, sometimes their derivations suffer from mathematical incomplete-
ness., 
For the isotropic case of the neutron Transport Equation and later for 
anisotropic cases too the projection P and an analytic expression for it 
are due to HANGELBROEK (cf. [ 35, 36]). For the degenerate anisotropic case 
the existence of the projection P has been proved by HANGELBROEK (however, 
in literature a full, but different proof first appeared in Section 6.4 of 
[2]). For the degenerate anisotropic case an explicit expression for the 
projection P has been published by LEKKERKERKER (cL [48], (5.7)). Because 
in [48] eigendistributions are used, actually a formula for FP was supplied, 
where Fis the diagonalizing map described in Proposition 3.3. In recent 
years existence proofs for the projection P have been given for non-degene-
rate indicatrices too (see [53]; a preliminary version of the proof con-
tained in [53] has appeared in Section 6.4 of [2]), but for the non-degene-
rate case analytie expressions for Pare unknown. 
The expressions for P that appear in this section are 1c1s expedient as 
the ones found in astrophysical literature. From (3. 3) the polynomials 
q0 ,q 1, ... ,qN can be found by expanding qm, Hm and 'P(!,,p) in powers of A and 
solving a system of N+! linear equations in N+l unknown coefficients of qm. 
Since the Busbridge polynomials q0 ,q 1 , •.• ,qN form a basis of the linear 
vector space of polynomials of degree at most N, the determinant of this 
system does not vanish. For N o£ 3 astrophysicists have computed these poly·-
nomials explicitly and observed the invertibility of the linear system con·-
nected with Eq. (3.3). The polynomials r0 ,r 1,. .. ,rN can be found in a 
similar way with the help of Eq, (3.5). 
/+, The conservative case 
In this section we analyze the conservative case of the one·~speed 
Transport Equation. We describe the structure of the singular subspace and 
for the isotropic case all bounded solutions are obtained. 
Let an J~: g(t)p n (t)dt: be the n-th expansion coefficient of the 
indicatrix g, and assume that a s + l (n = 0, I, 2,,,,). By M we denote the 
n 
set of integers n for which an +I, Since Aim an ~ O, the. set M is .finite. 
In particular, if the operators T and Bare defined by (L4b) and A= I-B, 
then the kernel of A is given by 
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By a cycle of Mone denotes the convex components of M with respect to the 
linear order inherited by M from the set of integers, and the length of a 
cycle is its cardinality. In other words, a subset {k+l,k+2, ..• ,k+n} of M 
is called a cycle of M of length n if and only if k and k+n+l do not 
belong to M. 
In the proof of the next theorem we need the three-terms recurrence 
+oo 
relation of the Legendre polynomials (pn) n=o· Using the operator T in ( !. l~b) 
one has 
( 4. I) (n = 0, l , 2, •.. ) ; p _ I 0, 
where a = <Tp ,P 1> = t 11 µp (µ)p I (µ)dµ is a non-zero real constant. n n n+ - n n+ 3 _1 
Its precise value is an= ½(n+l)[(n+½)(n+2)J 2 (cL [68]), but for our pur-· 
pose this value is of no concern. The next theorem describes the Jordan 
structure of the singular subspace H0 of the pair (T,B). 
THEOREM 4. I. [,et m(M) be the nwriber of elements of M, and let c(M) be the 
number of its cycl,es of odd length. Then the dimension of the singular• 
-i 
subspace H0 equals m(M) + c(M), the nwriber of Jordan blocks of T A of 
order 2 at ;\ 0 equals c(M) and the number of Jordan blocks of T- 1A of 
order• i at :i. = 0 equals m(M) - c(M). 
PROOF. In this proof we give an explicit description of a basis of H0 with 
-1 
respect to which T AIH has the Jordan normal form. From Proposition III 3.2 
-I 0 
we know that T AJH does not have Jordan chains of length> 2, and knowing 
0 
this greatly simplifies the proof, It is important to observe that H0 con-
sists of polynomials only. 
We cut the proof into the proof of four separate statements, 
1. If n+l E M, then there does not e.rist a polynomial of degree n in 
-I 
the range of T A. 
Indeed, assume that f = T- 1Ag. Then on the one hand <Tf,pn+l>"" <Ag,pn+l> = 
= <g,Apn+I> = (1-an+l)<g,pn+l> 0. On the other hand, if f would be a poly-
nomial of degree n, then Tf is a polynomial of degree n+l, and thus 
<Tf,pn+l> f. 0. Contradiction. 
2. If {k+I} is a cycZe of M of length 1, then for Yk+Z 
-! --1 




Certainly, A(yk+ 2Pk+ 2+ykpk) = ak+IPk+ 2+akpk, and the statement is clear from 
(4. I). 
3. If {k+l,k+2,H.,k+2n+l} is a cycle of M of length 2n+l., then for 
-! -I 





where 1;0 (k,n),i; 1(k,n),."",l;:n(k,n) are corrplex nwnbers. 
Put i;n(k,n) = l and 
Then, using the recurrence relation (4. l), one has 
which settles (4.2). 
(m 
4. If {k+l,k+2,.,.,k+2n} is a cycle of M of length 2n, then the1'e d:Jes 
-1 
not exist a polynomial f of degree k+2.n in the range of T A sueh that 
<f,pk> = 0. 
Suppose f is a polynomial of degree k+2n such that <f,pk> = 0, and assume 
that there exists a polynomial g such that Tf =Ag.Then for certain coeffi-
cients one has 
Inserting 
k+2n k+2n+l 
f I i;sps' i;k+2n 'f 0, r;k O· g I , 
s=O r=O 
(L,. l) into the equality Tf-Ag 0 one gets that 
k+2n 
r;k+2nak+2rlk+2n+l + l (r,s_las-l+l;s+las)ps 
s=k+l 
n P • r r 
is a polynomial of degrees k, where l;k+ 2n+! is assumed to be zero. Using 
that 1;k = 0 and o:m f O (m ~ 0, J ,2, ... ) one successively concludes that 
From the four statements we have proved that a basis of the singular 
subspace H0 , with respect to which T- I Ho has the Jordan normal form, is 
given by the following set; 
{pr r EM, but r is not the maximum of a cycle of M of odd length} 
(4. 3) 
u (l~,n) tt 
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Here we take the union over all pairs of integers (k,n) such that {k+l,k+2, 
, .• ,k+2n+l} is a cycle of M. D 
We emphasize two quite unexpected peculiarities, First the number of 
Jordan blocks of T-IA of order 2 and the number of Jordan blocks of order 
at A= 0 only depend on the set M = {nzO: an= 1} and not on the expansion 
coefficients an that are strictly less than l. Secondly, the singular sub-
space H0 itself and the Jordan basis of T- 1A/Ho only depend on the set 
M = {nzO: an= 1} and the coefficients ak and ~+Zn+Z for which {k+l,k+2, 
... ,k+2n+l} is a cycle of M of odd length 2n+l. 
Observe that the basis (4.3) of H0 consists of even and odd functions 
only. Recall that an inversion symmetry of the pair (T,B) is given by the 
signature operator J, defined by 
(Jh)(µ) = h(-µ), 
+ 
Then the subspaces HO= {h E H0 : Jh = h} and H0 {h E ; Jh = -h} consist 
of the even functions of H0 and the odd functions of H0 , respectively, 
Therefore, the basis ( 4. 3) has the special form described in the proof of 
Theorem III 7.2. 
The physically most relevant conservative indicatrices g have the 
property that a0 = I and an< I (n ~ 1,2,3, ... ). Then M = {O}, H0 
-1 
= span{p0 ,p 1} and a basis of H0 with respect to which T A/Ho has the 
. l -1 r;; Jordan normal form, is {p0 ,3(J-a 1) v3 pl}, and this basis consists of 
only one Jordan block. Also for anisotropic cases this fact has been noticed 
by MASLENNIKOV (cf. [50]). 
Now we turn to the isotropic ·case when the indicatrix equals g(t) - ½c 
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for some O S c s. I and the pair (T, B) in ( 1. 4b) has the form 
+I 
(Th)(µ) (Bh)(µ) =½cf h(v)dv; 
-1 
For Os c < l the pair (T,B) is positive definite; for c = I it is singular 
and semi-definite. We now specify Theorem 3.l and the H-equation (2.12) for 
the non-conservat:~ve isotropic case. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For Os c < I the projection P of H 
along H_ = Li-J ,OJ is given by 
l,j,(µ) (P,j,) (µ) 
f 1 -I ½c O v(v-µ) H(-µ)H(v)q,(v)dv, -]Sµ<O. 
The H-j'unction appearing in (Lf.4) is a soluUon of the H-equation 
I 
(4. 5) f H(v)dv v+µ , 
0 
0 S 11 s +L 
PROOF. For the isotropic case one has a0 = c and an= 0 (n = 1,2, ... ). So 
for the polynomials defined by (2.8) one has H0 (µ) = I and H1 = (l-c)\l. The 
characteristic binomial is given by '!'(v,µ) = ½a0n0 (v)P0 (µ) = !c. Now (4.5) 
is immediate from (2.12). From (3.3) one gets the Busbridge polynomial 
q0 (µ) = J. Formula (4.4) is a straightforward application of Theorem 3. l. [I 
Next we deal with the conservative case c =!.Then we have 
THEOREM 4. 3. For• C ~' l the pr•ojection p Of H 
along H_ ~ L2[-l,O] exists and is given by 
(4. 6) 
f ¢(µ) 
(P¢) (µ) = i 
llf~ v(v-ll)- 1H(-µ)H(v),j,(v)dv, 
Osµs+J; 
Her•e the H-function H is analytic on a;\[-1,0], continuous and non-zer'o on 
U:\[-1,0), has a s1:rrrple pole at infim>ty and satisfies the idenNty 
(4. 7) Re A o, 
where 1\ is the disper•sion function. The function H also satisfies the 
H-equation 
(4.7) -I H(Jl) I - fµ 
14! 
0 s µ s +I. 
0 
PROOF. From Theorem 2.2 one computes that: for Os cs l the dispersion func-




Then for O < c < 1 the function /\c has two simple zeros vc >+land vc < -l; 
for c t I one has \/ ➔ +00 • If c 0-, l, then I\ has a double zero at 
C C 
only. (These properties are easily derived from the monotony of /\con 
( l , +00 ). They are well-known.) Further, /\c (A) + I\(">,) as c t I, uniformly in 
A on the extended imaginary line. 
From Theorem 2.1 it follows that for Os c < l the function is 
Holder continuous of exponent O <a<½ on the imaginary line (in fact, 
direct computation shows the Holder exponent to be a. = l). Hence, the func-
2 7 2 -1 . 2 7 
tions v;(v~->, ) (1-,\ )/\c(A) (0 < c < l) and (J->,-)1\(A) are Holder continu-
ous and strictly positive on the extended imaginary line, while 
lim sup 
ctl ReA=O 
By Theorem III 4. l of [61] the function (l-1c 2 )/\P,) has a canonical factori-
zation with respect to the imaginary line, namely 
Re 1c 0, 
where His described in the statement of this theorem. Using the stability 
of a canonical factorization (cL [61]; Section LS) one sees that 
0, 
uniformly in,\ on the closed right half-plane. Here He denotes the H-func-
tion for O < c < L But then IH/µ)-H(p)J + 0 as c + I, in 11 on 
[0, !]. Employing (li.5) the H-equation (L1. 7) is clear. 
It remains to prove (4.6), This proof involves a stability argument-
Because we shall use (spectral) projections connected to the pair (T,B) for 
several values of the parameter c, we shall often use the C to 
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avoid possible confusion. Consider the operator P given by (l1. 6). Clearly, 
this is a bounded projection with kernel H_. Substituting <j,(µ) = ! into 
(4.6) and employing (4.8) one easily shows that P<j, = <j,, and thus span{p0 } c 
c Im P. 
Let r be the positively oriented rectangle with vertices -i, 2-i, 
2+i and +i, and let re be the line obtained from r by omitting the segment 
from +ic to -ic, with its orientation inherited from f' (0 < c <!).Fix 
0 < c 0 < I such that for c 0 < c < I the zero vc of Ile does not belong to 
the inner region F+ of r. Putting Ac = I ·- c< •, p0>p0 one defines the bounded 
projection P by 
r ,c 




trurn on the 
(4.9) 
P h= lim (-211i)-l f (T-)cA)-lAhd)c; hEL2[-l,+l], c0 <cSL r,c O c c 
c+ r 
p (cf. Proposition 
p 
spectral projection 
interval [0, I J. One 
lim II p - P II 






3. 3) and for C 
0 
< C < l the operator 
corresponding to the part of its spec-
To see this, one first computes that for -Isµ s +l, Ai [-l,+l]u {vc,-vcJ 
+l 
-1 --l -l ···l I -I [ (T-:\Ac) h](µ) = (11-!1) h(µ) - ½di\(>,_) (µ->,_) (v-,\) h(v)dv. 
-l 
-l -l 
Since l,\U) -/\(>,_) I·+ 0 as ct!, uniformly in A on f\{O}, formula ({1.9) 
is clear. From the identities (4.9) and IIPc-•Pll + 0 as c + I, where Pc is 
defined by (4.4) and P by (4.6), one gets 
pp p ' 
p p 
and thus Hp c Im P. Therefore, Hp $ span{p0 } c Im P. By the considerations 
of Section III.7 one has HP!Bspan{p0 }@H_ = H ~ LzC·-l,+l]. Thus Im P ~ 
HP© span{p0}, and formula (4.6) is established. D 
Using other methods rigorous proofs of the H-equations (4.5) and (4.8) 
have been given by BUSBRIDGE [8]. Expressions for the projection P have 
been provided by HANGELBROEK for the case O s c •: l (see [35,36]) and by 
LEKKERKERKER for the case c = l (cL [47]), but their expressions involve 
a diagonalization operator as an ·additional factoL Formulas (t,.4) and (L,. 7) 
seem to be new. 
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5. The Milne problem (the isotropic case) 
In this section we study the Milne problem in an isotropic medium. In 
Section IV.3 we constructed the solution of the Milne problem in an abstract 
way (cf. Theorem IV 3.5). Specified for the conservative isotropic case the 
Milne problem amounts to obtaining all (locally integrable) polynomially 
bounded solutions in LzC-1,+l] of the integro-differential equation 
(5. 1 a) 
+l 
½ f ¢(x,µ')dµ', 
-l 
with the boundary condition ~(O,µ) 
we impose the extra condition 
0 (O 5 µ 5 + l). To normalize a solution 
+1 
(5. lb) lim f µ¢(x,µ)dµ = 
x:++oo 
-l 
where F denotes the radiative flux coming from the interior of the star 
(cf. [ 10], Eq. (86) of Chapter I). By Theorem IV 3.5 all solutions have 
the form 
(5.2) 1jl(x) = e 
where x0 E [H ©H J n H0 , x E H and x +x0 E p - p p p 
tion P of 1.zC-1,+l] onto Hp@span{p0 } along H 
one gets 
(5. 3) ''•(0) = x + x = (I-P)x 
'¥ p O 0' X p 
0 5 X < +00 , 
I ,OJ. Using the projec-
L2[-l ,0] (see Theorem 4.3) 






<Tijl (x), e> 
holds true, Note that we used that T[H J c Im A = (Ker A/· and Ae = 0, So p 
the radiative flux 2f~: µ¢(x,µ)dµ at optical depth x within the stellar 
atmosphere is a constant -F that does not depend on x E (0,+00 ), (The phy-
sical explanation of this phenomenon is the absence of absorption within 
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the medium; see [IO], Chapter L) Hence, from (5. lb) and (5.l1) one gets 
+! 
(5.5) F = -2<Tx0,e> = -2 f µx0 (µ)dµ. 
-l 
The next theorems provide the solution of the Milne problem in the 
isotropic case. 
THEOREM 5. l. For x = 0 the solution of the Milne pr•oblem is given by 




(5. 7) x0 (µ) ~ iF{!/3 f ,/n(v)dv-JJ}, 
0 
-I s µ s +l. 
PROOF. Let e(JJ) = I, and recall that H0 = span{e,TeL So the vector x0 
appearing in (5.2) to (5.5) has the form x 0 = F(i;e- ~Te), where (5 . .5) has 
been taken into account and i; is some constant to be determined later. From 
Theorem 4.3 and the identity (I-P)e 0 one gets 
1 
iF[(I-P)Te](µ) = ~FH(-µ) f v(v-p)- 1H(v)vdv 
I I 0 
iim(-JJ){ f vH(v)dv + JJ f 'J(v-JJ)- 1H(v)dv}, -I s p < 0. 
0 0 
But Pe. O, and therefore 
I 
(5, 8) jFH(-p) f vH(v)dv, 
0 
-! s; µ < 0. 
Next, recall that H0 = span{e,Te} and n1 
2 2 
<T e,e> <Te,Te> 3, one easily checks that 
Now XO P0lji(O). Therefore, 
l I 1 
XO(µ) 
9 =w I vH(v)dv{f v2H(v)dv - µ I vH(v)dv}, 
0 0 0 
-l s; JJ :<; + l. 
With the help of the identity x0 (µ) 
½F = (6F[f ~ H(v)dv ~' and thus 
I 
J vH(v)dv = 
0 
F(i;- ¾µ) one gets 
(cL [8], (12.15)). But then (5.7) is clear. Finally one simplifies (5.8) 
to get (5.6). D 
THEOREM 5.2. For O ::c: x < +00 the solution of the Milne prnblem is giPen by 
·[ 
3 -! t -(x-y)/µ J(y)dy, 0 < µ ~ I ; 7,F)l 0 e 
(5. 9) 1J(x,11) 
'F -! rooe-(x-y)/µ J(y)dy, -I $ )1 < 0. 4 )1 
X 
Here the connection between the function J and the is 
+oo 
(5. IO) v3 e r:- J -s/µ J(s)ds µH(µ), Q < )1 < +oo. 
0 
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PROOF. Using the equivalence theorem of Section V.3 one transforms Eq. (5. la) 




\µ(x) - ½ J <1/J(y) ,e> H(x-y)e dy 
0 
0, 
where e(µ) = l and H(t) denotes the propagator function. Putting J(x) = 
3 -1 = (:zF) <~,(x),e> (0:,; x < +00), one obtains (5.9). Comparing the solutions 
(5.9) with (5.6) one gets (5.10). D 
The first results on the solution of the Milne problem are 
due to MILNE [55], who reduced the equation (5.la) to the Schwarzschild-
Milne integral equation 
+oo 
(5. 12) J(t) - I J Ei(t-s)J(s)ds o, 
0 
where Ei(t) ""+ J;00 z-le-zltl dz is the exponential integral function. In 
the present terminology Eq. (5. 12) is immediate from Eq. (5. l l), because 
Ei(t) = <H(t)e,e> (0 f. t E JR)" A study of the unbounded function J has 
been made by HOPF (cL [42], Chapter II; see also [8], Chapter 4). From 
3 -] 
(5.2) and the J(x) = <:l) <1/J(x) ,e> we see that 
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J(x) 
(0 < X < +oo) 
¼/3 fb v2H(v)dv (cf. (5.7)) and q(•)-~ is an exponential-
ly decreasing function. The function q is the so-called Hopf function and 
has been studied in detail in [42] and [8], Formula (5.6) has been found 
by CHANDRASEKHAR with the help of principles of invariance (cf, [10], 
Eq. (52) of Chapter IV). Later LEKKERKERKER applied the method of singular 
eigendistributions to the Milne problem (cf. [47]). 
6. The finite-slab problem (the isotropic case) 
In this section we solve in an analytic way the finite-slab problem 
in an isotropic medium. In fact, we assume that g(µ) = ½c, where O < c $ I. 
The analytic solution will require two auxiliary scalar functions XT and 
YT that are defined on [0,l], To define these functions let Ei and Ei2 be 
the exponential integral functions 
+oo +oo 
Ei(t) f -1 -ltlz z e dt, f -2 -ltlz z e dt; 
I 
and consider the convolution equation 
(6. I) 
T 
xT (t) - !c f Ei(t-s)xT (s)ds = ½cEi(t), 
0 
0 < t < T, 
t E ll\{0}, 
Since !c t:IEi(t)ldt = c f~T Ei(t)dt = c[I-Ei2 (-r)J < I (O < c:;: land 
0 < T < +00 ; 0 < c < I and T = +00), it is clear that Eq. (6.1) has a unique 
solution xT E L1(0,T), which is nonnegative. Hence, for J $ p $ +00 the 
convolution equation 
T 
f(t) - ½cf Ei(t-s)f(s)ds 
0 
w(t), Q < t < T, 
has a unique solution f E Lp(O,-r) for every w E Lp(O,-r), which is given by 
T 
(6.2) f (t) w(t) + f oT(t,s)w(s)ds, 0 < t < T, 
0 
Because !cEi is an even function,'the resolvent kernel oT(t,s) has the form 
I fmin(t s) x ( t-s I)+ ' [x (t-·r)x (s-r) -
T 0 T T 
(6. 3) (O < t I s < T) 
x(lt-sl)+J' ( )[x(r-t)x(r-s)-
T max t,s T T 
(cL [Li,32]; [21], p.99), In particular, (\(0,s) = xT(t) and o./T,s) = 
= xT(T-s). 
For O < JJ S +lone introduces the unique L""-solution y of the 
T , ]J 
convolution equation 
(6. 4a) y (t) -
T ']J 
Ej (t-s)y (s)ds 
T ']J 
-t/]J 
e , 0 < t < T. 
Put 
(6.4b) X(JJ)=y (O), 
T T,]J 
O<JJS+L 
From (6.4a) and (6.2) one gets 
T 
(6.4c) -t/]J f -s/]J Y (t) = e + Ii (t s)e · · T,µ T ' ' 0 < JJ s +I, 0 < t < T. 
0 
T 
( 6. Sa) \ (JJ) l + J -s/µ e x (s)ds; T 
0 T 0 < µ s 1) 
(6.Sb) YT(~1) = e-T/µ J -(T-s)/µ + e xT(s)ds. 
0 
Hence, XT and YT are continuous on the closed interval [O,IJ, and 
XT (0) = I and YT (0) = 0. 
The auxiliary functions XT and YT appear for the first time in the 
work of CHANDRASEKHAR [10], who denoted them by X and Y, respectively. 
A thorough study of these functions has been made by BUSBRIDGE [8] and 
MULLIKIN [57L Chandrasekhar has introduced X and Y as solutions of the 
T T 




(6.6b) Y (11) 
T 
1 
1 + ½cµ f (v+v)··l[XT(µ)X./v) -YT(µ)YT(v)]dv; 
0 (0 :<; µ :<; ! , 0 T < +en) 
0 
Busbridge showed that the functions XT and YT defined by (6. 4b) satisfy 
the system (6.6). Mullikin obtained all other solutions of Eqs (6.6) and 
derived linear constraints, which force the functions (6.1,b) to become the 
unique solution of Eqs (6.6). 
If T ➔ +00 , then, according to the "projection method" (cL [ 2 JJ, for 
instance), 
lim IXT(µ) - X00 (µ) I 0, lim IYT (µ) I 0 (0 s:: JJ s; l). 
r++oo T➔+o:) 
Here we restrict ourselves to the case when O < c < !, and put 
+ f 
0 
where x00 is the unique L 1-so1 ution of the Wiener·-Hopf equation 
x00 (t) - ½cf Ei(t-s)x00 (s)ds 
0 
½cEi(t), 
Note that the symbol of this equation is given by 
+oo +J 
J t/A . . J -I l - !c e Ei(t)dt * (l-c) + !c p(µ-A) dp, 
-l 
On the other hand, with the non-conservative indicatrix g(t) cc ½c, one 
associates the dispersion function .I\ (cf, Section Vl,2) of the form 
+! 
A(:>..)= det[I->,(:>..-T)-IB]"" (l-c)+½c f µ(µ-A)-·ldµ, Ai [-l,+lL 
-l 
One sees that 
Re A 0 
(cL Theorem II 3"2). Hence, X00 coincides with the H-function (cL (2,5) -
(2,6); note that H(O) = l and X00 (0) ~ l), 
THEOREM 6. !. At the boundary points the solution¢ of the homogeneous 
finite-slab problem 1vith bounda,ry value ¢ E L2[-l ,+I] is given by 
1 
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(-1 :S µ < 0) 
f v(v-µ)- 1[x (-µ)Y (-v)-X (-v)Y (-µ)]· T T T T 
-I • ¢ (-,,) dv; 
0 
e-T/µ¢(µ) + ½c f v(v-µ)- 1[X (µ)X (-v) -Y (-v)Y (µ)]¢,(v)dv 
T T T T 
-I 
l (O < µ :S +I) 
+½cf v(v-µ)- 1[XT(µ)YT(v)-X,(v)Y,(p)]¢(v)dv. 
0 
In order to prove this theorem two propositions are needed, We now 
state the first one of them. 
PROPOSITION 6,2. Let 1 :S p s +00 • For every function w E L ((0,T) 
p 
1 ,+ l ]) 







¢(t) - f H(t-s)B¢(s)ds w(t) 
0 
( ) c f+I ft ( )[ -(t-s)/µ ft -·(t-r)/µ, ( )d ]d d v.l t, µ + Zµ _ 1 0 w s, v. e + 0 e 0 T t, r r r v 
C w(t,µ) - f+oo -(t-s)/µ fT -(t-r) t w(s,v)[e + t e 
(t,s) can be e:rpressed in terms of the function x 
T 
(O < µ :S + l) 
(t,r)dr]drdv, 
(- l :S µ < 0) , 
the 
PROOF. For O < c :S I the pair (T,B), with T and B defined by (Th) (11) = 
~ µh(µ) and (Bh)(µ) ½c : h(µ')dµ' (-1 s µ s +l), is a semi-definite 
admissible on l,+IJ (cf, Theorem 1.1). Then for ls p s +00 and 
w E Lp((O,T);LzC-l,+l]) the convolution equation (6.8) has a unique solution in 
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Lp((0,T);L2[-l,+l]) (for 0 < c < I, when the pair (T,B) is positive definite, 
this follows from Theorem V 4.1; for c = I, when this pair is singularly 
semi-definite, this is clear by the remark at the end of Section V.4). 
This unique solution$ is given by the formula 
(6. JO) $(t) 
T 
w(t) + J y(t,s)w(s)ds 
0 
(0<t<T), 
where the resolvent kernel satisfies the convolution equation 
T 
y(t,s) - J y(t,r)H(r-s)Bdr H(t-s)B 
0 
(O < t 'f' s < T) 
(cf. [22], formula (2.5)). From this equation one sees that y(t,s)h _ 0 
for all h E Ker B, and therefore y(t,s)h = }<h,e>y(t,s)e (0 < t # s < T). 
Here e(µ) - I, and<•,•> denotes the usual inner product on L2[-l,+I]. 
From formula (2.4) of [22] it follows that the resolvent kernel y(t,s) also 
satisfies the convolution equation 
(6. !I) 
T 
y(t,s) - I H(t-r)By(r,s)dr H(t-s)B 
0 
(O < t 'F s < T). 
Substituting B = ½c<•,e>e into this equation and putting o (t,s)= 
T 
= ½c<y(t,s)e,e> we obtain 
(6. 12) 
T 
y(t,s)e = c[H(t-s)e + I oT(r,s)H(t-r)e dr], 
0 
From Eq. (6.11) one directly computes that oT(t,s) satisfies the convolution 
equation 
(6. 13) oT(t,s) - !c J Ei(t-r)oT(r,s)dr = !cEi(t-s), 
0 
0 < t 'F S < T, 
With the help of the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.1 in [22] it follows that 
•\(t,s) is given by (6.3). From (6. IO) - (6. 12) we obtain the identity 
T T 
ijJ(t) = w(t) + !c f <w(s) ,e>[H(t-s)e + I oT(r,s)H(t-r)e dr ]ds. 
0 0 
J+I Note that <w(s),e> = _ 1 w(s,v)dv, H(t)(µ) = 0 fortµ< 0 and H(t)(µ) = 
-I -t/µ 
JµJ e fortµ> 0. But then (6.9) is clear. D 
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The second proposition is immediate from the first one, if one inserts 
w(t,µ) = e-t/µ ¢(µ) (O < µ:,; 1, 0 < t < T) and w(t,µ) = e(T-t)/µ ¢(µ) 
(-1 $ µ < 0, 0 < t < T), 
PROPOSITION 6.3. To every bounda.ry value¢ E L2[-l,+l] there is a unique 
solution 1jJ of the homogeneous finite-slab problem, namely 
(6. 14a) 
Here the kePnel Kt(µ,v) has the form 
-l ft -(t-s)/µ ft -(t-r)/µ +µ 0 p(s,v)[e + 0 oT(r,s)e dr]ds, 
0<µ$+1; 
-1 JT -(t-s)/µ JT ,, ( ) -(t-r)/µ dr]ds, -µ t p(s,v)[e + t uT r,s e 
-I:,;µ< O, 
where p(s,µ) = e-s/µ (O < µ:,; +l) and p(s,µ) = e(T-s)/µ (-1:,; µ < 0). 
PROOF of Theorem 6.1. For -I:,;µ< 0 we substitute t = 0 into Eqs (6.14) 
and obtain 
I T T 
ljJ(O,µ)=eT/µ ¢(µ)-!cµ-l J J e-s /v[e+S/µ+ J oT(r,s)e+r/µ dr]ds ¢(v)dv 
0 0 0 
(6.15a) (-1 :,; µ < 0) 
0 T T 
- !cµ-I J J e(T-s)/v[e+s/µ + J oT(r,s)e+r/µ dr]ds ¢(v)dv. 
-I 0 0 
For O <µ:,;+I we substitute t =Tinto (6.14) and obtain 
(6. 15b) 
0 T 





[ -(T-s)/µ J -(T-r)/µ • e + oT(r,s)e dr]ds ¢(v)dv 
0 
T 
-s/v[·-(T-s)/µ J e e + 
0 
(O < µ :,; +I) 
oT(r,s)e-(T-r)/µ dr]ds ¢(v)dv. 
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We consider the double integrals over the variables rands appearing in the 
above expressions. They can be considered as double Laplace transforms of 
o(r-s) + <\(r,s), where o(r-s) denotes Diracs delta function, and they can 
be computed with the help of a result of DYM & GOHBERG (cf. [14], Theorems 
7.2 and 7.3). In fact we have 
T T 
f e-s/v[ e +s/µ + f o ( ) +r/\J dr]ds~-l1...Y __ -e-T/V{X (-,,)Y (---\J)--X (-v)Y (-p)}· T r,s e µ-v T ~ T T T , 
0 0 (-1 S \l < 0, 0 <vs +I) 
T T 
I (T-sl/v[ +s/µ I e · e + r ( ) +r/i1 u r s e T , dr]ds=···]:1.:':-'_{X hi)Y (-\J)-X (··v)Y (-µ)}· µ-v T T T T ' 
0 0 (-! s \J < 0, -I s v < 0) 
T T 
J e(T-s)/v[ e-(T-s)/\l + f 6 ( ) -(T-r) /µ dr]ds = T r,s e 
0 0 
]lV +T /v · . 
= --e {X (JJ)Y (v) - X (v)Y (11)}; v-]J T T T T 
T T 
(0 < )l s +I, - l s " < 0) 
I -s!v[ -(t-s)/\l e e + I o ( ) -(t-r)/JJ dr]ds T,r,s,e 
0 0 
=~{X (JJ)Y (v) -- X (v)Y (µ)L V-]J T T. T T 
(0 < µ s +l, 0 <vs +I) 
To deduce the latter pair of identities from the former pair of identities, 
we use that oT(t,s) ~ <\(-r-t,t-s) (0 < t Is< T) (cL (6.3)), In the first 
and third identity we have defined XT and YT 
arguments by (6.5a) and (6.5h), respectively. 
--r/V -T/V 
e YT(-v) ~ XT(v) and e X./-v) ~ YT(v) 
+T/v +t/v 
e YT(v) = XT(-v) and e XT(v) YT(-v) 
and third identity become as follows: 
T T I e-S/v[e+s/]J+ J (\(-r,s)e+r/µdr]ds 
0 0 
T T 
for negative values of their 
By (6,5a) and (6.5b) we get 
(0 < v S + l) and 
(-1 s v < O). Then the first 
(-1 S JJ < 0, 0 <\JS +I) 
( (T-s)/v[ -(T-s)/p f -(T-·r)/µ ] µv 
J e e + o (r,s)e dr ds ~ --{X (11)X (-v) -·Y ('··\>)Y (p)L T V-µ T T T T 
0 0 
(O < µ s +I, -Is v < 0) 
The theorem is clear if we substitute these four (modified) identities 
into (6.15). D 
We have derived an analytic solution of the finite-slab problem in 
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a homogeneous medium without deriving an explicit formula for the invertible 
-I -I 
operator VT. To obtain a formula for VT¢ one first calculates the solution 
w of the homogeneous finite-slab problem with boundary value¢. If P (P) p m 
denotes, as usual, the spectral projection of S = A-IT corresponding to the 
positive (negative) part of its spectrum (note that we now restrict our-
selves to the non-conservative case O < c < I), then 
P w(0), p 
(cf. Section IV.2). For the non-conservative isotropic case the projections 
Pp and Pm are known explicitly (cf. [36], for instance). 
On the basis of physical arguments the finite-slab problem has been 
analyzed by CHANDRASEKHAR [10] and SOBOLEV [63]. With the help of invari-
ance principles Chandrasekhar reduced the problem to the computation of the 
so-called reflection and transmission functions. For several cases, includ-
ing isotropic scattering, he produced explicit solutions, which were expres-
sed in terms of auxiliary functions X and Y that satisfy a coupled system 
of non-linear integral equations (such as (6.6a) - (6.6b)). These results 
were improved and generalized by SOBOLEV (see [63,65]). In [63] Sobolev 
produced the convolution equation (6.13), but employs iteration as a tool. 
To some extent the present approach can be viewed as a mathematical justi-
fication of the physical methods in [10] and [63]. 
7. The symmetric multigroup Transport Equation 
In this section the symmetric multigroup Transport Equation is the 
object of investigation. This equation describes the time-independent 
transport of particles through a homogeneous semi-infinite medium. We assume 
that the particles are divided into N groups with a (nearly) constant speed. 
Let x be a position coordinate from (0,+00), the numberµ E [-1,+l] the 
cosine of the scattering angle and w1,.,.,WN the angular densities within 
the respective groups. Further, let a 1, ••• ,crN be numbers proportionate to 
the mean speeds within the groups, ordered in such a way that a 1 ;;:: .•• ;;:: aN = I. 
By Ewe denote the NxN-diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a 1, ••. ,aN. 
JSL, 
The scattering is described by the NxN-scattering matrix G(p), which 
depends on J.1 E [-1,+1] and all of whose entries gij (µ) are real··-valued 
Lr-functions on [-1,+l] for some r >I.For i,j = 1,2, ... ,N one writes 
+] 
g .. (µ,µ') = (2TT)-l f g .. (µµ' + /T=i7 /f.::jj'""i7 cos a)da, 
iJ iJ 
-I 
and G(µ,JJ') denotes the NxN-matrix with entries g .. (µ,p') (i 0~ l, .... ,N; 
l.J 
j = l, ... ,N). Let ij,(x,µ) be the column vector with entries iJ, 1(x,p), ... , 
1pN(x,µ), and let f(x,µ) be the column vector with entries f 1(x,µ), ... , 
fN(x,µ). Here fi(x,µ) is an inhomogeneous term accounting for sources of 
particles within the i-th group (i = l, ... ,N). Then the multigroup transport 
process is described by the vector-valued integro-differential equation 
+I 
(7. I) aij, J !r X(x,µ) + l:1jl(x,µ) =, G(µ,µ')1/J(x,µ')dµ' + f(x,11), 





0. f l. 
-1 
-1 
0 (l) (x + +oo). 
Q < X < +00 , 
The column with entries <j, 1 (µ), .•. ,<j, N(p) will be denoted by <j,_,_ (v). +,. +, r-
Additionally we impose the following symmetry condition: 
(7 .. 3) g .. (t) = g .. (t); 
iJ Ji 
-I :e;; t :e;; +I, I s i,j s N. 
We shall consider Eq. (7. I) with boundary conditions (7 .2) on the 
space H "" L2 ([-1, + 1]; (!;N) of 1l-valued square-integrable functions on 
[-1,+IJ, endowed with the (weighted) inner product 
N +I 
).' o.ff.(p)gTµ)dp, 
i;,; I i . i i 
-! 
<f,g> 
where f (g) is the column of functions £ 1 ,H.,fN (gl'"""'gN). Define the 
operators Bij: L2[-l,+l] + L2[-l,+I] by 
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(B .. h)(µ) = 
l.J 
+I 21r I [(2n)-I f gij(µµ' + /J-µ2 /f=ii'2 cos a)da]h(µ')dµ', -JSµS+l, 
-1 0 
where ls i,j s N, According to [69], Appendix XII.8 (see also Section VI.I), 
all operators B .. are compact and self-adjoint. We define the operator 
l.J 
B: H-+ H by 
N 
(7. 5) 2 
j=l 
(B .. f.)(µ), 
l.J J 
-I s µ S +l. 
By the symmetry condition (7.3) one has B~. = B .. (I s i,j $ N), and there-
1.J J l. 
fore the operator B: H -+ H is self-adjoint and compact. Put A = I - B and 
define the operator T: H-+ H by 
(7.6) -I S µ S +I, I s i s N. 
N -1 -I 
Then Tis a self-ad3·oint operator with spectrum .U 1[-cr. ,a. J=[-1,+I]. 1.= l. ]. 
Its kernel is trivial. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let H be the Hilbert space L2([-l,+l];~N) endowed with the 
inner product (7.4), and let the operators T and Bon H be defined by 
(Tf) i (µ) 
(Bf)i{µ) 
N +! 27T 
cr: 1 2 f[(2n)-IJg .. {µµ 1+~~cosa)da]f.(µ')dµ'. 
]. ·-1 l.J J 
J- -l 0 
(-1 s µ s +I, 1 s i $ N) 
Then the pair (T,B) is a hermitian admissible pair on H. This pair is 
inversion symmetric with signatu;pe operator J: H-+ H, defined by 
-1 $ µ s +I, I :S i $ N, 
as an inversion symmetry. 
PROOF. Clearly, Tis self-adjoint with Ker T = {0} and Bis compact and 
self-adjoint. Further, there exists r > I such that g .. E 
l.J 





-I . ~ 
0 <a< (r-1)(2r) and some compact operator D .. 
1] 
( I :S i, j s N) • Here TO is 
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the self-adjoint operator on L2[-l,+I], defined by (T0h)(µ) 
(-1 ~µ~+I). It follows that 
µh(µ) 
where Dis the compact operator defined by (Df).(µ) = cr~-I '~ 1 (D .. f.)(µ) l. . l. LJ"' l.J J 
(-1 ~µ~+I; I~ i ~ N). Hence, the pair (T,B) fulfills the conditions 
(C.I) - (C.3) of Section III.2, and therefore (T,B) is a hermitian admissible 
pair on H. D 
The theory developed in Chapters III to V is now applicable, If A= I - B 
is a strictly positive operator, then to every boundary value~+ there is a 
unique solution of the integro-differential equation (7.1) such that 
+w +I 
.I cri J [ J 
i-1 0 -! 
dx < +00 (O < X < +oo), 
A related result has been obtained before by GREENBERG [34]. A preliminary 
version of the present treatment of the symmetric multigroup case can be 
found in [53]. 
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